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Intertextual and Inter-Ethnic Relations in William
Carlos Williams's "To Elsie": A Poetics of Contact
José María Rodríguez García

José Maria
Rodríguez Garcí is
Assistant Professor
of Romance Studies
at Cornell Universi
ty, where he teaches
twentieth-century
poetry of the Ameri
cas. His previous
essays on William
Carlos Williams
have been published
in Genre,
Neophilologus,
and Orbis Litter
arum, among other
journals. He now
at work on a book on
the reception of John
Keats's poetry in the
Hispanic world.

Of any work the important thing to
ask is: What are its contacts? One
may almost say there is nothing else
of importance to be asked. There will
be established thereby
what? A
color; something in any case ponder
able in the experience of other men.
(Williams, "Yours, O Youth" 34)

William Carlos Williams's well-known poem,
"To Elsie," included in Spring and All (1923), fea
tures a real-life character, a retarded young
female by the name of Elsie, whom the
Williamses brought into their home from
New Jersey State Orphanage to help Mrs.
Williams run her household. Elsie was a mestiza
with just "a dash of Indian blood" whose
extreme vulnerability in a racist, market-driven
society caused Williams to perceive her as a
scapegoat of American capitalism. Yet the
speaker in the poem insists that the neglectful
treatment of minorities has
contributed to
the moral degradation of
WASP elite. There
is another piece by the same author, written
almost concurrently with "To Elsie," that shows
striking similarities of diction and intent. I am
referring the central chapter of In the American
Grain (1925), an autobiographical piece entitled
"Père Sebastian Rasles," written in 1924, in
which Williams also takes on the defense of the
Native Americans
against the legacy of
Eurocentric values. There he also extols the vio
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lent physicality of the wilderness at the expense of material progress
and the superficial spirituality of civilization.
In his programmatic manifesto "Comment," written for the first
issue of the avant-garde magazine Contact (1921-1924), coedited with
Robert McAlmon, Williams explained what he meant by a felicitous lit
erary "contact."1 James Joyce was
be considered the quintessential
enabler of "contacts"
"disclosures" on account of his systematic
defamiliarization of extant literary discourses, so that the readers of his
works were forced to explore on their own, through an active use of the
imagination, the range of references
allusions in what they had just
read. Williams
used the word "contact" in "To Elsie" with clearer
social implications,
a related
"touch," plays a crucial part
the argument for social "crosspollination" developed in "Père Sebastian
Rasles." When I say that Williams articulates a "poetics of contact" I
simply follow the New Jersey author in suggesting that his texts of the
early 1920s are meant to allow the reader
"become awake to his own
locality" so that he or she begins to "perceive more
more of what is
disclosed
find himself in a position to make the necessary transla
tions" ("Comment" 28).2 Indeed, in the opening fragment of prose in
Spring and All, the contact metaphor is designed
elicit readers' will
ingness to open up their consciousness to both nearby
faraway real
ities, which are seen, in strictly transcendentalist terms, as being more
or less interchangeable or at least reversible: "There is a constant barri
er between the reader and his consciousness of immediate contact with
the world. If there is an ocean it is here. Or rather, the whole world is
between: Yesterday, tomorrow, Europe,
Africa —
things
removed
impossible, the tower of the church at Seville, the
Parthenon" (Collected Poems, Vol. 1 177).3 This seems
imply that the
"barrier" is also the place of contact or the contact itself, a comprehen
sible reversal if we concede that the metaphorical bridge facilitating
contact is also a linguistic barrier, a mediation.
In "To Elsie" the speaker's presentation of the localities through
which he passes features diverse efforts to make contact (visual and
emotional) with characters socially removed from his privileged posi
tion, including the mestiza Elsie. Admittedly, the speaker does not
always complete the attempted translations or "adjustments," as they
are
referred to in the poem. He does not always succeed in fol
lowing all social branches (rich
poor, white
colored) back
a
"common trunk of understanding," which is the final goal he assigns to
any meaningful contact. This is the transcendentalist impulse in
Williams, which may be at odds in
mutually respectful experience
of togetherness
distance present in
term "con-tact." Elaborating
on the automobile analogy introduced at the close of "To Elsie," we
could perhaps say that in this composition the carrying into practice of
the "poetics of contact" is suddenly interrupted by a transmission fail
ure, that somewhere along the way the speaker loses control of the
translation process, causing the car
careen out of control. Alterna-
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tively, perhaps the fulfillment of such a desire for contact or fusion func
tions as the intellectual equivalent of a car-crash. I will be arguing later
on that this loss is inscribed in the final silence of Elsie and in the speak
er's retreat into the language of surrealism. Despite these ideological
hesitations, however, the poem is remarkably meaningful as
intertextual construct, as a modernist collage of classic poetic modes and
modern ethnographic field-work. As such, it registers the impact of pre
existing texts (e.g., Robert McAlmon's "Elsie," Williams's own "The
Wanderer," and more fortuitous references the literature of
Great
War
Native American folk-tales) at
same time as it prepares
the way for another one of Williams's masterpieces, the 1924 essay "Père
Sebastian Rasles."
In what is one of the best social commentaries yet published
the
early poetry of Williams, Barry Ahearn has shown how the poet from
New Jersey, in his treatment of ethnic minorities, immigrants,
the
working
evolved from the use of racial clichés and a patronizing
sentimentality to a more mature understanding of the marginalization
of these groups. The condescending attitude is most apparent in "Sicil
ian Emigrant's Song" (1913), "The Sick African"
"Chinese
Nightingale"
"The Young Laundryman"
while the
sentimentalizing of lonely women burdened with an army of children is
characteristic of such poems as the powerful "Dedication for a Plot of
Ground" (1917) and the less successful "Complaint" (1921).4 "Dedica
tion" adapts the portrayal of strong-willed pioneer women the expe
rience of British immigrants first in the West Indies and later in the
United States, freely recreating the life of Williams's paternal grand
mother, Emily Wellcome, who followed the poet's father, William
George Williams,
Rutherford after her husband's death in the
Indies. This early poem advances the author's characteristic argument
for regarding
itinerant life of hardships
disappointments spent
in contact with alter realities as a form of transcendence.
In his strikingly original Spring and All, Williams chronicles his "dis
covery of a class cutting across racial lines, a class that has hitherto
escaped the public's notice
therefore escaped stereotyping" (Ahearn
70). Some of the prose
verse pieces in this collection are exuberant
life-affirming. For example, "Horned Purple" is a documentary or
even
ethnological poem in which a multiethnic group of characters
actively searches for meaning in the shared experience of dwelling
the margins of mainstream American culture (that is, outside bourgeois
conformity).5 These working-class adolescents are allowed to express
their imaginative powers
their vitality by means of the stolen flow
ers that they wear as trophies in their hair
hats.6 Because the group
identity of these teenagers cuts across racial lines
are black and
some white), and because they are collectively compared
"Dirty
satyrs" (1. 12), their spring ritual of stealing flowers acquires the cohe
force of a pastoral celebration. "To Elsie" is, however, a different
type of poem in that it focuses instead on the economic exploitation and
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social marginalization of America's underprivileged groups, whose con
dition can be characterized as
of detachment
even of isolation.
The erratic acts of these people lack the cohesive
soothing quality of
the spring rituals of passage,
and self-renewal found in "peas
ant traditions" (1. 19) or in urban ones, like those seen in "Horned Pur
ple." In sum,
situation of the working-class men
women depict
ed in "To Elsie" is
of spiritual as well as material deprivation.
Spring and All combines a series of numbered metrical poems with
fragments of broken prose, the poems themselves having the rhythm
texture of expository prose. The prose pieces are
given the
shape of poems through the reiterated use of abrupt enjambments that
draw attention to the isolation inherent in
experiences being pre
sented
the fragmentariness of syntactic units.
entire book
plays on the formal asymmetry of its smaller units. For example, the
regular poems use a triadic stanza in which the first and third lines are
considerably longer than the second. According to Sharon Dolin, the
aim of this procedure is
make the reader experience
sequence of
poems, as a series of structural
thematic antitheses and repetitions:
"One way a reader processes the visual effect [of each poem] is to view
the first line as being mirrored, or reflected, by the third, with the sec
ond acting as a reminder of difference, or of the alienation, between the
two" (40). Indeed, many of the poems in Spring and All are about either
experiences of social estrangement or attempts at breaking through eth
nic and class boundaries. "To Elsie" is no exception. Its alternative title,
derived from the first line, ironically advertises
contents as a spring
sprout of the Virgin Land: "The pure products of America." The imme
diate political context for the use of "pure products" may well have
been the enactment in 1922 of the Fordney-McCumber Tariff, which
gave the nation its highest import rates in peace time history, protecting
especially such New Jersey goods as chemicals
textiles, or on the
other hand the enactment of the Emergency Quota Act, which restricted
immigration from eastern
southern European countries, including
Italy, whence many of Williams's patients came. The Emergency Quota
Act was the culmination of an unfortunate public debate on whether the
true indigenous Americans were the almost extinct American Indians or
the so-called Nordic Natives (i.e. northern Europeans), an ethnic group
in which neither Williams nor Elsie could claim full membership.7
"To Elsie" consists of 22 stanzas, which can be divided into three
parts. Stanzas 1 through 5 paint a portrait of two underprivileged com
munities in early twentieth-century America: the woodsy "mountain
folk" (1. 3) of Kentucky
the inhabitants of
"isolate lakes" (1. 6) of
New Jersey. Representatives of both groups meet in the industrial belts
of big cities, but in many cases they fail to adapt the brutal demands
of a mechanized
exploitative modus vivendi, eventually becoming
either victims or victimizers. They are called "pure products of Ameri
ca/ go [ne] crazy" (11. 1-2) because their economic and social situation is
a direct consequence of America's rapid transformation into an indus
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trial nation with an expanded market economy
new communities
more permeable
social and technological change. This
a favor
able situation for
privileged class of educated professionals
Williams, who lived in suburban neighborhoods, from where they could
reach a diversified clientele comprised of other professionals, mill work
ers, and farmers. Nevertheless, as John Beck has suggested in an
important recent reading, Williams must have been aware that the same
economic order that allowed him to have a busy practice
greater
freedom of movement (symbolized by the automobile) had
uproot
ed entire communities from their original localities, causing them to
migrate to the bustling
Williams makes reference to
rugged,
if naive and often misdirected, individualism of
of these charac
ters, portraying them as "devil-may-care men who have taken/ to rail
roading/ out of sheer lust for adventure — " (11. 10-12; Beck 89-90).
Stanzas 6 through 13 of "To Elsie," which together constitute the sec
part of the poem, concentrate on some acts of "promiscuity" (1. 9)
between itinerant railroad workers raised in Kentucky
New Jersey
the "young slatterns, bathed/ in filth/ from Monday Saturday" (11.
13-15) who attend to their sexual needs. The same applies to the rela
tionships established between the dispossessed Indians of New Jersey
and
slatterns they meet.8 The speaker envisions the life of one such
woman who ends up marrying a "dash of Indian blood" (1.
subse
quently giving birth a baby girl. An important point be made here
is that poverty and marginalization from middle class privileges affect
a broad spectrum of groups regardless of their ethnic origins, which of
course means that for Williams modern conceptualizations of "race"
may be, at least in part,
effect of the preexisting concept of "class"
(note that the Kentucky and New Jersey folks portrayed in
poem
have "old names" [1. 8]). The neglected children born from uprooted
and abused women are sent
the State Orphanage. Up to this point,
poem has dealt mostly with the rootless underclass, with
groups of underprivileged Americans who have lost contact with the
"peasant traditions" (1. 19) their ancestors brought from Europe, or else
with the communal rhythms of Indian life. Yet in neither case have they
found opportunities for self-realization in
culture of industrialist
capitalism. "To Elsie" is also a typical Williams poem in
inclusion of
the motifs of alienation and dysfunctional parenthood, which traverse
his earlier collections of poems. To be sure, it is Williams himself, as an
avid reader of pastoral, who feels nostalgia for unspecified peasant tra
ditions at the
time as he welcomes the opportunities afforded by a
liberal technological modernity
symbols — notably, the automo
bile that enabled his medical practice in suburban New Jersey. As we
will see below, in "To Elsie" the speaker essentializes the lack of control
that the "pure products" have
their destinies mainly in order to
draw a parallel with his own feelings of confusion
Stanzas 13 through 16 identify the character of the nameless child
raised in the State Orphanage with the young mestiza, brought tern-
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porarily by the Williamses into their home to help Mrs. Williams with
the house chores. This young woman, Elsie, has, in her almost inarticu
late innocence, a candidly prophetic message to deliver
"us" (1. 43), a
plural pronoun that invites the middle class to which Williams and the
reader belong assume their share of responsibility in the actions nar
rated in the poem. As Richard Sennett has explained, one of the most
reliable indices of a text's anxiety over the situations of social inclusion
exclusion caused by ethnic differences is the speaker's series
alternations between the "I/me" and the "we/us" pronouns, or between
"they/them"
"we/us" (196-200, 205-06). Although the Williamses
accepted Elsie almost as one of their family, the speaker in the poem
avoids mentioning a direct relationship between himself
Elsie, as if
signify that
too is a potential abuser
victimizer of the innocent
young female. Indeed, by taking the "filth" (1. 14) of the slatterns quite
literally upon his shoulders, the speaker voices his sense of obligation to
others less fortunate. To use Joli Jensen's rich taxonomy of critical
stances variously adopted by modernist intellectuals, we can say that
although in "To Elsie" Williams does not represent himself as a direct
"participant" in bringing about social change, he is not content with
remaining a detached "onlooker" full of bemused disdain for what he
sees around him. This would be the
in "The Young Housewife"
(1916). Rather, in "To Elsie" he seems more interested in dragging other
bourgeois readers along with him in the process of thinking through
America's social problems, so that some of those readers may work
toward the necessary changes. He acts as what Jensen calls a "catalyst,"
a stance often used by
like-minded Young American critics (Ran
dolph Bourne, Waldo Frank, Lewis Mumford,
Van Wyck Brooks),
all of whom advocated the renewal of American life by creating a uni
fying culture out of the peculiarities of existing local cultures, although
in some cases these efforts were tainted by
overemphasis on the
Euro-American contributions
27-29). We can investigate further
the workings of the catalyst stance by comparison with another por
trayal of Elsie published just before Williams's poem.
In
illuminating note on the origins of "To Elsie," Henry M. Sayre
has explained that Williams's piece was conceived as a direct response
a short story entitled simply "Elsie," which
a "thinly veiled
sketch of the Williams' household" written by Williams's friend, Robert
McAlmon,
included in the latter's first collection of stories, A Hasty
Bunch (1922). The Elsie who appears in both pieces, McAlmon's and
Williams's, is characterized by "an over-developed body
under
developed mind" ("Elsie"
a paradox that ironically echoes the legal
enactment of involuntary sterilization of the so-called "feeble-minded"
in many states in the early twentieth century and, even more
the public advocacy by racist zoologist Madison Grant of a government
program for the sterilization
of "unfit" racial types, whose prover
bial fertility was construed as a threat to Nordic supremacy (Goldberg
153). According Sayre, the metacritical prose fragment that in Spring
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and All follows "To Elsie," which compares the craft of poetry with that
of prose,
prompted by Williams's own awareness that his poem
took as its main subtext a preexisting story, that it
a free versifica
tion of prose. Similarly, in one of his 1921 Contact manifestoes, "Yours,
O Youth," Williams had explained that the extroverted and intertextual
dimensions of his work derived from his fondness for "direct contacts
with certain definite environmental conditions" — i.e., all sense impres
sions
the "immediate objective world of actual experience" — and
"'outside' worlds," such as preexisting texts, "memory,"
"the basic
pyramid of tradition" (34-35). "To Elsie" could be said to encourage the
reader to participate in both the freshness and
"circuitous progres
sions" of the stored experiences of others while also acknowledging the
repressive idealization of the other that this implies. Furthermore, the
poem is
a genuine work of "criticism," at least in the sense Williams
uses this term in "Yours, O Youth," insofar as the speaker strives to
make contact with "[his] own environment,"
specifically with Elsie,
at the same time as he addresses a concrete audience of bourgeois read
ers with a guilty conscience: "criticism must be first in contact with the
world for which it is intended. That contact alone can
it life, reali
ty" (36-37).
In line 43 (stanza 15) the speaker's attention swerves decisively from
genealogy
the present situation of Elsie
his musings on the
complicity of his social class in perpetuating the economic
social
alienation of the underclass. In line 49 (stanza 17), the description of
Elsie gives way to the chain of surrealist images that her presence awak
ens in the speaker. This part of the poem has
basis in either Elsie's
family history or McAlmon's fictionalized version of it. Yet it is here
where "To Elsie" becomes interlaced with another well-known piece by
Williams: "Père Sebastian Rasles"
pub. 1925). If "To Elsie" is the
product of the conversations that Williams
McAlmon conducted
during the latter's visits to Rutherford in the early 1920s, the prose piece
"Père Sebastian Rasles" is the product of another creative conversation
that Williams
the French man of letters Valery Larbaud presumably
conducted in Paris
26 January 1924.9 I will explain the terms of this
second dialogue before I connect it with "To Elsie."
In the course of what he called a "sabbatical" semester in Paris,
Williams paid a visit Larbaud,
the two allegedly conversed about
the multicultural origins of the United States of America. The gist of the
conversation, at least as it is reproduced in "Père Sebastian Rasles,"
revolved around the distinguishing features of three independent colo
nizing efforts in early America: those of the Spanish, the French, and the
English. Specifically, Williams defends the Spanish conquistadors, who
had a remarkable appreciation for the exuberance of America and at
least recognized that
Indians had a soul and a religion of their own.
He undertakes this defense against Larbaud's enthusiasm for the seven
teenth-century Puritans. As the conversation progresses, Williams and
Larbaud strike a note of agreement on the humanity
tolerance of the
French Jesuit missionaries of the late seventeenth
early eighteenth
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centuries.10 This concern for reestablishing contact with largely mis
represented
neglected episodes in the early history of North Amer
ica prepares the way for Williams's long eulogy Père Sebastian Rasles,
which is artfully cast in the form of a dialogue with Larbaud. The Jesuit
Rasles lived among the Abenaki Indians of western Maine between 1691
1724, the year of his death at the hands of greedy English soldiers
and colonists.11 According Williams, the French Jesuits were the only
European Christians who accepted that their evangelical mission in
America required their willing acceptance of syncretism
the real
ization that the Indian religions were a moral force as powerful as the
Christian Gospel.
"Père Sebastian Rasles" is the most autobiographical of Williams's
prose pieces prior
the publication of his Autobiography
It is
the most poetic of
the historical essays included in the collection
In the American Grain (1925). The chapter is full of metaphors and
images of eating
fighting interlaced with Amerindian themes.
Williams's own emotional states correspond to what James Clifford has
called "ethnographic surrealism" in a book that opens with a commen
tary precisely on "To Elsie." Ethnographic surrealism is a literary mode
involving two related techniques based on the model of surrealist col
lage: the first technique is the conflation of rituals of modern Western
cultures with rituals of pre-scientific cultures;
the second technique
is the presentation of exotic cultures as if they were the contents of the
speaker's reverie, thereby juxtaposing his immediate reality with
remote worlds (Clifford 118-21, 146-47). The ethnographic-surrealist
mode is used in "Père Sebastian Rasles" in such passages as the follow
ing:
— if it [that freshness] exist! (John Barrymore's "Hamlet" wins
first night ovation in London.) A herd of proofs moved through
my mind like stumbling buffalo; ornaments of woven moose
hair! There is the Indian. We are none. Who are we? Degraded
whites riding our fears to market where everything is by acci
dent
only one thing sure: the fatter we get the duller
grow; only a simpering disgust . . . reveals any contact with a
possible freshness.
(108)

This is of course another example of the nostalgic essentialism that
Williams shares at times with numerous modernist writers, from critics
of corporate capitalism like Ezra Pound to structuralist anthropologists
like Claude Lévi-Strauss. Since I will come back to this passage later, for
now I will only point out that the phrase "[We are] degraded whites dri
ving our fears to market where everything is by accident" echoes lines
52-54 of "To Elsie": "we [are] degraded prisoners / destined / to hunger
until we eat filth."
The idea of moral and physical degradation is a familiar one in the
literature of the early Puritans. Among the poets, the locus classicus of
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this contrast is provided by Anne Bradstreet in her philosophical poem,
"Contemplations." There she calls humankind a "backsliding race" (1.
arguing that the history of the Church of Rome is one of progressive
separation from the teachings of Scripture, which means that with each
generation individual Christians are alienated a little further from the
word of God. Just as Williams's contemporaries lead purposeless lives
("everything is by accident") that make them "fatter" and "duller," so
Bradstreet's English contemporaries "are alive . . . Living so little," that
is, they devote their lives
"eating, drinking, sleeping [and] vain
delight" (11.116-17). The Puritans fare no better than the undaunted and
hedonistic non-Puritans, since they are "Clothed all in [Adam's] black
sinful livery, / Who neither guilt nor yet the punishment could fly" (11.
However, whereas Bradstreet finds consolation in the Puritan
immigrants' new opportunities for moral regeneration in America,
Williams denounces the repressive mechanisms at work in that same
project. In the concluding three pages of "Père Sebastian Rasles"
Williams ironically notes that
characteristically Protestant emphasis
possessive individualism
a prohibitory federal legislation,
together with
Puritans' repression of sensuality, have paved the way
for the resurgence of Catholicism in twentieth-century North America
(127-29).
word that links Elsie's origins with the speaker's self-revelation
in the present of the poem is "filth" (used in lines 14
which was
one of Williams's favorite terms to refer to the self's alienation from its
environment in the poetry of the 1910s
1920s.
stanza in which
the speaker redirects his attention from
passive fluidity of Elsie's
large body to the generality of educated readers (signified as "we") is
noteworthy for
fusion of different realms of experience,
of which
foreground the extreme tension between
ideal of freshness and a
nightmare of filth:
as if the earth under our feet
were
excrement of
sky

we degraded prisoners
destined
to hunger until we eat filth

while
imagination strains
after deer
going by fields of goldenrod in
the stifling heat of September
Somehow
it seems
destroy us
(11. 49-60)
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These are the lines in "To Elsie" that have received the least attention by
critics. Among the handful of exceptions
this neglect, Peter Halter's
comments stand out for their incisiveness. He considers the references
to "excrement"
"filth" as key markers of Williams's subversion of
the genre of the pastoral idyll:
This rural America is a cruel parody of any genuine pastoral
vision. It is a world in which
things physical
natural have
been for so long bedeviled that the Promised Land has been
turned into a prison and fruit into "filth" ... There is an element
of self-mockery in these lines; the poet is not only acutely aware
of the clash between an ideal pastoral world
the actual life in
the regions still untouched by rapid urbanization
industrial
ization; he is also aware of the dangers of trading off the actual
world for a romance ideal that remains fictional.
(139-41)12

I think, however, that Halter's analysis does not exhaust the potential
allusiveness encoded in what I do not hesitate
call the ethnographic
surrealist moment in "To Elsie." It does not suffice to read such lines as
simply the "cruel parody of any genuine pastoral vision." The root
word "filth" occurs five times in an earlier poem, "The Wanderer: A
Rococo Study" (1914; rev. for its inclusion in Al Que Quiere! [1917]),
which is
the direct antecedent of Paterson. In the last section of
"The Wanderer," entitled "Saint James' Grove,"
nouns "filthiness"
and "degradation" occur in successive lines (first version: II. 46-47),
while the root-word "filth" is used a total of five times. Furthermore, in
the same poem the Passaic river bears the mock-heroic epithet "the Pas
saic, that filthy river" (1.15) because of the industrial waste dumped in
its waters. Following a "backward
forward" movement (1. 51), the
tide of the river alternates a stream of water that is "cool
limpid /
Clear" (11. 42-43) with
that is "Muddy then black and shrunken" (1.
45).
similar emphasis on the purifying cycles of nature can be seen in
"To Elsie." In the two poems, filthiness is not only a condition of mod
ern colonial and industrial processes, as James Clifford has argued, but
a reminder of the dialectical interdependence of opposing forces that
characterize both the natural world
Williams's poetics.13 This
charged term, like "disease" in line 33, may even convey, through its
intertextual allusion
the hate-filled rhetoric of
anti-immigrant
press (which used "filth"
"disease" as standard derogatory terms to
signify the threat posed by southern
eastern European immigrants),
a plea for the abandonment of racial purity (the "pure products") in
favor of what the same journalists disparagingly called "mongrelization" (Goldberg 142,161). In "To Elsie" the filth pouring down from the
sky may herald an opportunity for regenerating both society
the
earth,
which "the imagination strains / after deer / going by fields
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goldenrod . . . ." (11. 55-57). In the last section of "The Wanderer," the
already cited "Saint James' Grove," the river enters the poet's heart and
"edd[ies] back cool
limpid" (1. 42), a transparency that leads the
poet imaginatively back to "the beginning of days" (1. 43)
"the older
experiences" (1. 50), that is, leads him back to the Golden Age of pagan
pastoral
to the pristine landscapes of the Virgin Land. Because
"The Wanderer" is a modern, demythified adaptation of a rococo pas
toral, in the third section, "Broadway," its characters are periphrastically called "toilers after peace and after pleasure" (1. 27).
One of
defining topoi of pastoral literature is the hortus conclusus,
a self-enclosed space located outside the hurrying world of economic
pursuits
social strife. Semantically, the hortus conclusus is connect
ed, by an inversion of values,
other outdoor settings that are also
closed worlds. I am referring to the concentration camps set up in
wartime.14 Fictionalized accounts of the Allied soldiers' harrowing
experiences in the European trenches
prison camps began to circu
late in France as early as 1916, when a landmark novel was published:
Henri Barbusse's Le feu, translated in 1917 as Under Fire: The Story of a
This
followed shortly by Roland Dorgelès's Les croix de bois
(1919) translated in 1921 as
Crosses. The two French books had
been widely read by American intellectuals by 1921,
in Barbusse's
novel in particular references abound
stench of the dead bodies
the debris found in the trenches, while the effects of nearby shell
explosions are depicted as stormy showers
volcano eruptions that
leave the surviving soldiers literally buried under successive layers of
"filth"
"mud."15 In 1922 E. E. Cummings's vaguely autobiographi
cal The Enormous Room was also published. Cummings predates
Williams by one year in the use of images of ingestion
coprophagy
highlight moments in which the identity of the first-person protago
nist-narrator is threatened by external forces. Unlike Williams, howev
er, the apologist for lower-case orthography adopts throughout a cava
lier and cynical approach that prevents a fuller destabilization of his
identity.16
The motif of the filthy trenches dug up in the open fields of Europe
is indeed a cruel inversion of any genuine version of pastoral, which
perhaps may be further explained through another pastoral tradition of
Native American folklore. Between the years 1918
1923 Williams
devoted much of his reading time to researching the early contacts
between Amerindian peoples and Europeans, developing a lifelong
interest in pre-Columbian mythology
ritual. To be sure, Elsie is no
more a shepherdess singing a song of love than her mother, designated
in the poem as a "young slattern," was a chaste nymph assaulted by a
satyr. Yet as a negative foil a pastoral figure and a socially marginal
ized
sexually abused victim, Elsie delivers a prophecy which is also
a warning: she "express[es] with broken/ brain the truth about us — "
(11. 42-43). In
lines immediately following
paradoxical charac
terization of Elsie as a prophetess, the "truth about us" is explicitly con
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nected with the exploitation of one person by another characteristic of
industrial capitalism. The whole poem is structured around the Amer
ican pastoral/waste land opposition, including the replacement of "deer
/ going by fields of goldenrod" with the driverless car of
concluding
line.
Perhaps the greatest challenge posed by "To Elsie" is how to inter
pret the extraordinarily graphic images in lines 49-54, and, if possible at
all, how to connect them with the main historical
literary contexts
surrounding
composition of the poem: the apocalyptic mentality
bequeathed by World War I, the new anthropological work on Native
American
in general non-Western traditions,
the social and
environmental fractures caused by the rapid industrialization of the
North Atlantic Seaboard.17 I have found
analogous set of images and
situations in Paul Radin's The Trickster: A Study in American Indian
Mythology (1956). The trickster is a restless
mischievous character
whose erratic actions continually subvert the norms of behavior dictat
ed by his community. He is a distant ancestor of such stock-characters
as
medieval court jester, the bungling Yiddish schlemiel, the Spanish
picaro, the Falstaff-like miles gloriosus, and, going further back in time,
even of the lusty satyr of pastoral literature. A well-known Winnebago
folk-tale features a trickster who runs into a talking laxative bulb. Like
Elsie in the eponymous poem, the talking-bulb has a message to deliver
the itinerant character: "He who chews me, he will defecate,
will
defecate!" The trickster disbelieves this warning, thus defying the nat
ural order that is
basis of
happiness. Contracting a bad case
diarrhea, he defecates until he
the earth (the animals, the trees, and
even the mountains) are fully covered with excrement (Radin 25-27).
Although in the principal version of the tale the trickster learns trust
respect nature again,
is therefore led, in a manner reminiscent
of Orpheus, by the trees through
mass of excrement to a fountain of
clear water where his nightmare ends, there is another, more disturbing
version. In this alternative version the trickster, in order
restore the
natural equilibrium he has disrupted, is forced to eat his way out of the
mountain of excrement
had created in the first place.
Williams believed that only the Indians had from the beginning
accepted America in all its vastness
exuberance, and that for WASP
Americans to reconcile themselves the repressed sensual
materi
al aspects of their own identity, first they had accept the Indian inside
themselves as much as the Indian outside. At least this is the main les
son he wishes to impart in "Père Sebastian Rasles." As the French Jesuit
began
participate, at the turn of the seventeenth century, in the Indi
an Wars, on the side of the Indians, hungering with them
worship
ping their pagan deities, he
"released AN INDIAN" (121). There is
Indian buried underneath the surface identity of each civilized
American. A forty-year-old Williams reiterates this idea in the same
essay, apropos of his earlier inability to open up to the inexhaustible
richness of the American experience: "after my brutalizing battle of
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twenty years to hear myself above the boilermakers in
about New
andnot released
mythology,
the
(1925),
and
and with ardors
me?
to
and
was
and
kand
[...]
felt myself
but beaten back"
(105). 
andElsewhere I have argued that Williams's use of "rocks"
"stones"
as poetic symbols of ritual renewal does not derive exclusively from
Celtic
as is the case with other contemporary poets, from the
Anglo-Irish W.B. Yeats to the Frenchman Yves Bonnefoy. At least
Williams shows a remarkable acquaintance with the stone calendars
altars that the Aztecs used in their human sacrifices.18 This can be
traced in several important texts from "A Sort of Song" (included in The
Wedge [1944]) to "Père Sebastian Rasles," where we read: "Who is this
man Larbaud who has so little pride that he wishes to talk to
The
lump in my breast hardened
became like the Aztec calendar of
stone which the priests buried because they couldn't smash it easily, but
it was dug up intact later. At least so I prided myself that I felt" (107).
As the autobiographical essay connects the cross-cultural encounter of
Williams
Larbaud with that of Rasles and the Abenaki Indians, it
also moves from the particulars of Williams's personal crisis to sweep
ing historical generalizations: "Lost in [successively Puritan and
Catholic Boston]
its environments as in a forest, I do believe the
average American to be
Indian, but
Indian robbed of his world —
unless we call machines a forest in themselves" (128).
In a book that explores precisely the adoption of ethnic masks by
white modernist writers, Walter Benn Michaels has shown how a sig
nificant number of best-selling American authors of the 1920s, including
middlebrow ones like Zane Grey in The Vanishing American (1925) and
highbrow ones like Willa Cather in A Lost Lady (1923) and The Professor's
House
featured white characters who identified themselves with
and as Indians. At a time of rampant anti-German and anti-military
feelings,
of increasingly restrictive immigration laws, the Native
American
perceived by anti-imperialist authors as a "vanishing
identity," a threatened "pure race" in danger of further assimilation and
eventual extinction (Michaels 37-40). The new emphasis on the
autochthonous roots of American communities was meant as a counter
balance
the alternative ancestries that became dominant in the years
following
end of World War I: while racist historians like Lothrop
Stoddard (ridiculed as a certain Goddard in chapter 1 of F. Scott Fitzger
ald's The Great Gatsby) claimed that true-born Americans were the
descendants of the Anglo-Saxons — the vanishing "Nordic native
Americans," as he anxiously called them — President Calvin Coolidge
claimed they were the modern inheritors of the ancient Greeks and
Romans (Michaels 36-37).19 Like Grey
Cather, Williams partakes in
the imaginative effort to establish a new line of descent for post-World
War I America stretching back
Indians of North and Meso Amer
ica
the Spanish.
In "Père Sebastian Rasles," the significance of autochthonous Amer
ican identities that have been watered down by successive episodes of
colonial intrusion is elaborated upon in a paragraph built on a provoca-
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tive reversal of values and on
acrobatic association of ideas flowing
through Williams's consciousness:
A herd of proofs moved through my mind like stumbling buffa
lo; ornaments of woven moosehair! There is the Indian. We are
none. Who are we? Degraded whites riding our fears to market
where everything is by accident
only one thing sure: the fat
ter we get the duller we grow; only a simpering disgust (like a
chicken with a broken neck, that aims where it cannot peck and
pecks only where it cannot aim, which a hog-plenty everywhere
prevents from starving to death) reveals any contact with a pos
sible freshness — and that only by inversion.
(108)

The rhetorical question "We are none. Who are we?" could perhaps be
construed as stating "We have no substantial identity," or, as a Walt
Whitman might have put it, "We have lost contact with our soul self."
The statement that follows, "[We are] [d]egraded whites driving our
fears to market where everything is by accident," is remarkably close to
the idea expressed in "To Elsie" of a rootless people with
traditions
of their own. Rasles's Abenaki Indians know they are nomads and
hunters whose lives are guided by the cyclical rhythms of nature. Even
their violence is "fresh," or so claims the nostalgic Williams, insofar as
they fight each other in the same way as they kill the deer
the buf
falo, driven by a natural instinct of self-preservation rather than greed.
Uncontaminated by institutions such as property rights
just
war, which were manipulated to their exclusive advantage by the Span
ish in the sixteenth century
by the Puritans in the seventeenth,
Williams's Amerindians chose
meet their death in combat. In sum,
because they have not deviated from their original rapport with nature,
they have managed to escape moral degradation even when they were
being physically exterminated.
By contrast with
Native Americans, the European-Americans,
while
migrant peoples, are hypocrites who disguise their greed as
a Christian crusade. They
profess a proprietary view of nature and
a dehumanizing view of
Indian that invests them with governing
rights over America
native peoples. For Williams this acquisitive
mentality applies as much seventeenth-century Puritans as to twenti
eth-century bourgeois Americans, in whose modern dualistic con
sciousness Africans, Jews,
Asians have replaced the Indians. This is
seen in the similar phrasing of "we degraded prisoners" in "To Elsie,"
who metaphorically ride in the driverless car,
"we degraded
whites" in "Père Sebastian Rasles," who metaphorically "rid[e] our fears
to market." Furthermore, both groups of whites show
eating disor
der: while
"degraded prisoners" are "destined /
hunger until
[they] eat filth," the "degraded whites" eat a disgusting "hog-plenty"
that precludes their starvation. Although Thomas R. Whitaker has
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interpreted the metaphors of "eating" and "ingestion" in "Père Sebast
ian Rasles" as
allegorization of the violence inflicted by
culture
on another in seventeenth-century America and as an expression of the
modernist intellectual's Emersonian individualism, it is also clear that
he who allows himself be eaten by his environment becomes a fertil
izing agent, indeed a yeast extract that makes the eater grow
multi
ply. In this way, Rasles continued to "live with his village" despite great
physical sufferings and deprivations, " — alone, absorbed in them,
LOST in them, swallowed, a hard yeast — " (121).
To come back now to the speaker in "To Elsie": his changing per
spective moves from
authoritative
patronizing account of the
social others surrounding him to an indictment of the objective cultural
conditions that produce these misfits
to his own ingestion of
excrements.
verses voicing
speaker's excremental vision per
haps lead
too abruptly into
famous final saying, a clever threeline recapitulation of the images of aimlessness that pervade Spring and
All: "No one / witness /
adjust, no one to drive the car."20 John
Palattella has suggested that the three social viewpoints presented in the
poem (in the order of their appearance, the speaker's "despair" at the
cataclysmic changes taking place in his society, the speaker's "responsi
bility toward the social world,"
Elsie's "disdain[ful] observations
about his life") are left unresolved by the abrupt conclusion in the form
of the balanced epigram just quoted (13-14). For Palattella, Elsie
becomes
image of "uncertainty" that "humbles" the poet's initial
apocalyptic rhetoric. Rather than "offering a social vision that trans
forms Elsie into a cipher of the cultural catastrophe plotted out in the
poem's first nine stanzas," Palattella goes on, Williams keeps open the
possibility of the subject's assumption of active responsibility, even if "at
this time that change is impossible to manage" (14). Although Elsie's
words are never registered in the poem (Palattella fancifully attributes
"disdainful observations" her, but the text disauthorizes such
attri
bution), her alleged yet unrealized ability to speak "the truth about us"
turns her into a serious competitor for the role of interpreter. As Brian
A. Bremen has explained in his brief comment on this poem, "while
Williams never does give the other a 'voice,'
begins to expose the con
ditions that doom the other to silence" (61). Instead of a plurality of
voices, Williams uses an ethnographer-speaker who finds, in the domes
tic space of his own kitchen, a servant girl who reminds him — her pre
sumed rescuer — of his complicity with the system that sent her to the
orphan home in the first place,
eloquently expresses this truth ("the
truth about us") in her disarming inarticulateness. The contact with this
girl, who belongs to neither pastoral nature nor technological moderni
ty, triggers off a series of loosely connected images involving showers of
excrement, the earth-and-sky dialectics, hungering prisoners,
run
ning deer.
To be sure, the use that Williams makes of modernist techniques of
estrangement
juxtaposition can be fruitfully illuminated by inter-
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disciplinary work on ethnography and cultural anthropology in ways
already sketched out by James Clifford
Brian A. Bremen. The main
point to highlight in one such reading is that Williams is not content
with documenting and denouncing situations of economic
social
marginalization. In fact, as a poet equally committed
worlds of
the imagination
of civil rights, Williams continually urges the read
er occupy alternately the positions of minority victim
victimizer.
His view of inter-class and inter-ethnic relations is thus dialectical. Sig
nificantly, the semantic field of touching, like the imagery of eating,
works toward convincing the reader of the advantages inherent in the
mestizoization (imaginative, if not biological) of different races:
It is this to be moral: to be positive, to be peculiar, to be sure,
generous, brave — TO MARRY,
touch — to give because one
HAS, not because one has nothing. And
give to him who
HAS, who will join, who will make, who will fertilize, who will
be like you yourself: to create, to hybridize, to crosspollenize
[sic], — not sterilize,
draw back, to fear, to dry
rot. It
is the sun.
("Père Sebastian Rasles" 121)

I have tried
point out new ways in which a close reading of "To
Elsie" can greatly benefit from the light thrown on it by such texts as
Native American mythology and folk-tales, Robert McAhnon's "Elsie,"
E.E. Cummings's The Enormous Room, Williams's own "The Wanderer"
"Père Sebastian Rasles," as well as from prooftexts by Anne Brad
street and Henri Barbusse that Williams, like other American authors of
his generation, may well have read or even studied. The anti-German
and anti-imperialist reactions generated during World War I made pro
gressive American authors like Fitzgerald, Cather, Frank,
Williams
question the hitherto unexamined hierarchical gradation of the Euro
pean ethnic groups settled in the United States, from the privileged
Nordic (whether Germanic-Norwegian or Anglo-Saxon) to the Celtic
and down to the Slavic
Italian. In Williams
Cather, this new
awareness also contributed to their reconsideration of the peoples of
color (Native Americans, Chinese, Mexicans,
African Americans) as
vital components of the inclusive
centrifugal identity of all Ameri
cans vis-à-vis the exclusive
centripetal Aryanism of the restrictionist Nordics. For its part, Williams's "Père Sebastian Rasles" contributed
to
vogue in
1920s of a vigorous anti-Puritan cultural criticism,
whose milestones were Van Wyck Brooks's The Wine of the Puritans
Waldo Frank's Our America
Lewis Mumford's The
Golden Day (1926).
To conclude: Williams seems to have professed a poetics of contact,
one in which the interplay of his poems with the literary
pictorial
texts of the American and European traditions
be accompanied
by the representation of closer interactions between different social and
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ethnie groups. Just as the isolation of all underprivileged groups had
been caused, so Williams thought, by their mutual refusal to treat each
other as equal partners (that is, with equal rights
claim and/or pre
serve their own alterity) in an ongoing conversation, avoiding "any pos
sible contact," their main opportunity at self-regeneration involved their
opening up
one another, in a crosspollination process that does not
do away with differences. On the contrary, such
exchange highlights
the impossibility of working toward social regeneration without accept
ing
preserving preexisting differences. I have argued throughout
that several of Williams's key texts of the early 1920s are themselves
hybrids of metaliterary and social commentary. The poem "To Elsie" is
both a palimpsest of earlier texts and an ethnographic report. The 1921
Contact pieces are at the same time literary manifestoes advocating the
creation of an "indigenous art" and a criticism of the ease with which
the American "brood moves through football into business" (like
Fitzgerald's Tom Buchanan) without ever learning to dissociate "free
dom of truth from usage" ("Comment" 27-29). Finally, "Père Sebastian
Rasles" is both a lyric confession of alienation
a polyphonous rein
terpretation of the early encounters between Native Americans and
Europeans, presented in the form of a conversation with Larbaud
marked by the two related operations of being "released" from one's
monolithic identity
being "touched" by
experience of others.22
Indeed,
three texts are near-contemporaneous, and in all three
Williams tries to come
terms with the unvoiced claims of long sup
pressed subaltern identities at the same time as he adapts preexisting
texts
traditions to the new conditions of writing in post-World War
I America. While the first operation entails furthering the contact with
members of other ethnic groups, the second one entails furthering the
contact with previously neglected cultural heritages, including Native
American ones. In the 1921 "Yours, O Youth" Williams even went so far
as
envision, proleptically as it were, the type of poetry he
going
to produce in Spring and All, and even
type of "native local" writing
he prescribed for his fellow Americans who followed the path of self
exile (e.g., Robert McAlmon, Ezra Pound, T.S. Eliot): "the experience of
native local contacts, which the American expatriates take with them, is
the only thing that can
that differentiated quality of presentation to
their work" (35). Given the range
the depth of Williams's writing,
it is fair to say that in his poetry (as in that of Langston Hughes among
the radical primitivists) the renewal of literature appears intimately
linked to the regeneration of society.

Notes
1. Weaver points out that it was McAlmon's landing experiences as an
airplane passenger that suggested
name for the magazine and for
McAlmon's own small Paris press, the Contact Publishing Co. (31-32).
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An alternative, more plausible source can be found in the title of Ezra
Pound's 1920 Hugh Selwyn Mauberley (Life and Contacts), which, like the
1921 Contact manifesto "Yours, O Youth," makes reference to Jules
Laforgue and the exchanges between French
American authors. In
the opening prose section of Spring and All, which was first published by
McAlmon's small press in 1923, Williams attempts a typically dadaist
characterization of poetry as the violent contact symbolized by a plane
crash: "All thought of misery has left us. Why should I care? Children
laughingly fling themselves under the wheels of the street cars, air
planes crash gaily to the
Someone has written a poem" (Collected
Poems, Vol. 1 181).
2. I am obviously not the first Williams commentator to adopt "contact"
as a heuristic
Earlier efforts include such phrasings as the "Con
tact idea" (Tashjian [1975] 84-90; [1978] 24-27), the "poet of contact"
(Frail 185-88), the "doctrine of contact" (Crawford 42-45),
the "figu
ration of immediacy" (Marsh 199-202). In one of the finest readings of
Williams to appear in recent years, Lowney has articulated dialectically,
in a nice instance of paronomasia, his own version of
contact idea,
as both a "poetics of dissent"
a "poetics of descent" (16-20 and
throughout).
3. This passage may well have been inspired by the concluding chapter
of Walden, where Thoreau anticipates Williams's characteristic tropes of
"doctoring" and "descent" in a passage dealing with the all-encompass
ing nature of
American self: "The Universe is wider than our views
of it [...] The other side of the globe is but the home of our correspon
dent. Our voyaging is only great-circling sailing,
the doctors pre
scribe for diseases of
skin only" (368).
4. Among
exceptions this treatment, two of his doctor's poems are
especially noteworthy: "Portrait of a Woman in Bed" (1917)
"The
Poor"
a text that strangely prefigures "Père Sebastian Rasles"
its presentation of a figure of authority, the "School Physician," who is
initially rejected by the poor parents of sick children because his pres
ence reminds them of their poverty, only to be accepted later as a wellmeaning, caring individual.
5. For an alternative reading that emphasizes exclusively
debased or
even parodic quality of the pastoral elements in "Horned Purple," see
Schmidt 39. A compromise between Schmidt's
my own reading is
to be found in Halter's contention that the poem oscillates between "the
repellent
the magical" (141-42).
6. The image of leafy twigs circling around a human head calls mind
a series of associations: the gods Bacchus
Apollo, the satyrs of pas
toral, Olympic athletes during a ceremony,
soldiers wearing their
camouflage
7. Marzán provides the standard account of Williams's ambivalent feel
ings toward his experience of growing up in a Spanish-speaking house
hold (his father, a British subject raised in the Caribbean, was complete
ly bilingual) in suburban New Jersey. See Sánchez González (256) for a
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critique of Marzán's psychologizing of Williams in terms of a neatly
split identity: the Anglo public persona of a "Bill" who was diligent and
reserved,
Hispanic private persona of a "Carlos" who was
romantic and flamboyant. Marzán's contention that Williams's bicultural heritage provided him with
intermittent "source of anguish"
a "lifelong source of power" (xii) can be contrasted with North's
new-historicist account, in "The Dialect in/of Modernism," of T.S. Eliot's
alternate boasting
occultation of his mastery of Southern black Eng
lish, which being a dialect in standard English could be used as
ana
logue for the dialect of modernism. In Eliot as in Williams the minority
culture construed as different from the Anglo mainstream is used to
enact a rebellion against the legacies of both the genteel tradition and
Victorian verse.
8. As a Native American, Elsie may have been a descendant of the Tuscaroras, who settled in the Ramapough hills of northern New Jersey
(Clifford 6-7).
9. Here as elsewhere I have relied
Mariani's dating of main events in
Williams's life from the poet's surviving letters
diaries. On the
interview with Larbaud, see Mariani 222-23. In "Comment" the term
"conversation" is used metaphorically several times, in very much the
same manner as "contact,"
designate mutually enriching encounters
and interactions between disparate subjects
cultures.
10. On the dialectical resolution of Larbaud's
Williams's respective
positions into a "history lesson," see Bremen 140-47. Bremen uses the
Gadamerian concept of "fusion of horizons" to help explain
expand
Williams's own treatment of "contact."
11. These dates are taken from Conrad, who corrects Williams's own
symbolic dating of the Jesuit's personal odyssey among the Abenaki
from "October 13, 1689
October 12,
(Conrad 36-37; Williams,
"Père Sebastian Rasles" 120).
12. Although "To Elsie" is among Williams's most written-about poems,
my knowledge only a handful of critics have devoted at least one
paragraph of stimulating commentary the stanzas just quoted. These
include Breslin (69-70), Diggory (50-51), Dijkstra (177), Dolin (43-45),
Halter (139-41), Larrissy (83-84),
Lowney (71-73). Diggory is the
only one who brings into his discussion the context of war, which he
introduces by means of the pictorial intertext of the hungry soldiers in
Brueghel's Adoration.
13. Clifford briefly discusses "filth" in connection with Claude LéviStrauss
Aimé Césaire, but unfortunately fails to take account of its
significance in Williams's early poetry, and specifically in "To Elsie." See
Clifford 15.
14. On Williams's uses of pastoral in his post-World War II poetry,
including Paterson 1 & 2, see Rodríguez García, "Ruination
Transla
tion." On the recourse to the pastoral as an English mode of "both fully
gauging the calamities of the Great War and imaginatively protecting
oneself against them," see chapter 7 of Fussell, esp. 235-43.
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15. The following is a representative quotation from the chapter entitled
"Bombardment": "It
a shell that burst on the ground and threw
earth
debris in a fan-shaped cloud of darkness. Across the cloven
land it looked like the frightful spitting of a volcano, piled up in the
bowels of the earth [.. .] we are buried up
our necks" (209). For sim
ilar, related passages see 224, 310-13, 321. Like stanza 17 of "To Elsie,"
the opening sections of Under Fire play on
metaphorical collision of
"earth" and "sky" (3, 5). A brief survey of the principal motifs pervad
ing the French literature on the Great War appears in Green.
16. For a few passages in Cummings's pedantic novel containing refer
ences
anthropophagy, rotten food,
reeking urine, see 193, 241,
302. The Enormous Room was just one of the many casualties caused by
the notorious Society for the Suppression of Vice in its 1922 crusade
against immoral
recurrent word "shit" was inked out of every
copy of the first printing by hand), which
affected such works as
Joyce's
Lawrence's Women in Love (North, Reading 1922 150On the meager
unsavoury food the English ate in their own
trenches during the course of the war, see Fussell 47-50. On 4 October
1922 Williams wrote Kenneth Burke about Cummings's poetry, which
he liked very much, explaining that he had also enjoyed the "great inten
sity" of The Enormous Room despite the book's "atrocious" style and cos
mopolitan snobbery (qtd. in Mariani 202).
17. In Paterson 2 the speaker
confess having read, many years
before, James G. Frazer's The Golden Bough (definitive ed. in 12 vols.,
1911-19).
18. For a full exploration of rock
stone motifs in Williams, see
Rodríguez García, "La piedra y la flor."
19. In chapter 7 of his Discontented America, titled "Nordics the Front:
The 1924 National Origins Act," Goldberg offers a brief history of anti
immigrant sentiments and legislation between 1890 (when Italians and
Slavs began arrive in large numbers) and 1924 (when Coolidge mate
rialized his restrictionist agenda in the promulgation of the National
Origins Act). He highlights the momentous 1921 quota law
its
immediate political consequences for the Chinese, the Japanese, the Ital
ians, the Slavs,
Jews,
even the Irish, who were not considered
Nordics or "northwestern European" because of a widespread anti
Catholic bias (156-57).
20. Clifford nicely connects the disorder represented by Elsie's unstruc
tured body with the blind, "runaway history" represented by the dri
verless car, which seems propelled simply by an entropic "rush of asso
ciations" (4-5).
21. Williams's tendency represent peoples of color as devoid of voice
has been underscored by Nielsen, who is concerned exclusively with the
representation of African Americans,
especially with black women
("negresses") reified as fertility totems (72-78). Yet he does not grant the
possibility that at times these women's silence may derive from the
speaker's respect for their inaccessible interiority nor does he acknowl
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edge the fact that Williams was an obstetrician and that in his Autobiog
raphy he sympathetically represents
less privileged patients in the
midst of their struggle to describe their symptoms
sensations artic
ulately. In the Autobiography
in Paterson poems are compared to
babies being born of a woman-city with the assistance of a poet-physi
cian who is
a father to the poems
even a river running through
the city. For a full discussion of "female totems" in Williams, see chap
ter 2 of Marzán, esp. 71-76. For an appreciation of Williams as a "proto
feminist of color" who "testif[ies] to the subaltern experience of the
Americas'
see Sánchez González 246.
22. Three years prior to
interview with Larbaud, Williams wrote in
Contact: "France becomes a man with whom we can talk" ("Comment"
27).
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Gus Van Sant's My Own Private Idaho (1991) is a
film that rewrites Shakespeare's Henriad1 by fol
lowing the adventures in the Pacific Northwest
of two male prostitutes, Scott Favor (played by
Keanu Reeves) and Mike Waters (played by
River Phoenix). The film is a spicy conceit, but
in the criticism produced so far on it, cultural
critique is bland
predictable, a register less
of the film's politics than the critics'. In these
essays, the scene is familiar, as critics invoke a
landscape of "crisis" (Román 311) — the Culture
War, the Gulf War, globalization, the New
World Order — populated by controlling fig
ures like Ronald Reagan, George Bush, Lynne
Cheney, Clarence Thomas,
even Kenneth
Adelman, whose actions result in specific dele
terious
  effects
1) the environment, no longer
held as "sacred" (Breight 312), 2) individuals,
particularly
homosexuals
"insidious[
oppress[ed] ... in governmental policies on
AIDS, social liberties,
privacy matters"
(Romàn 319; see also Bergbusch 213-214) and 3)
"contemporary American (and global) youth —
the homeless, unemployed, underemployed —
vulnerable economic 'restructuring'" (Breight
310; see
Bergbusch 213). Against these con
trolling figures are a number of artists
intel
lectuals, who, like the salmon in Idaho, swim
against this powerful tide, determined, says
David Román, to skip "the yuppie comforts of
the Pacific Northwest" (327) and
resolve the
crisis in terms more favorable to the disenfran-
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chised, with whom they claim allegiance. The cultural politics of the
late 1980s
early 1990s reveal a pretty binary: on the one hand, the
disenfranchised
their champions, certain artists and intellectuals;
on the other hand, elite figures like Reagan, Bush, and Cheney, and even
their putative lackeys at the local level, the "mere mayors, state senators,
small businessmen and ranchers" who, as in Idaho, victimize the coun
try's "young dispossessed
native inhabitants" (Breight 312).
But is this description accurate? In constructing this binary, have
accurately read the cultural politics of the late 1980s and early 1990s,
particularly with respect the Pacific Northwest
to the screenplay
and film of My Own Private Idaho? For example, are the film's Native
Americans, who appear only briefly, as a statue and a policeman, "none
the less a constant ideological presence" because "salmon, forests —
indeed, the whole natural world — are sacred to these people" (Breight
312)? Does Van Sant's insider joke2 about a statue commemorating
"The Coming of the White Man," located in a Portland park frequented
for cruising by gay men (Handleman
refer primarily to "the colo
nization of the New World as 'rape'" and thus imply "an analogy
between the colonization of Native peoples
the cultural oppression
of 'sexual deviants' in mainstream American culture" (Bergbusch 221)?
I suggest that the answer to these questions is "no." In what follows,
therefore, I look again at the cultural politics of the film's contemporary
moment, bringing light an aspect of it that has not been addressed in
the literature
Idaho. Placing the film as specifically Western, indeed
as a Western,3 and, therefore, as a version of the pastoral, I argue that
what complicates Idaho's political import is
film's status as pastoral:
"Mike Waters in the wilderness," as Paul Arthur
Naomi C. Liebler
put it (27). My Own Private Idaho demonstrates "the continuing viabili
ty of pastoral experience
of pastoral representation" (5) in the pol
itics of the post-industrial world, a viability that is based in the pas
toral's political and ideological complexity: "American pastoral [is]
both counterinstitutional
institutionally sponsored," (20) a means
of "expressing alienation, yet also, on another level, a means by which
alienation is mediated" (Buell, "Pastoral" 23).
Pastoral ideology can work critique the social order or to normal
ize it, which is what makes Idaho interesting politically; one cannot eas
ily peg the film's politics in this respect. Arthur
Liebler contend
that Van Sant puts his audience in a politically "productive state of cog
nitive dissonance," which results from Idaho's studied neutrality about
the social worlds it depicts: "in Idaho as in the Henriad, neither of the
two socially antagonistic domains — the one governed by Mayor Favor
inherited by his pivotal son,
the one misgoverned by Bob — is
allowed
dominate. . . . There is no legible dramatic or ideological
hierarchy to Idaho's mesh of discursive codes" (36). In this, Arthur and
Liebler disagree with most critics, who locate Idaho's sympathies and
optimism in the world of Bob and Mike, as Hugh M. Davis for instance
suggests: in "following Mike and not Scott. . . Van Sant is questioning
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the norm, asking viewers to judge whether money and prestige (and,
Scott's case, a heterosexual lifestyle) are worth
cost they bring to
lives, friendships,
families" (119).4 My sense, too, is that the film
sides, finally, with the world of Mike
Bob, but it does so without
optimism and only just barely. After all, Scott's world is Van
world — Scott is
Sant (Handleman 62; Fuller xlii) — and, as I shall
argue, Idaho's capitalists
politicians do not constitute the kind of
evil empire described by most critics who have written on the film.
Indeed, "just barely" is probably about as far as "a preppy [filmmaker]
who golfs
drives a BMW" can be expected to go (Handelman 62).
Much has been made of Van Sant's collaborative
improvisatory
approach to filmmaking
fact that the finished film is quite dif
ferent from the published shooting script. Not
given the
landscape of the cultural politics it addresses, particular focus has been
trained on the scene featuring Mike and Scott around a campfire, which
rewritten by River Phoenix to make Mike "more gay," someone
capable of love,
not the "out of it, more myopic" character written
by Van Sant (Warren 39, Taubin 13) .5 Much less has been made of a
scene in the film that has no counterpart in
published screenplay, a
reworking of Act 3, Scene 2 of 1 Henry IV. After the robbery of the con
cert promoters,
shortly before Scott
Mike leave for Idaho and
subsequently for Italy, Scott, dressed in jeans,
open leather jacket,
studded dog collar, meets with his father in the mayor's nicely
appointed office. In Shakespeareanized language, Jack Favor sadly
upbraids his son:

I don't know whether it is
trying to get back at me for some
thing I have done, but your passing through life makes me cer
tain that you are marked,
that heaven is punishing me for
my mistreatings. When I got back from France
set foot in
Clark County
saw what your cousin Bill Davis had done at
his family's ranch, I thought, by my soul, he has more worthy
interest to my estate than you can hold a candle, to. Being no
older than you are, he organizes operations for state senators,
lobbies for the small businessman, and has an ambitious fiveyear plan for the forests that even I would like
support. And
then I have think of you
what a degenerate you are.

Scott implores his father not
think so poorly of him, and promises
that, in time, he will "make this northern youth trade me his good
for my indignities." He embraces the old
who grimaces, apparent
ly in pain — a suggestion, perhaps, that he has little time left on this
earth.6
An ambitious five-year plan for
forests: Jack Favor invites
into the specifics of the cultural politics of
Pacific Northwest in the
late 1980s
early 1990s, particularly as they relate to the film's pastoralism via issues of land-use central to the pastoral since
begin-
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ning,7 and the film's focus on family dynamics
homelessness.
yet nd critic has seen fit to follow the invitation, to travel down that road
(a road, perhaps,
which we might get stuck, as Mike is stuck in
Idaho). No one has seen fit to invoke, much less examine, the complex
politics of land-use in the Pacific Northwest,
particularly its timber
war, a war that began quietly in
1970s only to pit, eventually and
loudly, owls against jobs
greens against timber corporations (with
the government in the middle, variously aligned or not with both
groups),
like the culture war described by Roman, reached its
"crisis" in the years Idaho was conceived
produced. In June 1990,
following a legal
legislative battle of three years, environmentalists
succeeded in listing the northern spotted owl as an endangered species.
In May 1991, U.S. District Court Judge William Dwyer upbraided the
Forest Service for dragging its feet in efforts protect the owl
reim
posed his March 1989 injunction halting most Forest Service timber
sales in the region (Brown 27-33, Dietrich 257-264).
in this same
time period, in rural communities throughout the Pacific Northwest,
"poor
working people [were
[by themselves] with the
fallout" of "this polarized battle between industry
environmental
ists" (Brown 17), a fallout that included the loss of well-paying jobs and,
in some cases, property, as well as "access to the 'public commons' of
fishing sites, blackberry patches,
mushrooming areas" (O'Dair 112).
Tens of thousands of the working-class moved to the region's cities, and
others adopted a sort of semi-permanent vagabondage, moving from
place to place, even camping in parks,
"turning," as one local put it,
"into turtles, carrying our house on our back" (Raphael 265). An
unknown number of them ended up like Mike, living on the streets of
Portland
Seattle, their dispossession
homelessness caused in no
small measure by environmentalists, by, in other words, the left.8
Reading the literature
My Own Private Idaho, however, one would
know neither that a twenty year battle for control of land in the Pacific
Northwest reached its climax in 1991, nor that this battle was, in large
part, a class war, effecting a transformation of many Pacific Northwest
communities from sites of working-class logging
wood products
work
sites of upper middle-class ecocultural tourism.
reads interpretations that fit comfortably into the binary described
in my opening paragraph because, I suspect, many critics can read cul
tural or literary scenes only in terms of it. Such critics do not see when
left policies result in deleterious effects on the
they cannot
imagine that proponents of policies different from their own might have
motives
interests other than simply the nefarious. Thus, when Cur
Breight comments on the scene between Scott
his father, he offers
a reading for which the only justification is the implication of the bina
ry itself: in "the Henriad royalty
nobility wreak havoc, but in Idaho
even the lowest levels of the socio-political hierarchy destroy the envi
ronment: the plan for the forests is a plan to cut them down" (311). No
evidence in the film or the published screenplay supports the notion
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that Bill Davis's plan is to cut down the forests; such a plan is not men
tioned elsewhere. Indeed, such a conclusion is possible only if one
assumes that all plans for the forest promoted by local politicians and
businessmen are plans to cut down the trees. But that assumption is
belied by Jack Favor's line — Bill Davis's "ambitious five-year plan for
forests" is one, he
"that even I would like support" — which
suggests not only that many plans for the forests are being floated
(which is, of course, a historical fact) but also that differences of opinion
on the matter,
possibilities for negotiation
compromise, exist
among the "mere mayors, state senators, small businessmen and ranch
ers" who, for Breight, appear uniform in their desire destroy the envi
ronment
oppress the poor.
This reading is not alone in being determined by ,a binaric and
abstract vision of the cultural politics of the Pacific Northwest in the late
1980s
early 1990s. Consider Breight's comments on the scene that
rewrites Act 5, Scene 5 of 2 Henry IV, in which Scott rejects Bob, his Falstaff. This scene opens with a shot of Mike,
and Budd, sitting on
the sidewalk outside of Powell's Bookstore, an institution central to
Portland's construction of itself as left or radical9; nearby is
up-scale
restaurant, Jake's, which has served the city
1892. As Bob talks
with Bad George, whose dress recalls that of an Elizabethan jester, Bob
notices that Scott
his Italian wife, Carmella, are about enter Jake's,
whereupon he decides that it is time to call in Scott's debts him, and
indeed, them all. Breight nicely makes much of the fortuitous pun on
jakes —"the Elizabethan word for a privy: Scott rejects Bob in a shit
house filled with the well-to-do" (313) — but he nevertheless allows the
binary
dictate his reading of the scene:

When Scott enters "Jakes"
is greeted by a sycophantic guy
who introduces him
"Tiger Warren." The credits claim that
Tiger is playing "himself," encouraging us believe that he is an
actual restaurant tycoon. He says — "Scotty, you ever considered
a political career?" Scott's smiling glance suggests willingness to
become a(nother) "vile politician" (1 Henry IV, I.iii.238) and in
this respect we are reminded of Henry V's rhetoric to his troops
at the siege of Harfleur — "imitate
action of
tiger." Scott's
initiation into the ruling bourgeoisie is curiously bathetic. But
now he is in the tiger warren, a contrast to the rabbit warren of the
first scene in which Mike associates himself with an innocuous
bunny — "Where do you think you're running, man? We're stuck
here together, you shit."
(313)
Like his reading of
scene between Scott
his father, Breight's
interpretation of this scene depends upon the implication of the binary,
the assumption, for example, that small businessmen and local politi
are uniformly evil. Thus relieved of having to discover anything
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about this "actual restaurant tycoon," Breight reads Jake's restaurant as
at
a shithouse
a tiger warren, filled with sycophants, vile
politicians,
predatory tycoons.
Just a bit of digging, however, would have revealed Tiger Warren as
a rather different sort of businessman. Now deceased — he
along
with his three sons, in November, 1999, when the floatplane he was
piloting crashed into the Columbia River — Warren was the son of Port
land industrialists, and from an early age he enjoyed
stretched the
limits of his privilege. Down-to-earth, creative,
mischievous, he
was, according to
old friend, "more like Peter Pan than anyone I've
ever met" (Leeson). In his twenties, Warren moved into
old parking
garage in downtown Portland, establishing one of Portland's first lofts
as a space indulge his interests in art, vintage cars, and parties (Lee
Also during this period, he made a few films, including Skate
"a cool movie" according to Boardwild.com, "one of the first fea
tures on the sport,"
Rockaday Richie and the Queen of the Hop, a vio
lent film based on "the 1950s Midwestern homicidal crime spree led by
Charles Starkweather" (Leeson). In the
perhaps feeling the need,
to prove himself to his family, he founded Macheezmo Mouse, which
quickly expanded into a chain of fast-food outlets serving low-fat and
vegetarian Mexican food in "quirky, high-tech, sci-fi surroundings"
that reflected his personality (Leeson, Brooks). When
Sant was
filming Idaho, Macheezmo Mouse was at the height of its popularity
and success, but after going public in 1994, the company steadily lost
money.
It is difficult to imagine Peter Pan in the tiger warren,
Macheez
mo Mouse, an antidote to Taco Bell, is just the kind of place likely be
frequented by greens
others on the left. Yet it is not difficult to
imagine Gus Van Sant in Tiger
nearly the same age, sons of
upper middle-class Portlanders, each found it impossible to hew to his
family's expectations for life
career. Arguably, therefore, My Own
Private Idaho establishes a nexus of political
economic privilege dif
ferent from the one established by Breight, Bergbusch, Román,
oth
ers. Gus Van Sant, Tiger
Scott Favor do not evoke Ronald
Reagan, George Bush,
the New World Order so much as Bill Gates,
Kevin Kelly of Wired magazine,
the New Economy — "the libertar
ian hipster, the Republican Deadhead, the rock 'n' rolling millionaire,
the dope-smoking stockbroker," as Thomas Frank describes them (83).
These capitalists
the politicos they favor can see
forests and the
trees; having co-opted "just about every academic-sounding critique of
Western civilization to have trickled down in recent years," (196) they
know, says Frank sarcastically, "the value of the wisdom of the East"
have "no problem with difference, lifestyle,
pleasure" (300).
Because Breight assumes small businessmen
local politicians are
uniformly evil,
because he cannot resist the fortuitous double
entendre provided by the tycoon's last name,
is led
a peculiar, if
not incoherent argument: "But now [Scott] is in the tiger warren, a con
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trast to the rabbit warren of
first scene in which Mike associates him
self with
innocuous bunny —'Where do you think you're running,
man? We're stuck here together, you shit.'" (313). Here Breight suggests
both that Scott is in danger, the object of the predatory tiger,
contrast the tiger warren, the rabbit warren is innocuous, a
haven
for Mike
the "bunny." But this is plainly incorrect, since, as the
OED explains, a "warren" is "a piece of land enclosed
preserved for
breeding game." For both tiger
rabbit, a warren is
unnatural
space, far from innocuous, in which their lives are valuable insofar as
they serve the pleasures of gentlemen. If Scott is in a tiger warren,
is
the predator, just as Mike is the predator in the film's opening scene;
"you shit" hardly suggests a kindly association between man
rab
bit. Indeed, in the film, before Mike speaks the lines quoted by Breight,
he makes a howling sound, like a coyote's; the implication is that he
scares the "bunny" for the hell of it, to see it run. This reading is sup
ported by the screenplay in which the stage direction says, "Mike sud
denly lunges at the little rabbit...,
the rabbit runs for his life," and
in which Mike says, "I just love scare things.... I don't know. It
me a sense of . . . Power" (Van Sant 110).
if you will excuse a descent into near cliché, power is what
are talking about here, power exercised in complicated ways that do not
fit easily into a binary opposition, no matter how nicely drawn. Thus,
as I have suggested,
as the invocation of a rabbit warren allows me
repeat, the politics of land-use is far more complicated than is typi
cally acknowledged. In the sixteenth century or in the eighteenth, for
example, the needs of capitalist agriculture did not drive
efforts to
enclose land; poor and rural populations were frequently displaced,
says Annabel Patterson, "in the service of the gentlemen's park" (195).
In
twentieth century, too, in the Pacific Northwest, a form of enclo
sure was "performed in the service of the gentlemen's park": as a result
of the timber war, the forest
gentrified and is now a pastoral play
ground for a green upper middle-class, and, in many cases, the work
ing-class people who once made a living there have been displaced,
forced off the land
into the cities.10
My Own Private Idaho alludes in
other place to
complicated
politics of land use in the Pacific Northwest,
this allusion is one
that critics have chosen, so far, not to discuss.11 In Idaho's replay of the
Gad's Hill robbery of 1 Henry IV, Bob, Budd,
the other robbers dis
guise themselves in saffron gowns, as Rajneesh; chanting in an undisci
plined way, they create "a facsimile of Rashneesh, but a bad act,"
according
screenplay (Van Sant 147). Their victims, the drunk
concert promoters, recognize them as such, and begin to harass them,
pouring a beer
the head of one of them, just before Bob pulls out his
guns and says, "up against the wall, you silly scumbags!"12 In the
screenplay, one of the concert promoters
"I thought that all you
Rashneesh had up
left ..."
a line that occurs in the film,
though it is barely audible,
that alludes to the collapse in 1985 of the
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commune established by the Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh in rural Oregon,
near the small town of Antelope. Founded in 1981, on the 64,229
Big Muddy Ranch, which
Willamette Week described as "severely
overgrazed," the commune, aiming to create a "self-sufficient utopia of
organic farming
dynamic meditation," spent $30 million dollars in
two years to construct "a small city, complete with a post office, a
school, a shopping mall,
housing for 1,000 people" (Graham).13 The
commune was quickly incorporated as Rajneeshpuram.
commune's history illustrates how difficult it is to assess the pol
itics of land-use law
regulation in the Pacific Northwest. On one
hand, the Rajneesh are but one part of the hundreds of thousands of
upper-middle class people who migrated to the Pacific Northwest from
California and elsewhere in the 1980s and 1990s. According to
Willamette Week’s Rachel Graham, the Bhagwan's followers were drawn
his "feel-good philosophy"
were "overwhelmingly well-educat
ed, affluent urbanites with every intention of remaining in the world —
their own terms."14 Furthermore, their eventual and, according to
Carl Abbott, "nearly inevitable" cultural conflict with the 47 residents
Antelope — which occurred when, for example, "the local diner became
a vegan cafe" (Graham)
the Bhagwan drove there in a Rolls-Royce,
when the Rajneesh took over the city council
petitioned to
incorporate Antelope as part of Rajneeshpuram — exemplifies in an
admittedly over-the-top
the experience of many Pacific Northwest
communities when upper middle-class migrants began to constitute a
significant proportion of the population.
On
other hand, like many of Oregon's poor
working-class
citizens
despite their wealth
power, the Rajneesh were subject
to, some might say victims of, Oregon's highly restrictive land-use laws.
Having come "to central Oregon
be alone," the Rajneesh "found
themselves in
midst of a fully articulated institutional framework,"
(Abbott 100)
the Bhagwan's plans for Rajneeshpuram were contest
ed repeatedly by the 1000 Friends of Oregon,
environmental watch
dog organization with "a reputation for tenacious
consistent use of
litigation
require strict adherence to Oregon's statewide land-use
goals by both state and local officials" (Abbott 89).15 Litigation over
whether Rajneeshpuram
consistent with Oregon's statewide land
use laws continued for years, indeed long after the commune collapsed
the Bhagwan and many of his followers left the country
the heels
of likely prosecution for immigration violations.16 In 1987,
after the
expenditure of hundreds of thousands, perhaps millions of dollars, the
many land-use cases were resolved for the most part in favor of the
Rajneesh by
Oregon Supreme Court, and judgments were ratified
1988 when the United States Supreme Court refused
hear an appeal
(Abbott 101-102). But the victory was hollow; in the late 1980s,
Rajneeshpuram was "empty, bankrupt, and legal within Oregon law"
(Abbott 100).
In three significant allusions, then, My Own Private Idaho invites us
into the cultural politics of the Pacific Northwest in the late 1980s and
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early 1990s. When we follow those leads, we find a landscape consid
erably different from the
reflected in most of the literature so far
produced
the film. Here, Idaho's cultural politics is a pastoral poli
tics, illuminating the land
its use. Here, upper middle-class envi
ronmentalists play a principal role in
state's bureaucratic regulation
of land-use; New Economy capitalists
entrepreneurs support rather
than hinder that regulation; and resisters
bureaucratic control face
harassment, deviant status,
eventual dispossession, this regardless
of whether they are dressed in tattered salmon-colored jackets or in
expensive saffron-colored gowns. If it is "more than coincidental" that
Mike wears such a jacket at various times in My Own Private Idaho
(Bergbusch 215), it may be more than coincidental that Bob
the
other robbers are dressed like Rajneesh. It may be more than coinci
dental that after the robbery Mike himself looks like a Rajneesh,
dressed in red jeans that almost match his jacket. In the Pacific North
west, no one escapes the long arm of the green law.
In the context of pastoralism, of course, the notion of a green law is
oxymoron. If only in the imagination and if only temporarily, the
green world, the wilderness, is where the upper middle class go to
escape the constraints
laws of the city. Pastoralism appeals to
readers
viewers because it offers "relief from
pressure of daily
concerns (negotium) in a 'liberty' and 'freedom' (otium) consciously
contrasted
workaday round, a praise of simplicity (and therefore,
of 'nature') as opposed the artificiality of urban life" (Colie 248).17 In
contrast,
as the cultural politics surrounding
film suggests, My
Own Private Idaho collapses
pastoral distinction between country
and city; the film does not idealize nature.18 The country is no less cor
rupt than the city; indeed, it is because of its corruption that Mike leaves
country for
city. City dwellers themselves conduct business in
the country, like Hans the auto parts dealer
even Mike and Scott, for
whom Hans is a customer; in so doing, they rely on
are subject to
the constraints of a law enforced (or not) by native Americans, "natur
al" men
longer. Idaho, then, like Oregon itself, would seem to mark
an
pastoral space, a perhaps not surprising result in a world that
has also marked the end of nature, as Bill McKibben put it in his 1989
best-seller. No part of the planet exists that has not been affected by
human activity; "the human
the natural," says William Cronon,
"can no longer be distinguished" (82). Nature now involves "some sort
of mutual constitution of the natural
the social" (Buell "Toxic" 657).
Rather than an end to the pastoral, however, what Idaho may mark is
an
to a certain understanding of pastoralism and, not incidentally,
a certain understanding of environmentalism, both dictated by
Romantic poetics, which, as Paul Alpers argues, "exaggerate[s] the
importance of idealized nature" (27). Another understanding of the
pastoral exists — for Alpers this understanding is pre-Romantic, but I
suggest it may be post-Romantic or postmodern, as well — in which
"not nature but certain kinds of human beings
human experience
are central" (Alpers 37)
in which, as noted above, personal alien-
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ation from the social order can be both expressed and mediated. In this
tradition, focused on human experience rather than idealized nature,
the central question is "ethical stability in one's present world, rather
than a yearning for one's past" (Alpers 37) or, as we might put this in
the context of today's environmentalism, the central question is how to
achieve social
environmental justice, rather than how preserve a
putatively untouched nature.19 By this token, Idaho maintains its force
as pastoral, as a Western,20
as a work of art addressing the current
moment, in particular the complex relationships between personal
identity and, on the one hand, familial
social locations and,
the
other hand, cultural and economic politics.
Regarding the latter, which has been my focus in this essay, Idaho's
postmodern pastoralism offers a politics more complicated than is sug
gested in the commentaries of critics who either have not registered or
have ignored a substantial body of academic research that would under
mine their binaries, research demonstrating how, for example, native
Americans altered their environments
how such labor damaged the
land.21 Idaho instead registers a postmodern pastoralism or environ
mentalism that acknowledges "the inextricable imbrication of outback
with metropolis" (Buell "Toxic" 659);
potential for conflict among
groups of people over
meanings of nature;
hence,
impor
tance of developing "an environmental ethic that will tell us as much
about using nature as not using it" (Cronon 85). In this
it is essen
tial that Scott leave the streets
enter
upscale Jake's,
that
Mike, like innumerable Western heroes before him, become what he
calls a "connoisseur of roads."22 As a result, Scott
Mike become not
just the
and Poins of a postmodern Shakespeare but also, if I may
adapt Lawrence Buell's felicitous phrasings, the Tityrus and Meliboeus
of a postmodern pastoral, one man content and normalized, the other
alienated
dispossessed ("Pastoral"
As Buell suggests, the terms
have changed since Virgil wrote his Eclogues, but debate continues
today about how humans ought to relate to their environments and to
one another.

Notes
1. And the film rewrites Shakespeare by
of Orson Welles's Chimes
at Midnight (1966), a film that made Van Sant realize "Shakespeare's
Henry IV plays had this gritty quality about them" (Fuller xxv). Van
Sant "referred to the original Shakespeare" when writing Idaho, but he
did so out of fidelity
Welles, not Shakespeare: "I tried to forget the
film because I didn't want be plagiaristic or stylistically influ
enced by it" (Fuller xxxvii). Not very successful, since, in several
instances, "Van Sant copies Welles's mise-en-scene shot for shot," Van
Sant clearly filters his Shakespeare through Welles, who occupies
"roughly
same uneasy position of authority
identification for
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Van Sant that Shakespeare held for Welles" (Arthur and Liebler 33). As
Susan Wiseman observes, Idaho is "richly intertextual": whether allud
ing to low or high culture, including John Wayne, the B'52s, gay male
pornography, the Fun Factory, the paintings of the Renaissance, and
Orson Welles, "'Shakespeare' is far from the only cultural marker in the
film" (225).
2. Idaho contains other insider jokes. Only in Portland will audiences
laugh at "the actor playing the
chief of police . . . Tom Peterson, a
local appliance-store owner long known for his brash late-night TV
commercials" (Handelman 62).
3. Van Sant points out that Mala Noche, Drugstore Cowboy, and My Own
Private Idaho "are really modern Westerns because they're written in the
West
take place there .... Portland is a Western town. Only fifty
years ago, Portland had dirt streets. The people that live there are
descendants of the original pioneers and of the Indians" (Fuller xlivClassic American cowboy songs are featured prominently in My
Own Private Idaho, which also includes
important allusion Howard
Hawks's Rio Bravo, a film that "itself [is] an important nexus of generic
revision" (Arthur and Liebler 28).
4. On this issue see also Wiseman, Bergbusch, Breight,
Willson.
5. In contrast
most critics, Arthur
Liebler cite the scene as an
instance of the other "skein of cultural allusion" in Idaho, that of
on
going re-appraisal of the Western
of
Western hero (27, 28).
6. Robert F. Willson, Jr. adds that the grimace might be read differently:
is Scott's father "repelled by the embrace of his notoriously bisexual off
spring? Here Van Sant has problematized the scene
source: Scott's
complicated sexuality undercuts the emotional climax of the reconcilia
tion
Any attempt by this
assume
mantle of traditional
manhood must be regarded as heavily ironic" (34).
7. On the intersection of the pastoral with issues of land use, see
Alpers, Marx, Montrose, Patterson,
Williams.
8. Exactly how many working-class jobs were lost to environmentalism
is difficult to figure. At the time, both sides exaggerated their estimates,
with industry claiming losses of 100,000
environmentalists claiming
none, or almost none. Moreover, job loss in the industry is attributable
restructuring and technological innovation, and not all who lose their
jobs lose their homes or land (see O'Dair
To this day, social sci
entists disagree about the effects
jobs of efforts to protect the spotted
owl; because of the political
ideological implications of those
efforts, Carroll et al. may be correct in judging that the debate, having
now perhaps moved into the realm of historical analysis, "may contin
ue virtually forever" (325). For an illuminating exchange on the issue,
one that addresses ideology as well as scientific validity, see Freudenburg, O'Leary, and Wilson; Carroll et al.; and Freudenburg, Wilson, and
O'Leary.
9. Of
critics must be less than comprehensive in commenting
the details of a
Nevertheless, one wonders whether significance
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attaches to Van Sant's placing of Mike, Bob, and Budd outside of this
particular business establishment.
10. See
O'Dair 89-114.
11. Willson, Jr. says that "the thieves wear monklike robes with hoods"
(34). About
scene, Breight comments on the weapons Scott and
Mike use
rob their friends: "they . . . appear be 'Easton' alumini
um baseball bats, an expensive symbol of suburban athletic boyhood
American 'little league' baseball" (310). Apparently, Breight
not know or has ignored
fact that aluminum bats do not (or rarely)
break. If more expensive than wooden bats at the outset, aluminum bats
are less expensive over the course of a season or several seasons. Not
expensive symbols of suburban boyhood, aluminum bats are standard
equipment for males
females at all levels of amateur baseball
at
levels of softball, whether amateur or professional.
12. According to the
the line is "you sully scumbags, up
against that wall" (Van Sant 148).
13. In 1992, The Economist reported that some estimates pegged the
spending at Rajneeshpuram at $150 million ("Rattlesnake-heaven:
cults"). In 1990, Carl Abbott observed that "investment capital for
Rajneeshpuram . . . certainly totaled in the tens of millions of dollars"
(92).
14. On the Bhagwan's followers in the Pacific Northwest see
Abbott
78, 92.
15. For assessments of Oregon's land-use policy, see Brown; Leeman;
Abbott,
and Adler.
16. In the media, the Bhagwan's problems with local
state-wide
planning authorities did not rate notice, overwhelmed as these prob
lems were by far more sensational encounters with authorities, includ
ing the sect's attempts
accumulate weaponry;
intimidate followers
government officials;
manipulate elections by importing sev
eral thousand homeless people to vote
by poisoning salad bars in
several popular restaurants with salmonella, a maneuver that sent 750
people to the hospital (this was, until the recent anthrax poisonings, the
most significant instance of biological terrorism in this country). As
Abbott notes, "the idea of a high-tech utopia that equipped itself with
Uzis and Rolls Royces as well as beads
that counted Ph.Ds. in polit
ical science
linguistics along with its graying guru
irresistible
the news media" (78). But the Rajneesh considered,
still consid
er, the litigation over land-use to be part of
American conspiracy to
destroy Rajneeshpuram (see for instance the following websites: oz.sannyas.net/osho02.html, bx.db.dk/pe/twotales.htm, and oshoturk.com/osholife/08-22-conspiracy.htm). And Abbott concludes that "the increasing
ability
capacity of local
state regulators to actively limit the
development of Rajneeshpuram was one of three major factors leading
to the sudden collapse of the commune in September and October 1985.
The others were growing internal disaffection
factionalism within
the commune leadership
decline in the worldwide Rajneeshee
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income that had helped to subsidize the growth of Rancho Rajneesh"
(98).
17. Also compare discussions of the function of pastoralism by Schama,
Patterson, Young, Marx, and Buell ("Pastoral").
18. Invoking the opening sequence, Richard Burt thinks
film initial
ly offers up "a certain kind of aestheticizing, pastoral artifice" as partial
compensation for the ills of society, only to reveal that compensation as
empty as the film proceeds (340). But Burt offers as evidence only the
images representing Mike's narcoleptic state, which include a shot of his
mother reassuring him that "everything's going to be
right"
a
shot of salmon swimming upstream; he does not refer to the scenes that
precede Mike's falling into a narcoleptic state, which do not suggest an
aestheticizing of nature. If the film offers up such compensation, it is
thin compensation indeed, available only to the narcoleptic among us.
19. Frederick H. Buttel, a past president of the Rural Sociological Soci
ety, believes that environmentalism "will probably need to be tied to
social justice in order to be enduring" (16).
the class
racial bias
es of the environmental movement, see Buell "Toxic," Cronon, Ferry,
Luke, O'Dair, and White.
20. In the literature on Westerns, the consensus is that
post-World
War
period saw "new inflections of the genre," specifically, the
"'adult' or 'psychological' Western which was variously celebrated or
criticised for bringing new social and psychological aspects to
old
formula" (Pye "Fantasy" 168). In the Westerns of the 1950s
1960s,
the issue for
hero is not just civilization's "challenge
wilderness
ways but the need to negotiate more specific social contexts in which
differences in manners
mores, in class and social position become
central to questions of identity" (Pye "Introduction" 19).
21. See for instance White, White and Cronon, Krech III,
Merchant.
22. Arthur
Liebler argue that Mike's fate "is at once an active choice
the unavoidable result of his lower-class origins" (29); likewise,
Scott's freedom is circumscribed by his social position (36).
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In his Preface to The Nigger of the 'Narcissus',
Joseph Conrad writes, "My task which I am try
ing
achieve is, by
power of the written
word, to make you feel,
make you hear — it
is, before all, to make you see" (143). This pow
erful declaration of Conrad's literary impres
sionism still serves as the clearest embodiment
of his artistic credo, a declaration which remains
of late Victorian
early modernist litera
ture's most important artistic statements.1
Although he is not, of course, announcing his
own version of literary impressionism, Louis
Althusser probably has Conrad's words in mind
when he explains that "the peculiarity of art is
to 'make us see' (nous donner à voir), 'make us
perceive', 'make us feel' something which
alludes to reality" (204). For Althusser, "what art
makes us see,
therefore gives to us in the
form of 'seeing', 'perceiving',
'feeling' (which
is not the form of knowing), is the ideology from
which it is born, in which it bathes, from which
it detaches itself as art, and to which it alludes"
(204). For Conrad it is the impression itself that
is "everything," although he adds that some
how one may
find "that glimpse of truth for
which you have forgotten to ask" (Preface 143).
It is intriguing
conceive of Althusser's "per
ceiving" of "ideology" as a cleverly reinterpret
ed Conradian "glimpse of truth," though the
projects of these two men seem worlds apart.
Interestingly, whether by pure coincidence or by
inexorable connection, Conrad's Heart of
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Darkness in fact serves as an extremely productive text from which to
explore the strengths
weaknesses of the contemporary Marxist cri
tique of ideology.
Although traditional Marxism certainly has had its own disagree
ments,2 since the work of Althusser contemporary Marxism has found
itself increasingly confronted by two seemingly divergent trends: tradi
tional (scientific, classical) Marxism with its emphasis on dialectical
materialism and on ideology as false consciousness, and critical (postAlthusserian) Marxism with its post-structuralist aversion "totalizing
closures"
Althusser's reconception of ideology as "a rep
resentation of the imaginary relationship of individuals to their real
conditions of existence."
In
Political Unconscious, Fredric Jameson attempts a critical
articulation of these two tendencies.
Jameson's project is to
"restructure the problematics of ideology . .. around the all-informing
process of narrative" (13).3 He employs ideology "in Althusser's sense
as a representational structure which allows the individual subject to
conceive his or her lived relationship to transpersonal realities such as
the social structure or the collective logic of History" (30). He likewise
accepts "the Althusserian dictum, 'History is a process without a telos
or a subject'... as a repudiation of... master narratives
their twin
categories of narrative closure (telos) and of character (subject of histo
ry)" (29).
At the same time, Jameson himself admits that his fundamental
premise, that Marxism is the "untranscendable horizon" that "sub
sumes" all other interpretations, hearkens back
the "more authentic
dialectical tradition" of classical Marxism (10). Jameson grounds this
premise upon the assumption that "history is not a text, not a narrative,
master or otherwise" (35). Significantly, however, Jameson qualifies this
assertion in an attempt effect a reconciliation with post-Althusserian
Marxism: History is thus posited as "an absent cause ... inaccessible to
us except in textual form" (35). This "genuine philosophy of history"
(18) leads Jameson
postulate "the unity of a single great collective
story," which is "the collective struggle
wrest a realm of Freedom
from a realm of Necessity" (19).
In order apply his ideas to literature, Jameson proposes analyzing
texts from three "concentric frameworks" (75). Jameson's final frame
work, that of "the ideology of form" (76), corresponds with modernism,
for this analysis he chooses as his texts Conrad's Lord Jim
Nos
omo. In this essay I will explore how a parallel sort of Jamesonian
reading of Heart of Darkness offers
insightful and productive glimpse
into the ideology of the Conradian
Yet I
will explore how such
a reading reveals The Political Unconscious, itself
be merely another
ideological text, one with its own master narrative
attendant imag
inary narrative closure.
The Jamesonian approach
Conrad "posits ideology in terms of
strategies of containment, whether intellectual or (in the
of narra-
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tives) formal" (52-53). This premise implies that the formal aspects of a
text are in fact "sedimented content in their own right, as carrying ide
ological messages of their own" (Jameson 99) — hence the term the ide
ology ofform." Jameson begins his discussion by analyzing the strategies
of containment created by the combination of the high and mass culture
modes in the novels, concluding from these strategies that while “Lord
Jim remains stubbornly deflected onto the problematic of the individual
act," Nostromo becomes a "meditation on History" (264). It is in order to
explore the fullest ramifications of both of these positions in relation to
the ideology ofform that Jameson turns to A. J. Greimas's use of the semi
otic rectangle. This semiotic rectangle at first seems irreconcilable with
a Marxist critique because it is "organized around binary oppositions
rather than dialectical ones"
because it structures the relationships
it creates "in terms of homology" (47). Yet for Jameson this choice is an
appropriate one for a project structured "around the all-informing
process of narrative" in that Greimas's work (as Jameson characterizes it
in Marxism and Form) involves "analyzing
kinds of verbal materials .
. . in terms of a storytelling model" (Marxism 205).
Jameson, then, "reappropriates" Greimas's system "by designating it
as the very locus and model of ideological closure" (47).4 That is, the
semiotic rectangle "furnishes the graphic embodiment of ideological
closure as such,
allows us to map out the inner limits of a given ide
ological formation and
construct the basic terms of this particular
libidinal apparatus ..." (48). Such a construction, for Jameson, pro
vides a glimpse of "the informing power of forces or contradiction
which the text seeks in vain wholly to control or master," a glimpse
"into the very political unconscious" (49).
If we begin apply Jameson's approach Heart of Darkness, we are
immediately confronted by the question of whether the text should be
read as centering upon "the problematic of the individual act" (as Jame
son reads Lord Jim) or upon "a meditation on History" (as he reads Nos
tromo). Clearly it is possible to see it either way. The former would
claim either Kurtz's or Marlow's glimpse "over the edge" as the focal
point of the text (or, one may even claim both characters, each in his
own individual way, serve as separate focal points). The latter would
argue that it is the collective action revolving around the Belgian expe
dition that is significant as separate individual acts merge into the ideal
synthesis of a collective actant. Although the former approach also
yields interesting insights, I will be using the latter here because it bet
ter exposes the ideology ofform in Heart of Darkness
reveals the desire
for ideological closure within the Jamesonian critique itself.
Jameson's Greimassian schematic for Nostromo actually works quite
nicely for Heart of Darkness as well,
it offers a persuasive reading of
the text's mechanism for narrative closure. The semiotic rectangle is
formed by mapping two interrelated sets of contradictory pairs, which
Jameson explains in a footnote his chapter on Realism
Desire. It
is worth quoting
sentence comprising this explanation in full:
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Briefly, the semiotic rectangle or "elementary structure of signi
fication" is the representation of a binary opposition or of two
contraries (S
-S), along with the simple negations or contra
dictions of both terms
so-called subcontraries -S
S): sig
nificant slots are constituted by the various possible combina
tions of these terms, most notably the "complex" term (or ideal
synthesis of the two contraries) and the "neutral" term (or ideal
synthesis of the two subcontraries).
(166)

Graphically deployed, the primary pair of contraries form the upper
corners of
rectangle (with S in the upper left and -S in the upper
right)
their simple negations form the bottom corners (facing them
diagonally, with -S in the lower left
S in
lower right).
Jameson's explanation of this semiotic rectangle in his chapter on
Louis Marin in Volume 2 of The Ideologies of Theory is helpful in under
standing how the rectangle works, as well as suggestive of its relation
ship to Jameson's utopianism. Here Jameson explains that, while
Claude Lévi-Strauss understands mediation in his work on myth
"essentially as an operation bearing on the two 'primary' terms of the
fundamental contradiction or binary opposition itself" (S and -S),
Greimas argues that "this by no means exhausts the logical possibilities
and permutational combinations inherent in the simplest binary oppo
sition" ("Of Islands" 78). In fact, "not only do
logical contradictoris
[sic] of S and -S furnish two more independent terms, but the various
axes thus generated (negative
positive deixis, implication, contra
dictions) suggest that [Greimas's rectangle] is capable of generating a
number of quite distinct 'mediatory' combinations alongside the one
operative in Lévi-Strauss'[s] mythic resolutions, designated in
Greimas'[s] system as the complex term C" ("Of Islands" 78).
In detailing how Greimas's rectangle clarifies for us the difference
between myth in Lévi-Strauss
the Utopian in Marin, Jameson fur
ther supplements our understanding of the workings of this logical
schema. According to Jameson, the Utopian narrative is for Marin "the
structural inversion of myth":

[whereas] the narrative operation of myth undertakes mediate
between the two primary terms of the opposition S and -S, and
produce a complex term that would be their resolution, Utopi
an narrative is constituted by the union of the twin contradicto
ries of the initial opposition, the combination of -S
S, a com
bination which, virtually a double cancellation of the initial con
tradiction itself, may be said to effect the latter's neutralization
to produce a new term, the so-called neuter or neutral term
N.
("Of Islands" 79)
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Returning to Jameson's use of this schema in reading Nostromo, then,
Jameson posits
text's primary pair of contraries as that of
Ideal
versus the Self, which in turn generates the simple negations of Cyni
cism
Selflessness. Graphically displayed, Ideal
Self are the
upper left and upper right corners respectively, and Selflessness and
Cynicism
the lower left
lower right corners respectively. In plot
ting Nostromo and
characters, Jameson
the Ideal as represented
by Decoud (also parenthetically associated with Charles Gould
cap
italism) and the Self as represented by Nostromo (also parenthetically
associated with Viola and nationalism/populism). The complex term
represented by the union of these two characters is literalized in the text
by the Decoud-Nostromo expedition, The Act. Their simple negations,
combining to form the neutral term of The Witness, are represented by
the Women (Selflessness)
Dr. Monygham (Cynicism). The vertical
sides offer their own semic combinations as well: the left
of Ideal
Selflessness invokes (through Decoud and Antonia) Marriage, the
Victorian hearth,
(parenthetically) extinction; the right side of Self
Cynicism invokes (through Nostromo and Dr. Monygham) History,
Latin America,
(parenthetically) castration.
We may use the very same terms of the Nostromo rectangle in con
structing a rectangle for Heart of Darkness (that is,
rectangle would be
similarly constructed around the binary oppositions of self/selflessness
and idealism/cynicism,
would
incorporate the notion of a col
lective actant into the scheme in the form of The Act
The Witness).
Accordingly, in Heart of Darkness I associate Kurtz with the Ideal and the
Pilgrims — his partners in The Act (the Belgian "mission" in the Congo)
— with the Self. The Witness
the Act, testifying to
accomplish
ments) in front of the jury of readers in the courtroom of the text, is
formed by the collaboration of Kurtz's Intended (as Selflessness) and
Marlow (as Cynicism). Finally, then, the left side's semic combination of
Kurtz and his Intended invokes Marriage,
Sepulchral City, and
extinction; while the right side's semic combination of the Pilgrims and
Marlow invokes History, the Congo,
castration.
Marlow (as Cynicism) reveals the Pilgrims to be motivated solely by
"desire
get appointed
a trading-post where ivory
to be had"
(Conrad, Heart 27),5 even at the expense of their fellow Pilgrims. This
"self"-centeredness of the Pilgrims appears empty to Marlow, a notion
he verbalizes when he describes the brickmaster as a "papier-mâché
Mephistopheles" through whom
could poke his finger
"find
nothing inside but a little loose
maybe" (29). All of the Pilgrims are
so because they lack the one thing that in Marlow's opinion "redeems"
the project of "taking [the earth] away from those who have a different
complexion or slightly flatter noses": "an idea at
back of it; not a sen
timental pretense but
idea; and an unselfish belief in the idea" (10;
emphasis added).
Kurtz, on
other hand, is the embodiment of the great ideals
behind the colonization, and even in his "fallen state" he transcends the
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self-centeredness of the Pilgrims. According to the Russian youth,
Kurtz's state among the natives is one of self-annihilation, not self-idolization: "[he would] forget himself amongst these people — forget him
self" (56). The result, as Marlow observes, is that "there was nothing
either above or below him.... He had kicked himself loose of the earth"
(65). Yet Kurtz too is empty on the inside, "hollow at the core" (58). The
ideological ramifications of this are enormous. Kurtz
the Pilgrims
were to produce
"ideal synthesis" in The Act, yet nothingness com
bined with nothingness begets only nothingness.
Thus in Jameson's neutral term (Selflessness/Cynicism as The Wit
ness), the text's ideological strategy of containment is revealed: to
resolve The Act's apparent failure
achieve any sort of "ideal synthe
sis,"
Witness must create exactly such a synthesis out of the noth
ingness in order to allow for narrative closure. Marlow by himself is
more than cynical as far as the expedition (The Act) is concerned. Even
before his journey he feels
Company is not in Africa because of highsounding ideals, which
supposedly will represent as well, but mere
ly for profit (16). Yet this same Marlow who has witnessed
hollow
ness of both the Pilgrims
Kurtz, who
at Kurtz's death "the
expression of sombre pride, of ruthless power, of craven terror — of an
intense and hopeless despair" (68),
who hears those final words
that expose what Patrick Brantlinger argues is no more than a "lying
idealism which can rationalize any behavior" (381) — this
Mar
low, when confronted by
Selflessness of the Intended, affirms this
very "lying idealism" with a lie!
The Intended believes in Kurtz and his ideals,
in their ability to
transform the expedition.
believes in him with a selflessness (thus
she is given no name) exemplified even in her reaction
his death:
"'What a loss me — to us,' she corrected herself .... 'To the world'"
(74).6 Marlow's lie then becomes necessary for closure; it is what holds
off chaos
heaven's fall)
instead in effect affirms the ideal vision
of the Intended. In this
the text can close itself off from the noth
ingness, for the alternative "would have been too dark - too dark alto
gether" (76). Thus the interaction of the two members of The Witness
end allows for the hollow nature of The Act
present itself as the
ideal synthesis it in truth fails
achieve.
The Jamesonian reading
this ideological closure as finalized by
the resolution of the last two "semic combinations," which correspond
to the two geographical centers of the
may appropriate Jame
very own words
Nostromo here: The combination of Self and
Cynicism is represented by the Congo (in the form of the "nightmare of
history") in that both Marlow's view of the wilderness as silent, brood
ing and impenetrable, and the Pilgrims' view of Africa as only a social
economic opportunity, create
"indeterminate background" of
"the classic 'Anglo' picture" of a Third World setting that is important
only as a pretext for the "real" (read, "Anglo") story (Jameson 270).
Such a view of
Congo only serves reinforce the privileging of the
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world of Idealism and Selflessness as represented by the ideal vision of
Sepulchral City in
form of the unsundered spiritual union of
Kurtz
the Intended that remains intact through
lie.
As the Jamesonian (re)appropriation of Greimas intended, the semi
otic rectangle has produced a "graphic embodiment of ideological clo
sure" that offers a glimpse of the "informing power" of the hollowness
of Heart of Darkness which the text's ideology ofform attempts to repress.
Jameson's observation concerning the Nostromo rectangle would seem to
be even more applicable to Heart of Darkness: "Yet such a scheme
explains everything but the essential, namely the dynamics of the ideal
act itself, of the impossible synthesis or complex term" (277). In other
words, the ideological scheme is itself hollow. Thus, Jameson writes of
the ideal act in Nostromo, "So the act happens . . . even though it is
impossible"
even though "it turns out that the act, the event, never
happened" (278). So in Heart of Darkness: the ideal act happens (as con
firmed illusion in Marlow's lie) even though it never happened (in actu
ality,
Kurtz
the Pilgrims confirm is hollowness). On this level the
text's attempt at narrative closure must remain unsuccessful: the Sepul
chral City can
longer justify its idealism or
Anglo vision of the
Congo. In this light, the fact that the heavens do not fall at Marlow's lie
is perhaps more ominous than if they
Jameson notes that in Nostromo the "semic space" of Marriage,
though supposedly "the place of love ...
sexual experience, is dom
inated by the quite different affective experience of the fainting spell, or
of extinction" (277). Similarly, one
may see the
space in Heart
of Darkness as dominated by extinction. The marriage of Kurtz and the
Intended, like the ideal act itself, never happens. There can be
con
summation. Indeed, it is a marriage of emptiness, for the Intended is
hollow too in that in her selflessness she does not exist.
only exists
in Kurtz, who himself is hollow. Thus the two emissaries of the Sepul
chral City (Idealism
Selflessness) are as hollow as,
no better
than, the Selfishness and Cynicism that make up the Anglo vision of
Africa. The Sepulchral City is truly a "city of the dead" (14), as empty
as the Anglo Congo's impenetrable heart of darkness. Significantly,
grass sprouts both in between the
stones
Fresleven's ribs: they
are the same. In the final analysis Conrad's ideology of form leaves one
with nothing more than a hollow story, something one might have
expected from Marlow to begin with, since for him "the meaning of an
episode
not inside like a kernel but outside" (9) — because there is
no inside.
Jameson's use of Greimas's schema offers yet another fruitful per
spective on Conradian hollowness,
in this the ideology ofform ends
up providing fresh insight into both Conrad narratives. One may apply
Jameson's conclusion on Nostromo Heart of Darkness as well:
This ... novel finally achieves its end by unravelling its means of
expression, "rendering" History by
thoroughgoing demon-
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stration of the impossibility of narrating this unthinkable dimen
sion of collective reality, systematically undermining the indi
vidual categories of storytelling in order
project, beyond the
stories it must continue
tell, the concept of a process beyond
storytelling.
(279)

For Jameson,
what any "meditation
history" discovers is the
ultimate inaccessibility of History. History, as absent cause, is never
fully present,
as a result one is left with absence. Jameson thus
posits that "history itself becomes the ultimate ground as well as the
untranscendable limit of our understanding in general
our textual
interpretations in particular" (100). Consequently, "history is inaccessi
ble to us except in textual form.... it can be approached only by
of
prior (re)textualization" (82).
Significantly, however, the absence we are left with is not non-exis
tence, not the nothingness of Heart of Darkness, but rather the inaccessi
bility of history as absent cause. Although absent, History exists for
Jameson as cause. Thus, despite the admittedly textual nature of reali
ty, Jameson claims History itself is not a text because "it is fundamen
tally non-narrative
nonrepresentational" (82). Such an assumption
holds up History as an "extra- or con-textual reality," which Jameson
justifies through the concept of Necessity: he writes, "one does not have
argue
reality of history:
like Dr. Johnson's stone,
that for us" (82). It is in examining this view of History as "the experi
ence of Necessity" (102) —
the apparent begging of the question
which would seem to accompany it — that
avenue opens through
which one can expose the ideology behind Jameson's own critique of
ideology.
So far I have demonstrated how impressively Jameson's reading of
Nostromo applies to Heart of Darkness; my initial point here is that
Jameson's
Political Unconscious has much to offer to Conrad stud
ies in particular, and late Victorian/early modernist studies in general.
Moving on to my second point now, I want to argue that Jameson him
self resorts
the very sort of ideological cover-up he dissects in Con
rad.
We may begin unraveling Jameson's own reading by re-examining
his original semiotic rectangle for Nostromo. He writes that "Nostromo is,
like Lord Jim, the interrogation of a hole in time, an act whose innermost
instant falls
— proving thus at once irrevocable
impossible, a
source of scandal
aporia for contemplation" (264). Although
Jameson's reading of Nostromo is truly insightful
useful, his
unshakeable belief that "history itself becomes the ultimate ground as
well as
untranscendable limit of our understanding in general and
our textual interpretations in particular" (100) leads him
posit his
utopian vision as the logical, if not inexorable, result of this contempla
tion. I would argue that, in actuality, what Jameson's reading finally
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reveals is its own political unconscious as an ideology that attempts to
bear Witness to the efficacy of The Act performed by his own Utopian
hermeneutic in conjunction with his Conradian texts as textual repre
sentatives of modernism.
fact that Jameson
Conrad's stylistic practice "as ideology
Utopia all at once" (237) is extremely significant. Indeed, this
appears to be the underlying assumption upon which his whole reading
of Nostromo builds in that he posits Nostromo as "a virtual textbook
working out of
structuralist dictum that all narrative enacts a pas
from Nature Culture" (272), a passage that one may say has been
achieved at the book's conclusion by the successful establishment of the
capitalistic Republic of Sulaco.
Since for Jameson modernism "is itself
ideological expression of
capitalism" (236),
the one hand the ideology ofform in Nostromo is no
more than a reiteration of the capitalist ideology of commodity
fetishism. Jameson rightfully
the book, for instance, as perpetuat
ing traditional European stereotyping of Latin Americans in an objecti
fying process that at bottom casts them as Other. Yet Jameson's afore
mentioned conception of Conrad's stylistic practice allows him to see
text as containing utopian as well as ideological elements. Jameson
his reading as establishing the possibility that "we can restore, at
least methodologically,
lost unity of social life, and demonstrate that
widely distant elements of the social totality are ultimately part of the
same global historical process" (226). Here, although the particular
manifestation may not be appealing, Sulaco capitalism nevertheless rep
resents a transformation of the focus upon the individual to a "new per
spective" of "collective destiny" (269). This is because, for Jameson,
even "ruling-class culture
ideology are Utopian, not in spite of their
instrumental function to secure
perpetuate class privilege and
power, but rather precisely because that function is also in
of itself
the affirmation of collective solidarity" (291). Again, any affirmation of
collective solidarity only ultimately confirms History as "the experience
of Necessity" (102).
Jameson himself points out
major flaw in
Greimassian
schematic, that it "explains everything but the essential, namely the
dynamics of the ideal act [The Act] itself" (277). For Jameson, the fact
that "the historical Event which marks a decisive shift from
state of
things (fallen nature)
another (genuine society)" (278) presents itself
as
aporia only serves as further proof that History is non-narratable,"inaccessible
us except in textual form" (82).Yet it may be that
there can be
explanation of the aporia simply because Jameson's own
ideological schema(tic) ultimately does not work; it is itself hollow.
Jameson seems
me
of the great critical minds of his genera
tion, so much so that I have a difficult time believing that he may be
unaware of the following ramifications of his argument. I only can
assume (in spite of the proverbial dangers contained within that
that Jameson feels his
justifies his means, that it is more important
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to narrate a compelling story of the priority of his version of Marxist
utopianism than it is craft an air-tight argument (when, after all, what
argument is air-tight?),
therefore that he engages in what I will call
deliberate miswriting.
What I mean by deliberate miswriting actually involves two interre
lated misleading attempts at a cover-up (or, perhaps, merely a make
the presentation
andargument.
give
) in Jameson's
some
to
he (102).
First, Jameson
on
to
andand

theof his own
mixes in some post-structuralist vocabulary to
the
heappearance that
this is a text of post-Althusserian critical Marxism when in fact this is a
text by a dyed-in-the-wool traditional Marxist whose devotion
the
cause actually ends up undermining the very sort of dialectical criticism
espouses. Second, Jameson engages in his own ideological strategies
of containment in order ensure that his own narrative of utopian ide
alism may achieve its end.
Critiquing Jameson's critique is difficult because
adroitly masks
his own ideology under the guise of a post-structuralist rendering of the
concept of Necessity: it is "a retextualization of History which does not
propose [History] as
new representation or 'vision,' some new
context, but as the formal effects of . . . 'absent cause'"
Because
"History can only be apprehended through its effects," according to
Jameson it avoids reification (102). This is why he (once again begging
the question) claims that history as untranscendable horizon "needs no
particular theoretical justification" — because "its alienating necessities
will not forget us" (102). Yet this is where he exposes the universalizing
tendencies of his approach. As noted earlier, no matter how skeptically
he may render his concept of History as absent cause, it is finally simply
another form of idealism because, whether or not History is absent or
inaccessible, it still is, it still exists as cause (and as a cause which mani
fests itself "through its effects," however retextualized those effects may
be).
Jameson, for whom "History is . . . the experience of Necessity"
(102), is in fact a conservative Marxist as will be readily apparent
throughout the rest of this essay. He consistently comes down
the
side of those heroes of traditional Marxism, Hegel and Lukács, and
adopts phenomenological, structuralist,
theological frameworks
from Ernst Bloch, Emile Durkheim, Paul Ricoeur,
Jean-Paul Sartre
in ways that potentially compromise the very "dialectical" nature of his
critique. For instance, when Jameson relates the crucial dynamics of
The Act in Nostromo, it is with self-professed recourse to "classical
Sartrean language" (278) and then to "more Hegelian terminology"
(279) — all in
service of a structuralist schematic that one will recall
be himself admits is "perhaps indeed misappropriated, by a dialectical
criticism" (48).
Much of Jameson's theorizing in The Political Unconscious finds its
ground in his earlier work Marxism and Form,
in fact he develops
these ideas in stages across the essays collected in The Ideologies of Theo
ry, most of which date from
years between the two major works.
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Throughout the rest of this essay, I will draw upon both of these texts to
supplement my argument about The Political Unconscious.
Accordingly, turning now Marxism and Form, we see Jameson con
sistently revealing his Hegelian stripes throughout this text, but perhaps
nowhere more blatantly than where he insists that the "impossibility
the Hegelian system for us is not a proof of
intellectual limitations,
its cumbersome methods
theological superstructure; on
con
trary, it is a judgment on us
on the moment in history in which we
live, and in which such a vision of the totality of things is
longer pos
sible" (Marxism
Marxism and Form also, of course, contains a whole
chapter in support of Lukács (perhaps the singlemost representative fig
ure of twentieth-century traditional Marxism) while the chapter on
Adorno (who for most stands opposite Lukács aligned with critical
Marxism) concludes with the passive-aggressive suggestion, "It is there
fore not to the discredit of Negative Dialektik to say that it is in the long
run a massive failure" (Marxism
Tellingly, Jameson
devotes
chapters to Sartrean phenomenology
a Marxist hermeneutic that
incorporates versions of nostalgia
Benjamin), romantic utopi
anism (Herbert Marcuse, in articulation with Friedrich Schiller), and
theological utopianism (Bloch).
conservatism of Jameson's Marxism
lies in his strict alignment with the Old Guard, and his critical facade is
at bottom largely an attempt
up that Old Guard in more con
temporary clothing ("meet the new boss — same as
old boss").
What is more, Jameson's universalizing tendencies and his teleological
narrative actually go further than this by cutting against the grain
genuine dialectical criticism as he himself defines it.
According
Jameson, true dialectical thought is "essentially
process: it never attains some ultimate place of systematic truth
which it can henceforth rest" (Marxism 372). Because of this "antisystematic thrust" (Marxism 362) to dialectical thought, one should see
Marxism as "a critical rather than a systematic philosophy" (Marxism
365). Consequently, "a genuinely dialectical criticism" must never
employ any "pre-established categories of analysis" (Marxism 333) and
must instead go so far as to "always include a commentary on its own
intellectual instruments as part of its own working structure" (Marxism
336) — for "dialectical thought is in its very structure self-conscious
ness" (Marxism 340).
Yet Jameson's argument in The Political Unconscious seems to present
both the dynamics of the narrative mode and the dialectic of utopia and
ideology as exactly such "pre-established categories of analysis," and
together they seem lead
an "ultimate place of systematic truth" —
namely, the utopian "realm of Freedom" which Marxism is
wrest
"from a realm of Necessity" (19). This utopia is the telos of the "single
great collective story" that only Marxism can retell as a "unity" and
thereby tap the "original urgency" of many pressing matters by its insis
tence upon representing "the human adventure as one" (19).
"absolute formalism" (Marxism 373)
the "structural histori
cism" that in "squaring
circle" is the "Marxist 'solution' to the dilem-
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ma of historicism" (Marxism 172) seem at odds with the "dialectical and
historical self-consciousness" also associated with Marxism's
"squar[ing] the circle" (Marxism
In The Ideologies of Theory Jameson
finds fault with the sort of "structural typology" he associates with Hay
den White in that it is ultimately grounded in "a narrative or teleologi
vision of history" ("Marxism" 169). Yet his own structural histori
cism seems similarly flawed. He claims that (his) Marxism is not a
"place of truth" or of "dogma/' clarifying that "only the Utopian future
is a place of truth" ("Marxism" 176) — but it bears observing that it is
this actual "place of truth" that awaits Jameson's "single great collective
story" which in The Political Unconscious is Marxism's "compelling reso
lution the dilemma of historicism" (19).
Here we seem to have both teleology and dogma. Should not a
properly "dialectical" Jameson be more self-conscious of the rhetorical
implications of his insistence upon the "priority of Marxist analysis as
that of some ultimate
untranscendable semantic horizon," the (in
his own words) "master code" ("Marxism" 48) of the same History as
absent cause that grounds his argument in The Political Unconscious?
Especially when he
refers to this conception of History as absent
cause as the "transcendental signified" ("Marxism" 49) of his Marxist
hermeneutic? He seems curiously unaware or unconcerned with his
terminology elsewhere — for example, in his appropriation of Ricoeur's
distinction between negative and positive hermeneutics in Marxism and
Form (which obviously then resurfaces in the conclusion to The Political
Unconscious), where he appears to privilege a positive hermeneutics
that offers "a restoration of some original, forgotten meaning" and
"renewed access
some essential source of life" (Marxism 119; emphasis
added). While Jameson does go on to imply that Ricoeur's failure to
imagine this "essential source of life" as "anything other than the
sacred" limits his view of the positive hermeneutic to "an essentially
religious one" (Marxism 119), Jameson seems thoroughly untroubled by
his own utopianism's religious overtones, if not its actual theological
nature.
Indeed, in Marxism and Form Jameson suggests there is a "basic affin
ity between Marxism
religion," which at least in part is founded
upon their shared "claim
universality" (Marxism 117). He even
admits that this fact raises "the suspicion that Bloch is not so much a
Marxist philosopher, even a Marxist philosopher of religion, as he is (in
the terms of his description of Thomas Münzer) a 'theologian of the rev
olution'" (Marxism 117). I suggest here that Jameson has himself taken
up this mantle of "theologian of the revolution" from Bloch, who
remains the most profound influence upon his own utopianism.
Tellingly, in his discussion of Bloch he recasts Ricoeur's distinction
between negative and positive hermeneutics as a distinction between
"the realm of philosophical judgment"
the realm of "hermeneutic
interpretation" (Marxism 132). As he does so he characterizes the former
as "operating" from a "critical" standpoint
latter as operating
"from a prophetic standpoint" (Marxism 132).
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Here we have Jameson as not only Theologian of the Revolution but
even more suggestively as Prophet of the Revolution. He clearly privi
leges the positive prophetic standpoint of the realm of hermeneutic
interpretation over the merely negative functioning of the critical stand
point of the realm of philosophical judgment. He writes, "When we
pass over into
[realm of hermeneutic interpretation], matters of truth
falsehood
way to techniques of conversion, modes of recov
ering that which is authentic
instinct even within the most regres
sive forms, to a decipherment of the figures of hope beneath the imme
diate surface realities of despair or destiny" (Marxism 132).
This is, ultimately, the project of The Political Unconscious. I want to
be very clear that I do not wish to be read here as some sort of critical
killjoy. I am not suggesting that the "decipherment of figures of hope
beneath the immediate surface realities of despair or destiny" is point
less, or that all utopian reading in particular
all positive hermeneu
tics in general are quixotic. My point is that, in the intellectual arro
gance of
self-assuredness where its own necessity
priority is con
cerned, Jameson's version gives such readings a bad name. The sub
sumption of all other interpretations under Jameson's Marxist
hermeneutic must appear misguided (if not elitist) to non-Marxists, and
even
many post-Althusserian Marxists as well. Even more so, Jame
conceptions of History
Necessity reveal his dialectical vision
as that of a retro-traditional Marxism. When he not only posits an
"inexorable logic involved in the determinate failure" of
"local" rev
olutions (102), but
even in such failures a "simultaneously
Utopian power as the symbolic affirmation of a specific historical and
class form of collective unity" (291), we are left with what might be
called a Utopian determinism.
Jameson's semiotic rectangle does achieve his goal of exposing the
ideological closure in Conrad as
but in spite of
this he imme
diately resubmerges the threat of such hollowness under the waters of
History in
ultimately utopian gesture that reveals
equally hollow
ideological closure in The Political Unconscious itself. That this is indeed
in Jameson's critique, if only suspected at first, becomes mani
festly clear in the concluding chapter of The Political Unconscious. Here
Jameson states that "all class consciousness ...
ideology ... is in its
very nature Utopian" (289). He can be content with absence as long as
it is not
threat of hollowness, of the meaninglessness of non-narrative history. But his analysis of the ideology ofform has uncovered a noth
ingness perhaps too reminiscent of nihilism for his liking. Such a neg
ative hermeneutic, one that merely uncovers hollowness, is for Jameson
insufficient: "a Marxist negative hermeneutic, a Marxist practice of ide
ological analysis proper, must in the practical work of reading and
interpretation be exercised simultaneously with a Marxist positive
hermeneutic, or a decipherment of the Utopian impulses of these same
still ideological cultural texts" (296). How then does a Jamesonian
approach decipher Utopian impulses in Heart of Darkness when, as
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Philip Wood argues, it would seem only
uncover "the futility, the
delusions, and criminal compromises fatally attendant upon
action
once its inescapably social imbrication within
alienating world is rec
ognized" (44)? When such a "hollow" novel only seems to thereby "jus
tify any injustice" (Brantlinger 380)?
Jameson's solution is to argue that an ideology, no matter what it
may entail, "expresses
unity of a collectivity" (291). Thus, even "rul
ing-class culture
ideology are Utopian, not in spite of their instru
mental function secure
perpetuate class privilege
power, but
rather precisely because that function is also in
of itself
affirma
tion of collective solidarity" (291). In other words, the very existence of
ideology of class consciousness, although not utopian in itself, is
Utopian because it functions as a figure "for the ultimate concrete col
lective life of
achieved Utopian or classless society" (291). This is,
again, a direct result of Jameson's view of History as ultimate ground,
for although
absent cause, its reality is experienced in Necessity (and
here experienced as the necessity of class conflict that the presence of
ideology guarantees). For Jameson, then, any narrative, no matter how
completely it seeks represent or perpetuate the ideology of the ruling
ultimately functions as evidence and as justification of the utopi
impulse owing the dialectic of utopia and ideology. Finally,
is
left with what amounts to some sort of Utopian determinism, the Neces
sity of the future Utopian place of truth.
Clearly such a reading would not seem particularly attractive to crit
ics concerned with the imperialism, racism, and sexism in Heart of Dark
ness. Jameson's Utopian master stroke would seem, on one level, to
"justify any injustice" even more so than the hollowness he has attempt
ed
offset in his conclusion. As in Marlow's endorsement of what he
sees as a good kind of imperialism, an "idea at the back of it" redeems
Jameson's project. In his conclusion Jameson himself belies precisely
such an orientation when he complains that the Althusserian
post
structuralist critiques are insufficient in that they "have a purely nega
tive or second-degree critical function, and offer no new conceptual cat
egories," when "what is wanted here ... is a whole new logic of collec
tive dynamics, with categories that escape the taint of some mere appli
cation of terms drawn from individual experience" (294; emphasis
added). Because Jameson wants such a new logic, he turns to
Durkheim's theory of religion to restore some sort of positive hermeneu
tic more in line with his own Utopian impulse to locate Utopian impuls
es in all texts. Although he claims "serious reservations" must be
expressed about this move from both Marxist
post-structuralist
positions because it amounts to "a generalization of Durkheim's theory
of religion to cultural production as a whole"
he proceeds to put
these reservations rest until he has justified the necessity of a positive
hermeneutic as
In a note on the observation, by Barry Hindess
Paul Hirst, that
a Durkheimian problematic
Marxism are incompatible, Jameson
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remarks, "One is tempted to add: in that case, too bad for Marxism"
(296). As Geoff Bennington cleverly points out, what Jameson is actual
ly saying in the remark is, too bad for Fredric Jameson's Marxism (31)!
In any case, Jameson justifies his recourse Durkheim's religious theo
ry by noting that, until the task of theorizing this "whole new logic of
collective dynamics" is completed, "it seems possible continue to use
a Durkheimian or Lukácsean vocabulary of collective consciousness or
of the subject of history 'under erasure/" as long as it is understood that
this vocabulary refers "to
as yet untheorized object — the collective
— which they make imperfect allusion" (294). As Jameson articulates
the value of religion for Marxism in Marxism and Form, one begins to
comprehend the function of his religious utopianism as individual
wish-fulfillment: "The value of religion for revolutionary activity lies
therefore in its structure as a hypostasis of absolute conviction, as a pas
sionate inner subjective coming consciousness of those deepest Utopi
an wishes without which Marxism remains an objective theory and is
deprived of its most vital resonances and of
most essential psychic
sustenance" (Marxism 157).
Jameson himself claims that "every universalizing approach ... will
. . . conceal
own contradictions
repress its own historicity by
strategically framing its perspective so as
omit the negative, absence,
contradiction, repression, the non-dit, or the impensé"
At this
point I would like
suggest that the Greimassian semiotic rectangle
actually might be employed
tilt into view the impensé
political
unconscious) of The Political Unconscious, to furnish us with "the graph
ic embodiment" of the "ideological closure" in Jameson's own text. I
offer Utopia
Modernism as the primary pair of contraries in the text
(S
-S), which in turn generate the subcontraries of Ideology and
Marxism respectively. Ironically, one could argue for
affinity
between each corner of this new rectangle and its Conradian counter
part according
Jameson. The Utopian (with its idée fixe of a future
Utopian place of truth) would fulfill a role similar
that of Jameson's
Ideal, while Modernism (with
stereotypical isolation of the individ
ual trapped within one's own consciousness) would fulfill a role similar
to that of Jameson's Self. Marxism (with its transcendence of
indi
vidual in favor of the collective) would fulfill a role similar
that of
Jameson's Selflessness, while Ideology (with
inherent opposition to
stereotypical denial of the necessity of the utopian happy ending)
would fulfill a role similar to that of Jameson's Cynicism. One might
even construct similar semic combinations at the vertical sides — with
Modernism and Ideology combining to reveal History in late capitalist
commodity fetishism as a semic space of castration, and with Utopian
idealism
Marxism combining to reveal their unconsummated Mar
riage in the pages of The Political Unconscious itself as a semic space of
extinction.
The workings of
new rectangle's complex term (the ideal syn
thesis of Utopia
Modernism) nicely follows
lines of Jameson's
own dissection of Nostromo: "the act happens" (278) — the Utopian
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combines with the Modernist text somehow to confirm that
ideolo
gy ... is in
very nature Utopian" (289) — "even though it is impossi
ble" (278). As far as The Witness is concerned, neither Marxism nor Ide
ology (within the context of Jameson's "story" of The Political Uncon
scious) is willing or able to expose the illusion or lie of his deliberate
miswriting of the triumph of Utopian
If only The Political
Unconscious, like Nostromo in Jameson's reading, could have
faith with this impossibility
insisted] to the end on everything
problematical about the act that makes for genuine historical change"
(277).
Modernism (which, again, here should be read as including Late
Victorian Aestheticism, Decadence,
Fin
Siècle) is that against
which Jameson's Marxism defines itself. In "Reflections
the BrechtLukács Debate"
elsewhere, Jameson makes it very clear that con
temporary Marxism is still hashing through this debate's pair of con
traries, modernism
realism. It is nevertheless very clear which side
Jameson feels represents the truth about modernism: It is Lukács both
has
provisional last word for us today" where this debate is
concerned ("Reflections" 146) and who "turns out in the long run to have
been right after
about the nature of modernism" ("Beyond" 130). The
"ideology of modernism," according to Jameson, "imposes its conceptu
al limitations
our aesthetic thinking
our taste and judgments,
in its own way projects
utterly distorted model of literary histo
ry," which leads him bemoan our unfamiliarity with "the older social
cultic functions of literature" ("Beyond" 117).
Along these
lines, for Jameson modernist texts are "ways
distorting and repressing reality" that attempt
"manage" rather than
"express" the "same fears
concerns" which serve as the "raw mater
ial of revolutionary
by "disguising] them,
driv[ing] them
underground" ("Modernism" 179). Wary that an iconoclastic "repudia
tion" of such works only would "reconfirm the reified prestige,
as it
were
sacred aura, of these fetishized names
reputations," Jame
son advocates a process "on the order of the psychoanalytic working
through" that could "be expected
dissolve the reification of the great
modernistic works,
return these artistic
academic 'monu
ments'
their original reality as the private language of isolated indi
viduals in a reified society" ("Modernism" 179).
One need only recall that Jameson in The Political Unconscious posits
modernism as "itself an ideological expression of capitalism" (236) to
understand the significance of his hearkening back to this older focus
of Marxist critique before Althusser (the nature of modernism, as
opposed to the nature of ideology): as reflected in my semiotic rectan
gle, modernism
ideology are written as two sides of the same late
capitalistic commodity fetishism coin (the return of the old standby
false consciousness with a vengeance). In this light, the imaginary res
olution of The Political Unconscious at bottom is a Utopian gesture intent
denying the terrifying possibilities of the abyss of nihilism that the
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Conradian text in particular and modernism in general opens before
Jameson. This gesture ultimately must subsume
ideology within a
Utopian Necessity
effect the ideal synthesis of Jameson's complex
term. It is this Utopian Necessity which serves as the idea at the back of
Jameson's project that redeems it (and his deliberate miswriting of it) in
Jameson's mind.
It is perhaps not pure coincidence that the formalist means by
which Jameson arrives at this Utopian Necessity is indebted to
Marin's work on the Utopian narrative. In fact, Jameson borrows the
tool of the Greimassian semiotic rectangle from Marin, within whose
project the rectangle is used as a model for the Utopian narrative
proper rather than for narrative in general. What wonder, then, that
Jameson's use of this same schema in
Political Unconscious yields
an ultimately Utopian reading of the ideology ofform. Is it possible that
it is Jameson's Utopian model itself that (pre)determines the Utopian
outcome in
Political Unconscious?
Marin writes that Utopian reading leads
the ironically very
Conradian-sounding "realization that the way in which the story is told
is the story itself, that the narrative never in reality narrates anything
other than its own narrative procedures" (qtd. in "Of Islands" 101).
Jameson clearly has taken Marin's realization
heart. Jameson con
cludes his essay on Marin with
analogy for "our inability to conceive
[Utopia], our incapacity to produce it as a vision, our failure to project
the Other of what
("Of Islands" 101) — it is an image of "fireworks
dissolving back into the night sky, [which] must once again leave us alone
with this history" that Jameson offers as a figure for this failure.
Jameson opens
final section of his concluding chapter
Marx
ism and Form (a section entitled "Marxism and Inner Form") with an epi
graph from Schiller. He reads this epigraph as suggesting a "dialectical
notion of form
content" in which "either term can be translated into
the other" (Marxism 403). He elaborates, "In fact, this essential distinc
tion is useful only on condition that it ultimately reabolish itself in the
ambiguity of the artistic substance itself, which can be seen alternately
as either
content or all form" (Marxism 403). I argue,
that
Jameson is profoundly uncomfortable with this ambiguity, with the
hazy after-glow of fireworks dissolving back into the night sky. He is
profoundly uncomfortable with the sort of stories attributed by Con
rad's narrator to the Marlow of Heart of Darkness: "to him the meaning of
an episode was not inside like a kernel but outside, enveloping the
which brought it out only as a glow brings out a haze" (9). He is pro
foundly uncomfortable with the utopic haze of undecidability repre
sented by the Conradian after-glow.
Instead, Jameson offers the self-termed "materialistic kernel" of
Schiller's remark (the "materialistic kernel" to the properly dialectical
"ambiguity" of Schiller's romantic irony) as being that "any stylization or
abstraction in [a work's] form must ultimately express
profound
inner logic in
content,
is itself ultimately dependent for its exis-
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tence on the structures of the social raw materials themselves" (Marxism
403). Thus Jameson's restatement of Schiller's aforementioned "dialecti
notion of form
content" in which "either term can be translated
into the other" is: "thus every layer of content proves, as Schiller implies,
. . . but a form in disguise" (Marxism
Clearly when Jameson
appears to concur with Schiller that "the ambiguity of the artistic sub
stance itself . .. can be seen alternately as either
content or
form,"
he in fact prefers
see the artistic substance as all form,
the time.
Jameson requires such a "materialistic kernel of truth" to ground his
Utopian determinism,
in this he veers into Ideology at
expense
of the very dialectic of utopia
ideology itself.
In conclusion, returning
Althusser's "A Letter on Art," while the
Jamesonian critique does indeed demonstrate that on one level "what
art makes us see . . . is the ideology from which it is born, in which it
bathes, from which it detaches itself as art,
which it alludes," by
introducing the notion of the Utopian impulse Jameson would seem to
imply that it also imparts some sort of knowledge of History as the
experience of Necessity
if this knowledge is only in the form of
retextualized effects). This seems
transgress the line of seeing "con
clusions without premisses" [sic] and instead produces "'conclusions'
out of 'premisses'" [sic] (Althusser
must question whether
Jameson has ignored Althusser's warning of "mov[ing] too quickly to
'something else,"'
in so doing has arrived at
ideology of art"
(Althusser
In the final analysis Jameson's project of articulating a
new Marxist hermeneutic that among other things must "come to terms"
with "History itself as one long nightmare" (299) can appear as nothing
more than Jameson's own ideological "choice of nightmares" (Conrad,
Heart
like Marlow before him, Jameson is unable faithfully
ren
der
the hollowness of Kurtz (indeed of Heart of Darkness itself) "that
justice which
[its] due" (76).

Notes
1. One must recall that Heart of Darkness originally
published seri
ally in 1899 in Blackwood's Magazine as "The Heart of Darkness." I also
think it important to acknowledge
ways in which late Victorian Aes
theticism, Decadence,
the Fin Siècle represents the true beginning
of modernism.
2. Such disagreements often have revolved around the status of mod
ernist texts such as Conrad's rather than upon the proper definition of
ideology. On
side the Marxism of Georg Lukács denounced the
"false subjectivism" of modem writers as inherently solipsistic and
nihilistic, and as a means of avoiding
thereby perpetuating the his
torical reality of late capitalism. On the
the Marxism of Theodor
Adorno admired
modernist's fragmented subjectivism as offering a
critique of the very "commodity fetishism" it represents. Althusser's
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Marxism incorporated both of these views in his reconception of ideol
ogy. For Althusser, the "internal distantiation" Adorno would argue
Conrad achieves at the same time "presupposes" the presence of "that
ideology itself' (203), as Lukács would have it. Though this brief summa
ry is inevitably reductive, the point here is that Althusser refocuses the
Marxist critique by concentrating
what is meant by ideology.
3. All subsequent citations of Jameson are from The Political Unconscious
unless otherwise indicated.
4. Interestingly, Jameson writes of his use of Greimas,
appropri
ated, or perhaps indeed misappropriated, by a dialectical criticism ..."
(48).
5. All subsequent citations of Conrad are from the Norton edition of
Heart of Darkness unless otherwise indicated.
6. One should note here perhaps, that Marlow himself is not without his
own admiration of (if not disbelief in) Kurtz in spite of his cynicism:
"This is the reason why I affirm that Kurtz was a remarkable man.
had something to say [which Marlow does
.... He had summed
up — he had judged. 'The horror!'" (69).
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Clint Eastwood's Unforgiven, the "Alternative"
Western, and the American Romance Tradition
Steven Frye

Much criticism of Clint Eastwood's Unforgiven
focuses on the way the film dismantles or decon
structs traditional western myths. Maurice
Yacowar argues that Unforgiven is a myth "disremembered and rebuilt, to express a contempo
rary understanding of what the west and the
Western now mean" (247). Len Engel explores
the film's mythopoetic nature, stating that direc
tor Eastwood
scriptwriter David Webb Peo
ples "undermine traditional myths" in a tale
that evokes Calvinist undertones of predestina
tion (261). Leighton Grist suggests that the film
"problematizes the familiar ideological assump
tions of the genre" (294). It is entirely appropri
ate to view the film as a revisionist attempt to
scrutinize
undermine traditional western
mythology. In addition, exploring Unforgiven in
terms of central elements of early American
intellectual culture involves a noble attempt to
understand American counter-mythology with
in the context of a richly textured cultural histo
ry. Unforgiven is very much a revisionist West
ern. But in what sense is it revisionist? Do all
revisionist renderings of American western
mythology reflect a uniform political orienta
tion? Do they all involve an unambiguous leftist
response to the right-wing political underpin
nings of most Westerns? Eastwood does recon
stitute
challenge the traditional western
myth, since the protagonist Will Munny mani
fests
of the darker and more brutal impulses
that sustained American expansionism. But like
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the traditional frontier hero, he also cleans up the town, avenges his
friend,
protects the women. Eastwood's account of the west is won
derfully ambiguous; it is the final rendering of a particular brand of the
Western he had been enacting since
three cult Westerns of Sergio
Leone. The film is at
a thoughtful revision of conventional notions
of the west, a self-reflexive inquiry into the history of the Western film
genre,
a quintessentially American story. It is what Richard Slotkin
would call an "alternative Western." As such, the film reflects the con
ventions of the American romance as they appear in the works of
Nathaniel Hawthorne, Herman Melville,
Edgar Allan Poe; it
employs the ironic mode
capture the complex ambiguities, the fath
omless moral
psychological dilemmas of
American frontier
experience. In Unforgiven, the west becomes what it truly was: a place
that drew its identity both from a spirit of self-sacrifice and from an
impulse
thoughtless violence and bloodshed.
This ambiguity
irony is intricately woven into
film's charac
ters, imagery,
narrative design, but one scene crystallizes these
themes in a particularly poignant way. In the midst of a storm, the out
law hero Will Munny enters a saloon
whorehouse in the town of Big
Whiskey, Wyoming. Together with his partners, the Schofield Kid and
Ned Logan, he is in search of two cowboys who have "cut up a whore."
Ned
the Kid go upstairs to "take advances" on the bounty they will
earn for killing the
Munny is sick with fever
sits alone at a
table. Since they have all ignored the signs forbidding firearms, the
town sheriff Little Bill Daggett (along with his men
the dime novel
ist who ostensibly will record his exploits) enters
confront Munny.
Here the film deconstructs all of the traditional social roles and charac
ter associations of the Western. Munny assumes the name of Hender
shott, a fellow outlaw, now dead, who once hated him out of fear. In a
conversation with Ned before Daggett enters the saloon, Munny recalls
a hallucinatory vision he has just had concerning Hendershott, saying,
"His head was
broke open. You could see inside of it. Worms were
coming out." Munny's motives for taking the man's name are unclear.
He is racked with guilt because of his violent behavior,
his fever has
made him delirious. In this state of near hallucination the distinct self
of the outlaw hero is dissolved. Confronted with Little Bill, Munny
claims he has
gun,
when Little Bill discovers
lie, he beats him
brutally, not as Munny, but as Hendershott. The scene becomes ironic
as the outlaw hero is transformed into the fearful and anguished victim
he has just seen in a fitful vision. The sheriff, now the perpetrator of
senseless violence, does so to enforce a statute against violence. One
scenario so prevalent in the conventional Western is artfully displaced:
in
traditional story, the law is enforced by heroic men of virtue, and
the outlaw, when hero, acts with justifiable motive. But in this scene, the
needle of the moral compass spins violently out of control. The outlaw
hero's identity is lost in delusion,
the only victim is a long
vio
lent outlaw who arguably deserves his fate. Should Little Bill come out
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the winner in the end (which he does not), the Western's conventional
heroic lawman will emerge only later as
absurd caricature in the
novelist's false narrative. This scene exemplifies the ambiguity
irony that informs Eastwood's particular brand of the revisionist
Western.
Eastwood's revisionism is a richly complex matter. His film also
provides a view of American frontier history that reflects
influence
of American romance aesthetics. In this essay, I will suggest that
gain a better understanding of the major thematic currents present in
Unforgiven if we consider how
film operates in the tradition of
Hawthornian
Melvillian romance. I will first contextualize the
work within the broader traditions of western revisionist history and
narrative; then I propose to explore how the subversive romance aes
thetics of authors such as Hawthorne, Melville,
Poe link up with the
Western genre
create the cultural
intellectual history that in turn
produces Unforgiven.

I.
Critics universally agree that Unforgiven is a clear departure from tradi
tional Westerns. But this assessment tends oversimplify the genre as
a whole. As was the case with the gothic romance in the nineteenth
century, the popularity of the Western has led
a superficial assess
ment of its value. By many, the genre is seen as rather an explicitly con
servative
uncritically affirmative of American nationalism and
expansionist imperialism. Close scrutiny, however, reveals that the
Western is by
means monolithic. As the most dominant
popu
lar rendering of American mythology in the twentieth century, Western
film has always mirrored the shifting political currents
the mal
leable identity of American national culture. Revisionist accounts of
the western experience enter the public eye most commonly in films
such as Unforgiven.1 But historians, literary scholars, and cultural crit
ics have actively problematized American frontier history and mythology for
many years.
Unforgiven embodies some of the critical impulses explored by
Patricia Nelson Limerick in The Legacy of Conquest: The Unbroken Past of
the American West. Limerick provides a starkly revisionist account of
western history
traces its implications for the social
political
realities of twentieth-century America. By exploring the west in the
context of conflict
conquest, she provides an account of American
expansionism rich with historical and moral complexities, burdened
with ethical tensions centered on the native American and the white
settler, the landowner
the pioneer, the capitalist
the working
miner, as well as the interdependencies of east and west.2
writes in
partial response to a pervasive western mythology, arguing that the
subject of conquest has rarely been treated with appropriate attention
these tensions, since more traditional Western films like Dodge City
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(1939), Fort Apache
The Alamo
True Grit (1969)—those
that contrast sharply with Unforgiven—offered "the occasion for light
hearted national escapism" (19).
Unforgiven responds, as does Limerick, to the national mythology
expressed through the Western,
presents in ironic terms an alterna
tive version of the central figures of frontier myth. Interestingly, the
Western as a genre emerges in the nineteenth century, shortly after the
major romances of Hawthorne, Melville, and Poe were published. West
erns appear first in the form of popular
novels that portray their
heroes in unambiguously heroic terms, reflecting little of the subversive
aesthetics we associate with novels such as The Scarlet Letter or The
fidence Man. Historical figures in the west, often men of dubious moral
substance
even those for whom there are ample historical records,
have quickly become more mythic than real under the pressure of West
ern mythologizing first in the
novels
then in film. In Invent
ing Billy the Kid: Visions of the Outlaw in America, 1881-1981, Stephen
traces the process by which Henry McCarty (alias William Bon
ney
Billy the Kid), a comparatively obscure and ethically question
able young man who died violently, became a fluid and comparatively
unstable mythological presence in American film, variously as the
greasy vagabond
as the figurative embodiment of the American
spirit of rebellion
individualism. In Unforgiven, Jaimz Woolvett,
cast as the "Schofield Kid," bears a remarkable resemblance to
one
reliable photograph of McCarty,
as such his appearance in the first
scene, specifically with his overly affected false bravado ("You don't'
look like no rootin' tootin' sonofabitchin' cold-blooded assassin") is the
film's first reference
the difference between representation and reali
ty, history
popular mythology. Tatum pays particular attention to
the change in representation
perception that occurred in 1973 in
Sam Peckinpah's Pat Garrett and Billy the Kid. In the
of the Vietnam
conflict and in the midst of a crisis in national identity, narratives sur
rounding the figure of Billy the Kid shift from the romantic to the iron
mode,
they begin to take
of the qualities we might oth
erwise associate with the novels of Hawthorne
Melville. This more
subversive approach then dominates the Western throughout the 1970's
finds its most recent expression in Unforgiven.5
Richard Slotkin's Gunfighter Nation (1992)
explores the various
and multiple ideological substructures of western myth as they evolved
in film, providing a useful taxonomy for understanding the differences
between conventional and revisionist Westerns. Slotkin offers a useful
framework for reading Eastwood's work in Unforgiven. Slotkin identi
fies two traditions in the. Western that convey two competing public
myths:. the "progressive Western," and the "alternative Western." The
progressive Western is informed by the nationalistic and expansionist
ideologies of the nineteenth
early twentieth centuries. This genre
reflects a belief in manifest destiny and the notion of
American spe
cial mission,4 and has its roots in the dime novels of the nineteenth cen
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tury, which were themselves translated into the early "B" Westerns of
the 1930's.5
But in the sixties
early seventies, in the wake of growing
national discontent with domestic
foreign affairs, the public
mythos that had found its greatest expression in the western hero
began to break down. The early seventies saw a dramatic decline in
Hollywood's production of Westerns. The genre began to alter
for
mal characteristics under the influence of new ideologies,
the
"alternative" Western
born. Slotkin suggests that this emerging
sub-genre ends the hegemony of right-wing ideology in the Western
(628). The alternative Western took on three forms during the period:
the formalist, the neo-realist,
the counterculture (or new cult of the
Indian) Western. Clint Eastwood's High Plains Drifter and Joe Kidd are
representative of the formalist aesthetic derived from the "spaghetti
Westerns" of Sergio Leone. They feature abstract, ahistorical plots and
mysterious gunfighter figures who ignore the normative behaviors of
traditional "progressive" western heroes (628-629).6 The neo-realist
Western, while rooted in an identifiable historical context, moves away
from purely traditional or progressive western mythology to portray
the darker, meaner, and more brutal aspects of the western experience:
Wild Rovers (1971), Culpepper Cattle Company (1972), Bad Company
(1972), and The Great Northfield Minnesota Raid (1971) represent neo
realism. But a conscientious attempt to reconstitute a clearly leftist
ideology occurs in the counterculture or new "cult of the Indian West
ern." As Slotkin notes, this sub genre owes its roots John Ford's The
Searchers (1956)
Cheyenne Autumn (1964),
to Sidney Salkow's
The Great Sioux Massacre (1965). The counterculture Western reaches its
height in the next decade with films such as A Man Called Horse (1969),
Soldier Blue (1970), and Arthur Penn's Little Big Man (1970). The new
"cult of the Indian" Western calls into question the motives and values
that have historically informed American progressivist ideology and
further asserts the value of native American culture, exposing the dark
legacy of brutality that led to the destruction of Indians throughout the
West. Eastwood's
Outlaw Josie Wales (1976) combines formalist,
neo-realist
counterculture genre devices. Richard Slotkin reads
Josie Wales as "an allegory of post-Vietnam reconciliation" stating that
"to protect the multicultural commune that has gathered around him,
Josie negotiates a truce with a Comanche chief in terms that echo the
concepts of mutual deterrence
détente that were so prominent in
the diplomacy of 1973-1977" (Gunfighter Nation 632). Thus, the West
ern has achieved a certain ideological multiplicity, reflecting through
its alternative forms a simultaneous adherence to and critique of dominant
expansionist nationalism.
In Unforgiven, Eastwood provides a masterful example of the alter
native sub-genre. But upon close inspection, it appears that the Western
in the alternative mode is not the original creation of the late twentieth
century. There is, as I have noted,
observable continuity between the
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subversive aesthetics of nineteenth-century novelists like Hawthorne,
Poe,
Melville,
the ideological subversion that appears in the
alternative Western. Both emerge from the same problems with creat
ing cultural history, though at different times, and both challenge in
similar ways the dominant ideological perspectives of their age. In
addition, the alternative Western
the nineteenth-century romance
use similar generic conventions
explore issues
portray themes.
II.

The alternative Western
romances of Hawthorne, Melville, and
Poe share in common a preoccupation with uncertainty and ambiguity.
Like Unforgiven, many nineteenth-century romances attempt to balance
the politics of manifest destiny against a subversive awareness of the
darker and more brutal aspects of American expansionism. In "The
Custom-House Introductory
The Scarlet Letter,"Hawthorne describes
the location of this balance as a middle space that serves as both a nar
rative prelude
the novel
as Hawthorne's most significant theo
retical statement. Indeed, "The Custom-House Introductory" provides
a detailed gloss on the artistic sensibility
narrative method of many
nineteenth-century romancers, especially Melville and Poe.7 Hawthorne
distinguishes between the "romance"
the "novel," arguing that
romance narrative provides an alternative to the novel's propensity
toward mimetic modes of representation. The romance privileges
ambivalence
matters metaphysical, epistemological, and ideological,
by creating "a neutral territory, somewhere between the real world and
fairy-land, where the Actual
Imaginary may meet, and each imbue
itself with the nature of the other" (1442). This "neutral territory" or
middle space is a realm of uncertainty, a region of epistemological and
perceptual complexity
doubt. Romancers of Hawthorne's kind are
unable
reaffirm any form of certitude. As Morse Peckham notes,
these writers "went through a period of doubt, of despair, of religious
and social isolation" (21-22). While metaphysics
cosmology are a
central preoccupation, the "doubt"
"despair" that characterizes
their work
found its way into social, cultural,
ideological con
Hawthorne
Melville especially were skeptical of utopian
social projects, of fervent participation in political
ideological caus
es. Politically moderate, these writers helped found a tradition of the
matic uncertainty, epistemological
moral ambiguity,
subjective
perspectivity in
American novel.
Unforgiven can be seen as a recapitulation of just such a subversive
romance aesthetics. The film, true to both the romance aesthetics, its
moderate politics, and its ambivalence, exposes the anti-heroic, brutal,
dark undercurrents of avarice that characterized the west. But in
doing so, the film emerges not as a revisionist polemic on the evils of
American history, but as a new kind of revisionism. Unforgiven is a
postmodern morality play that preserves the complexities of American
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historical experience by embracing a favorite genre for Hawthorne,
Melville, and Poe—the gothic romance. G. R. Thompson discusses the
essential features of gothic literature in his Introduction
Romantic
Gothic Tales. He suggests that in the genre "the tendency is not so much
toward unattainable ultimate meanings as toward obsessive epistemo
logical doubt" (26). Gothic texts foreground epistemological doubt and
question our human capacity to know objectively. Through the use of
gothic romance, Eastwood demonstrates his familiarity with a long
standing romance tradition in America. In High Plains Drifter, a film
Eastwood directed in 1972, a mysterious stranger punishes a town for its
collective cowardice,
as the man fades into
heat of the horizon,
audience is asked to consider that he
a ghost sent to exact a dark
retribution. But the film never firmly establishes this fact, permitting
possibility that Eastwood's character was merely a
perhaps
aware of the town's history, but nevertheless a man. Both natural and
supernatural explanations for events are plausible given the concrete
facts of the story, but the audience cannot finally know which is true.
Eastwood makes use of these same elements in Unforgiven, shifting them
from the metaphysical the ideological sphere. Like High Plains Drifter
(and arguably Pale Rider), Unforgiven evokes the conventions of the clas
sic gothic hero together with the imagistic patterns typical of the gothic
romance in order
portray in skeptical relief the political values the
western hero represents within American culture at large.

III.

The film begins in the midst of a storm in Big Whiskey, Wyoming. The
darkness of night
storm imagery are of course stock-in-trade
devices of the gothic romance. Two cowboys are "entertaining" them
selves at Greely's, the local saloon
whorehouse. One of the cowboys
slashes the face of a young prostitute who has innocently giggled at the
size of his penis. The town sheriff, a brutal man of infamous repute
named Little Bill Daggett, refuses to punish the cowboys, requiring only
that they pay the saloon owner, Skinny Dubois, for his loss of "proper
Angry at this injustice, the prostitutes offer a bounty of one-thou
sand dollars for the death of the cowboys. Hearing of the reward, a
young braggart who calls himself the "Schofield Kid" contacts a
reformed gunfighter
criminal named William Munny, asking him to
help him collect the bounty. Here Eastwood begins to dismantle the
"traditional" progressivist myth, showing us another less favorable
aspect of the gunfighter figure. Munny is in a deplorable state, a poor
pig farmer and widower barely
support his two children, unable
to shoot or
Reluctant at first, Munny considers his financial state,
his children's future,
decides to join the Kid. Together with Ned
Logan, Munny's old partner, they head north
Back in Big
Whiskey, "English Bob," another profligate gunslinger (who is attempt
ing mythologize himself with his companion a
novel writer) has
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come to collect the bounty. He is cruelly
comically beaten
jailed
by Daggett, who dismantles the writer's false view of English Bob, insis
tently referring
him as "The Duck of Death." Munny, Ned, and the
Kid enter town at night in the midst of another storm and Munny is
beaten by Daggett for carrying firearms. After recovering from a dead
ly fever, Munny
the Kid kill the cowboys,
after parting from the
other two, Ned is captured
beaten to death. Munny decides to
avenge him,
in the midst of another storm, he kills Daggett and his
henchmen.
film abounds with gothic iconography, through which it deals
with questions of guilt
innocence
treats the figure of the
ern hero in ironic terms. In discussing the gothic romance, Thompson
writes: "One egregious feature of the gothic is its violent hate-driven
eroticism.
male figure in gothic fiction is frequently demonic in his
physical
mental torture of the female .... The psychosexual realm
is, moreover, informed by the ambivalent spiritual tradition of the vir
gin, wherein women are either unattainably pure from earthly taint or
are 'debased'" (5). Unforgiven opens with reference to this motif, as a
male villain debases the youngest, "purest,"
least experienced of
the prostitutes. His actions are sexually motivated, but his sexuality is
malevolent
demonic. As he beats the young woman, he yells: "I'll
ride you like a damned steer, bitch"
"I'll cut her tits off." His reac
tion is most certainly driven by a deeply rooted sense of inadequacy —
as the oldest prostitute Strawberry Alice states when telling Little Bill
why the cowboy beat the girl: "She didn't even touch his poke. All she
did when she seen he had a teensy little pecker is give a giggle. That's
all." But
cowboy's reaction
this incidental insult is extreme and
deplorable. Beginning to display some of the traits of a gothic hero, the
cowboy is driven irrational
uncontrollable acts of depravity by a
seemingly demonic psychological force. In the gothic romance, the
characteristics of the victim are as important as those of the villain
creating the contrast between innocence
experience, purity and
depravity. The gothic hero most often victimizes the pure
the inno
cent. In Unforgiven, the cowboy's victim is not Strawberry Alice, the
older, stronger,
more experienced prostitute; but a young woman
with little or
experience with
type of men that frequent whore
houses in
far west. Alice makes clear reference to the young girl's
relative innocence. In arguing for harsh punishment for the cowboys,
she
"She didn't know no better." Yet the brutal scene maintains
the productive ambivalence that is a feature of the high gothic mode and
the alternative Western. The young prostitute's relative innocence is
counterbalanced by the fact that she is a prostitute,
by the negative
biblical association evoked in her name (Delilah). Replete with the
imagery
iconography of the gothic, the scene creates a thematic ten
sion that shifts uneasily between the concepts of innocence
impuri
ty.
moral ambiguity evoked
the beginning of the film by the
character of the young prostitute vs. her treatment by her gothic attack
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er creates that middle space or neutral territory where innocence and
experience, brutality
kindness, greed
selflessness, will be pecu
liarly and ironically mixed.
Although the guilty cowboy displays gothic traits in
first scene,
in the balance of the film
appears merely as a shallow
insensitive
brute. The gothic motif is transferred elsewhere,
the protagonist
William Munny. Thompson describes gothic heroes as "isolated per
sonages committing vile deeds, then brooding on themselves — alter
nately indulging forbidden lusts and narcissistically feeling intense
remorse, which, paradoxically, further fed the fires of passion" (2).
Munny manifests precisely this combination of guilt and sin. His "lust"
is not sexual, since in response
inquiry regarding his sex life he
states: "I don't miss it
that much." But Munny has historically
indulged a passion for wanton brutality, drunkenness, and greed. The
Schofield Kid provides us with Munny's history at the beginning:
My guess is your callin' yourself Mr. William Munny. Same Will
Munny as shot Charlie Pepper up in Lake County. ... You shot
Charlie Pepper didn't
You're the one who killed William
Harvey
robbed that train over in Missouri.

And again as they enter the house:
Uncle Pete says your the meanest God damned sonofabitch alive,
if I ever wanted a partner for a killin', you was the worse
one, meanin' the best, on account a' you're as cold as the snow
you don't have no weak nerve nor fear.
In the stories the Kid has heard second-hand from his uncle, Munny
possesses all the characteristics of a gothic hero. He is a brutal and hate
driven maniac with
rational motive for his actions, only greed
a
desire for bloodshed; he is a man influenced by mysterious and malev
olent forces that operate just beyond comprehension. But a tortured
conscience is central the gothic hero, and Munny, throughout the film,
struggles
reform himself of his darker impulses
separate him
self from his own sad history. He argues that his
wife Claudia has
"cured" him of "drink and wickedness." Adopting the rhetoric of evan
gelical Christianity, he tells his children that even his horse is
agent
of divine retribution: "This horse is gettin' back at me for the sins of my
youth ... In my youth before I met your dear departed Ma, I used to be
weak
given
mistreatin' animals ... I used to be able to cuss and
whip a horse like this, but your
rest her
showed me the error
of my ways." To Munny, his wife is the embodiment of purity and
redemption. Through Munny's perception of her, the film develops the
typical gothic tension between innocence and depravity. As he answers
inquiry regarding his violent past,. Munny angrily responds: "I ain't
like that no more ... I ain't
crazy, killin' fool." In a reflective moment
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over a campfire with Ned, he recalls with brooding
tortured guilt a
specific
"Remember that Drover I shot through the mouth, his
teeth come out the back of his head? He didn't do anything to deserve
to get shot . . . least nothin' I could remember when I sobered up."
Munny is plagued
preoccupied with his past deeds,
he contin
ually attempts to reform himself, avoiding whiskey especially. But he is
also concerned about the state of his immortal
In the midst of a
fever he says, "I seen the Angel of Death ... the Angel of Death ... he's
got snake eyes . . . Oh Ned I'm scared of dyin'." Munny perpetually
tries to convince both himself
those around him that he has
reformed himself. Yet Eastwood maintains the film's moral ambivalence
throughout, placing his remorseful gothic hero in a situation inconsis
tent with his impulse
change. This "reformed" killer is on a mission
kill two cowboys, not because of any higher sense of justice, but to
collect a bounty. Munny's love for his children, his admirable remorse,
his selfless courage, all consistent with the characteristics of the tra
ditional western hero, stand in stark contrast his history of brutality,
which he reaffirms yet again in his bounty hunt.
As Munny
his partners enter Big Whiskey, the gothic iconogra
phy continues. It is late at night and a storm is raging; images of dark
ness
depravity characterize the scene as they enter the whorehouse.
Psychological anguish in Munny gives way physical pain as he burns
with fever. While Ned and the Kid contact
prostitutes and begin to
"take advances"
the reward money, Will remains a contrite sinner,
refusing to drink
submitting almost willingly to the beating by Lit
tle Bill. Then
physical and psychological anguish of the gothic hero
merge into one, as Munny suffers guilt ridden delusions
night
mares in the midst of his sickness.
however, just as his act
of contrition is complete, Munny remains determined to go through
with the killing. Once
task is accomplished, he finds repose
the
hill with the Schofield Kid in a moment of tragic self-knowledge. Strug
gling with his own conscience, the Kid says "I guess they had it cornin',"
but Munny is unwilling
adopt a position or moral superiority. Con
sistent with the recognition of guilt typical of the gothic hero, Munny
responds: "We
got it min' Kid."
At this point, Eastwood resolves
plot,
reconstitutes the west
ern hero he has so carefully deconstructed, but in radically different
terms. One of the prostitutes informs Munny of Ned's death. The cam
era focuses in
him, while he begins slowly
steadily drinking the
whisky he has thus far so stubbornly avoided. Then the prostitute,
recalling the exchange of words between Ned and Little Bill before
rebuilds a mythic persona for Munny:
Then Little Bill hurt him so bad, he said who you was. He said
how you was really William Munny out of Missouri. And Little
Bill said, "The same William Munny who dynamited the Rock
Island
Pacific in 69', killin' women and children
all?"
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And Ned said you done a lot worse than that. Said you was
more cold-blooded than William Bonny
if you hurt Ned
again you
gonna come and kill him, like you killed a U.S.
Marshall in 70'.
With a glancing reference to Billy the Kid, whose mythic status has
emerged over the past hundred years as so unstable, Munny-as-myth is
reborn,
he is prepared to avenge Ned's death. In the final scene,
Eastwood is careful not
draw any clear moral distinctions between
protagonist and antagonist. Little Bill accuses Munny of murdering
women and children,
Munny responds with a complete admission
of guilt coupled with an unrelenting will to enact retribution in spite of
it: "Yea, I killed women and children. Killed everything that walked or
crawled
time or another. And I'm here
kill you Little Bill, for
what you did to Ned." Munny's revenge is simply that - revenge,
contained, enacted by one who is entitled
same fate. With the
gothic hero's recognition of guilt
damnation, staring down the bar
rel of Ned's Henry rifle, Munny coldly responds to Little Bill's appeals.
Bill
"I don't deserve this — to die like this. I was building a house."
Munny responds, "Deserve's got nothin
do with it," divorcing the
events from any ethical sphere. Then, sealing his fate as gothic hero, he
accepts damnation. Little Bill says, "I'll see you in hell, Will Munny."
And Munny responds simply
directly: "Yeah." The ending rests on
a complete simultaneity of good
evil. Munny's brutality takes full
form in his final threat the town: "Anybody takes a shot at me I'll not
only kill him, I'll kill his family and
his friends." Both the affirma
tive
optative myth of the western hero revealed in Munny's selfless
desire for justice and retribution, are combined equally with the image
of an unredeemed
profligate brutality
blood-lust. As a gothic
western hero, Munny manifests both the virtues
the darker more
brutal impulses that accompanied manifest destiny
westward
expansionism.
Unforgiven borrows different modes of the gothic romance. Consis
tent with the conventions of the "historical" gothic mode, which as
Thompson suggests draws heavily on legend and fable,
film calls
into question the epistemological status of any form of historical repre
sentation. Munny's past is presented in quasi-mythic
fable-like
terms, as a mixture of fact and folklore. We are invited, in fact,
con
sider the possibility that the dime novelist in the film, Mr. W. W.
Beauchamp, is the teller of the whole tale, including Munny's past and
the film's present. Eastwood maintains ironic skepticism regarding the
truth value of the narrative,
he seems intent on foregrounding the
characters
situations in Unforgiven as "story." The film opens as a
folktale so
with written framing language rolling up the
screen:

She was a comely young woman and not without prospects.
Therefore it was heartbreaking to her mother that she would
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enter into marriage with William Munny, a known thief and
murderer, a man of notoriously vicious
intemperate disposi
tion . . . When she
it was not at his hands as her mother
might have expected, but of smallpox. That was 1878.

The film closes with the same tone, and with written language on screen
from the same unknown narrator:

Some years later, Mrs. Ansonia Feathers made the arduous jour
ney
Hodgeman County
visit the last resting place of her
only daughter. William Munny had long since disappeared with
the children, some said to San Francisco, where it was rumored
he prospered in dry goods . . . And there was nothing
the
marker
explain to Mrs. Feathers why her only daughter had
married a known thief
murderer, a man of notoriously
vicious
intemperate disposition.
The language in this frame is ornate, Latinate,
out of fashion.
Words such as "comely," "intemperate,"
perhaps even "disposi
tion," are clearly used to call attention to Unforgiven as a period piece, as
a nineteenth-century legend. Gothic romances are often ironically self
reflexive. The frame-tale sequences of Washington Irving, Poe,
Hawthorne, and novels such as Melville's The Confidence Man, are
metafictional in nature; thematically, they are very much "about" the
genre they enact. While using the gothic romance form, Poe's "Metzengerstein" parodies
genre, revealing moments of comic exaggera
tion that force the reader see the limitations of generic convention. As
a film narrative in the tradition of the subversive romance, Unforgiven
takes the Western as a thematic subject, incorporating the whole history
of a genre that began in
novels within a single narrative, mounting
a self-reflexive critique of the tradition. The
novelist is a patheti
cally comic figure, a pretentious would-be literary giant who is sadly
unaware of his own lack of talent. His
novel, The Duke of Death,
functions as a tale within a tale that provides a comic and ironic coun
terpoint the pathos of the film's situation
the fable-like language
that frames the narrative as a whole. The moral position the audience is
asked to take
individual characters depends upon the degree to
which those figures allow themselves
be appropriated by the dime
novelist's false narrative. The most deplorable character is the socio
pathic English Bob, who consciously allows himself to be falsely
mythologized
incorporated into the developing pantheon of west
ern heroes. Little Bill initially resists this process, but he ultimately
steals Bob's "biographer"
at one point, as the
novelist writes,
Bill crafts his own mythic image by selecting Beauchamp's words for
him: "I do not like assassins, or men of low character." Will Munny,
while a morally dubious figure, achieves the highest
most princi
pled stature where such storytelling is concerned as he resists the dime
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novelist to the end, denying even the existence of the myth-tale narrator
his creation. When Beauchamp identifies himself as a writer,
Munny echoes Little Bill's earlier question: "Letters
such?" Munny
is seemingly unaware that he will be written into the developing nation
al consciousness.
audience knows he will be mythologized, that the
novelist has sustained some growth from the experience and is
perhaps the teller of
But William Munny's resistance, his lack
of vanity, his devotion to the dark truth of his own history, gives the new
myth a value different from the cheap fables that the Western often pro
duces. This is the value of Unforgiven as
alternative Western. The
film functions in full recognition of itself as story. It is informed by
myth
it is loyal to its own conventions. But it moves beyond them,
questioning the prescribed ideologies of genre
exploring the elusive
reality of the American
By evoking the gothic hero
the ironic and self-reflexive conven
tions of the gothic romance,
by merging them with the traditional
progressive western myth in
alterative Western, Eastwood thus cre
ates a multidimensional
ambiguously represented hero consistent
with those in certain American romance novels (consider morally
ambiguous figures like Ahab in Melville's Moby-Dick
Dimmesdale
in Hawthorne's The Scarlet Letter). The Munny figure maintains
the
positive values one associates with the west — strength, courage, self
sacrifice, individualistic spirit — while revealing the malevolent bru
tality that was equally a feature of the American frontier experience.
Violence has always been a feature of
frontier hero as represented in
myth. Slotkin writes in Regeneration Through Violence that in American
mythology the central figures of the frontier were "those who tore vio
lently a nation from the implacable
opulent wilderness — the
rogues, adventurers,
land boomers; the Indian-fighters, traders,
missionaries, explorers, and hunters who killed
were killed until
they had mastered the wilderness" (4). The Western has
involved this mythological impulse.
By portraying brutality in dramatic terms,
by pointing to the
fact that Will Munny's avarice serves no useful purpose, Eastwood
evokes a sense of indeterminacy in the otherwise apparently unified
myths of the progressive Western. As Thompson writes in discussing
the gothic as subversive romance in the nineteenth century, "One of the
basic impulses of romantic literature is to counter the perception of
paradox by means of dialectical resolution. But the Gothic begins with
irreconcilable dualities
as a form, acknowledges the triumph
paradox
ambiguity — the impossibility of ultimate synthesis" (9).
While most studies of Unforgiven recognize that Eastwood has "re-writ
ten" or "rebuilt" the western myth, most suggest that the film creates a
unified, "new,"
"contemporary" understanding of the western
experience. These critics imply that
film reflects a "New Left," revi
sionist ideology. Eastwood's revisionism is in fact more complex and
paradoxical, since he embraces the unanswerable by deliberately
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embodying contradictory ideological perspectives. Through his infu
sion of gothic romance into the Western genre, Eastwood translates the
concerns of American romancers from
metaphysical to the ideolog
ical sphere, reaffirming the Western as an American morality play, as
the narrative medium though which our national mythology is por
trayed
ultimately re-envisioned.

special thanks
Robert Paul Lamb of Purdue University. It is diffi
cult to cite a telephone conversation in a reference list. But many of the
ideas in this essay emerged from our lengthy discussions of American
history, politics, literature,
from our mutual fascination with the
Western.

Notes
1. Revisionism is
prevalent in fiction
has been for some
The novels of
Stegner, specifically The Big Rock Candy Mountain
and Angle of Repose, explore the ethical complexities of westward move
ment and the dynamics of historical perception. The later novels of Cor
mac McCarthy, especially Blood Meridian; or, The Evening Redness in the
West, directly challenge traditional accounts of the western experience,
demonstrating dramatically the brutality
avarice central the fron
tier experience. Bruce Olds's recent Bucking the Tiger provides a quasifictional account of the life of John Henry (Doc) Holliday, undercutting
more mythic accounts
exploring the psychological impulses
behind the gunman's behavior.
2. This revisionist enterprise entered the public sphere in a dramatic
way with
art exhibition entitled "The West As America" which
appeared at the Smithsonian's National Museum of American Art from
March 15 to July 7, 1991. The exhibition evoked a tremendous public
furor, since it undermined the Frontier hypothesis of Frederick Jackson
Turner. In an introductory wall panel, curators challenged Turner's
assumptions as well as popular representations of the West, especially
as they appear in the art of Frederick Remington, George Caleb Bing
ham,
Thomas Cole. The panel stated that these works "should not
be seen as a record of time and place. More often than not, they are con
trived views, meant to answer the hopes
desires of people facing a
seemingly unlimited
mostly unsettled portion of the nation."
Working under
of the revisionist assumptions of scholars such as
Richard Slotkin, the exhibition portrayed the West as a violent place, full
of disillusionment, corporate
as well as racial
gender dis
crimination. Many visitors left angry comments in the comment book,
the Washington Post reported thoroughly on the public controver
sy, with one faction characterizing critics as neo-conservative,
the
other referring
the curators as politically correct radicals. A more
nuanced controversy emerged over presentation methodology, with
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critics arguing that the format and exhibit language was too specialized
and academic for a public audience. The controversy
severe
enough
cancel tour venues,
the exhibition did not travel beyond
the Smithsonian. The furor that surrounded "The West as America"
speaks to the importance of the West as a defining idea in the minds of
many Americans.
3. This is the third text in a three volume series, including alsoRegeneration Through Violence: The Mythology of the American
1600-1800
The Fatal Environment: The Myth of the Frontier in the Age of Industri
alization, 1800-1890. Slotkin provides also a useful sketch of the devel
opment of the Western as film genre in "Prologue to the Study of Myth
Genre in American Movies."
4. It is perhaps important note the historiographic elements implic
it in these progressive Westerns. The concept of manifest destiny finds
philosophical justification in the metahistory of Hegel, as he develops
it in his Philosophy of Fine Art and Lectures on the History of Philosophy.
This linkage between American progressivist social theory and
Hegelian historiography is fully developed in my own recently pub
lished book Historiography and Narrative Design in the American
Romance: A Study of Four Authors.
5. Examples include such popular classic films as Hondo (1953), The
High and the Mighty (1954), The Last Command
finally The
Alamo (1960). This sub genre perhaps finds
ultimate expression in
True Grit (1969), a film in which the main character Rooster Cogburn
manifests in full form
the quintessential traits of the western hero:
individualism, courage, toughness, and a willingness engage in hero
ic self-sacrifice.
6. It should be noted that the fictional persona of "Clint Eastwood"
found expression outside the context of the Western — the character of
Harry Callahan in the Dirty Harry series manifests the same brutal and
violent impulses as figures in
Westerns of the same period. Indeed,
it could be argued that in many films the central subject matter of the
Western has simply been removed from its historical context
set yet
again on the streets of modern American cities.
7. The influence of Hawthorne's introduction on the subversive
romance aesthetics of the nineteenth century has been explored
extensively. Major studies on this topic include Richard Chase's clas
sic
American Novel and Its Tradition, Emily Miller Budick's Fiction
and Historical Consciousness: The American Romance Tradition, Michael
Davitt Bell's
Development of American Romance: The Sacrifice of
Relation, George Dekker's The American Historical Romance, G. R.
Thompson's
Art of Authorial Presence: Hawthorne's Provincial Tales,
and G. R. Thompson's and Eric Carl Link's Neutral Ground: New Tra
ditionalism and the American Romance Controversy. Herman Melville's
aesthetic sensibility appears in "Hawthorne and His Mosses." The
similarity of Melville's views with those of Hawthorne's becomes
clear as Melville expresses his admiration for Hawthorne's "power of
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blackness," the dualistic complexity, irony, and ambiguity inherent in
his work.
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Madam, not having had the honor to
oblige you in anything, I am
ashamed to receive your present of a
deer, yet it would be ill-breeding of
me to refuse it. Your Ladyship has
my most humble thanks.

This letter, dated in the spring of 1716, although
written on beautiful deckled paper
couched
in the most formal and polite of eighteenth cen
tury letter writing conventions,
not a friend
ly note between neighbors; instead, it
the
careful response of General George Carpenter to
the overtures of Margaret, Countess of Panmure,
whose estates the General
his men were
supposed to be garrisoning. Carpenter, as one
of the officers charged by the government with
securing the peace of Scotland in the aftermath
of the 1715 Jacobite rebellion,
authorized
and equipped to deal with armed Highlanders,
shifty government collaborators, dangerous out
laws, and fugitive Catholic priests, but was
helpless in the face of
aristocratic woman's
carefully obstructive politeness, which, in the
context of the concerted effort by Scotland's elite
to stymie the government's attempts to punish
Jacobite rebels, may have been the most effective
tactic in their arsenal.
The position of women had long been a priv
ileged one in the idealized version of warfare in
Western Europe, although the reality of their sit
uation in
harsh world of eighteenth century
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sieges, rebellions and religious conflicts of the period
often a dif
ferent matter. During this time, however, the privilege
and
based several social and political assumptions about the role of women
and men in British aristocratic society,
the pragmatic realities of a
political career in the eighteenth century state.
Among the titled families of the British Isles, arranged marriages
based on parental consent and elaborate contracts were still the norm.
Wives were not expected
be responsible for
political or religious
behavior of their husbands, particularly if they came from families of
different views, since many of these women had little say in their choice
of spouse. It was extremely common to see families marry their chil
dren into deliberately diverse kinship networks of political
reli
gious affiliations in order to broaden their influence, a pattern that also
gave these families a kind of safety net in the rapidly shifting world of
Britain after the Revolution of 1688, as the government swung back and
forth between the Whig and Tories ministries, with the potential for
Jacobite restoration of the Stuarts looming in the background. Although
these marriages could evolve into deeply-felt emotional connections, the
fact of their arrangement caused the government
refuse to recognize
any culpability
the part of women who might genuinely share, as did
Margaret Panmure, Lady Nairne
Lady Nithsdale, their husbands'
treasonous ideals (Shoemaker 93).1
Additionally, the government was loathe to earn bad publicity by
mistreating high-profile women. Everyone remembered the horren
dous scene created by Anne Scott, Countess of Buccleuch, who pros
trated herself before James II in 1685, in order to beg the life of her hus
band, the Duke of Monmouth, who was sentenced to be executed for his
failed rebellion. James II allowed the countess a humiliating audience,
at which she abased herself
her children to the king, only to have
the king refuse her request. George I was extremely wary of repeating
this fiasco in his own reign. Other government representatives, remem
bering that rebels often worked their way back into royal favor or were
restored to favor by a successful rebellion did not want
antagonize
non-combatants unnecessarily in the interest of self-preservation (Lee 150).
Finally, the Whig government officials, in whose hands the affairs
these women rested, considered politeness to be an integral part of their
identity as men
as civil servants. The early Hanoverian British state
was dominated by the Whig political faction, which itself had many
adherents who were not of the great landowning aristocracy. Whig
leaders like Charles Townshend hailed from the ranks of country gen
tlemen, who sought ways
differentiate themselves from their Tory
rivals,
from their foreign counterparts in the governments of
France. Their solution came in the concept of "civic virtue," as
expressed by the Earl of Shaftsbury's many written works,
by the
articles, poems and instructional manuals of his followers, who
expounded a classicized citizenship, in which gentlemen show their
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innate worth through virtuous manners while carrying out the duties
their offices. In the supposed meritocracy of the Whig regime, a man of
relatively humble origins could prove that he belonged by being polite,
bearing arms or representing the state in a restrained, literate and
courteous manner expressed though generosity
a respect for
women and social inferiors. Abusing even enemy women undermined
the authority of the Whig ministry, which prided itself
differen
tiated itself from its rival by just this concept of virtue.2
government's problem with the wives, mothers and sisters of
the rebels
of their own making. Shortly after the outbreak of the
rebellion in the fall of 1715, the secretaries of state, Viscount Charles
Townsend
James Stanhope, pressed George I to grant jointures and
allowances
the English wives of the three attainted leaders of the
rebellion: The Duke of Ormonde, Viscount Bolingbroke
the Earl of
Mar. Although the government knew very well that the Duchess of
Ormonde had received messengers
knew that her husband was a
key figure in
planning of a rising in England, they had to consider
that she
a Beaufort,
connected some of the most power
ful political families in Britain. Mar's wife
the daughter of the Whig
Duke of Kingston, Evelyn Pierrepont. Failure
provide for these
women would have had serious political and economic consequences,
as their positions rested
marriage contracts involving family lands
money belonging to important Whig supporters of the government.
Perhaps as important, the king
terribly vulnerable to a rehash of his
own marital scandals, since the Jacobites had used his imprisonment of
his disgraced wife, Sophia Dorothea of Celle, as a favorite propaganda
motif, designed prove he
a brute
a bully, so the government
had no desire to
their enemies further ammunition by appearing to
mistreat any women. There
additional pressure
this score in
favor of Bolingbroke's wife, who was generally pitied as a badly-used
spouse whose husband had squandered her dowry
Jacobite plots
(Ormonde; Townshend; Hammond 25).
This generous gesture, however, committed the government
pro
viding for a lengthening list of rebel-connected women in England and
Scotland,
in ignoring the activities by Lady Ormonde, they tacitly
backed away from prosecuting any of
women for their participation
in the rebellion. At the same time, many male politicians dismissed
female participation in Jacobitism as a symptom of the innate female
weakness for superstition
Toryism, thus Joseph Addison, in The
Freeholder, promoting the image of the stalwart Whig woman, excused
her Jacobite counterpart in condescending terms by insisting that "the
female world is likewise indispensably necessary to the best Causes to
manage the controversial part of them, in which no man of tolerable
Breeding is
able to refute them. Arguments out of pretty mouths
are unanswerable" (52). Supporters of this position assumed that what
women had done in support of the Jacobite cause had, after all, been
what elite women were supposed to do: entertain their husband's politi-
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cal friends, manage the household while their husbands
male rela
tives were away, and safeguard the interests of the family. The fact that
they were on the losing
of a treasonous rebellion was intrinsically
irrelevant (Ryder 213).
This policy, applied in England
to English rebels, worked well
in placating the noble relatives of rebels,
because the Jacobite cause
collapsed with the capture of the rebel army at Preston, had little effect
on the subsequent prosecution of the rebels. In Scotland, however, in a
long drawn-out legal guerilla war, the Jacobite women used the unwill
ingness of the government punish them as a tool
stall, manipulate
prevent the government from trying imprisoned rebels, seizing
property forfeited by rebels under attainder or, in the extreme case of
the Seaforth estates, keep the army from subduing the area at all.
Almost all government officials in Scotland agreed that women had
played
integral part in fanning the flames of Jacobitism, as well as
planning
maintaining the rebellion. Lady Margaret Nairne, writing
on behalf of her husband, knew manifestly well the state of the Pre
tender's plans in September 1715, and congratulated the Earl of Breadlebane's joining the cause with a burst of poetry: "For such a cause and
such a king/his name to life gives a new spring/and makes
blood
flow quicker!"
Lady Nairne's brother-in-law, the Duke of Atholl,
placed much of the blame for three of his sons joining the rebellion on
her influence,
warned his loyalist son James against her "for there
cannot be a worse woman" (Atholl
Marquis of Huntley was
regarded with some sympathy by the authorities because
subject
the influence of his famously overbearing mother, Henrietta. As one
of the Lords of Session remarked "the Marquis owes his misfortunes in
a great measure to the Duchess [of Gordon], who both drew him into
the snare and discouraged all means to bring him out of it" (Dalrymple
9).
Despite a clear-eyed appreciation of their importance in some quar
Scottish elite women were as much, if not more shielded from pun
ishment than their English counterparts. The government not only had
to extend them the same jointure privileges and immunity, but also had
to recognize that Scotland's tightly knit aristocratic family networks
were going to present a serious obstacle. Within even one generation, a
large family, like the children of Anne, Duchess of Hamilton, could span
the political and religious spectrum from zealous Presbyterian Whig to
devout Episcopalian Jacobite,
few brothers or uncles, however com
mitted the Hanoverian establishment were willing see their female
relatives put out of their homes, bankrupted or harassed (Sunter 67).
Some Roman Catholic families, like the in-law Earls of Nithsdale and
Traquair, even had secret agreements that one branch would be in the
rebellion, the
out, in order
have allies on the winning side,
whatever that might be (Maxwell-Stuart
As the deputy Lord Advo
cate, Duncan Forbes, pointed out to the government,
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I may venture to say that there are not 200 gentlemen in the
whole kingdom who are not very nearly related to some one or
other of the rebels.
it possible for a man
see his daughter,
or grandchildren, nephews, cousins, reduced
beggary and
starving unnecessarily by a government without thinking very
ill of it?
(Forbes 61)

As a result, reliable Whigs soon leapt the defense of the rebel women.
Lord Grange, the Earl of Mar's brother,
had to protect their sister,
the wife of Sir Hugh Paterson,
pressured his political ally, the Duke
of Montrose,
her behalf:
deplorable condition which my sister
her children are
reduced by her husband's attainder will I hope incline you to
pity her
use your influence with His Majesty.
is ruined,
not by her crime, but the criminal practice of another, which
were opposite her own principles and education. Even during
the rebellion, she did nothing amiss but carried as a good subject
as several officers quartered in her house can attest.
is as
innocent as she is unfortunate.
Montrose himself had a legion of Jacobite relatives,
elderly aunt,
Grizel Cochrane, who, in a series of letters, successfully "guilted" him
into agreeing
help many of them, including three first cousins
(Cochrane). Politically, it
not at
a detriment
be "well-known
for supporting the ladies here," as, in Whig circles, Bailie of Jerviswood
bragged to Lord Grange.
Many of the Scottish women, although protected in this way by rel
atives and friends, nevertheless found themselves in difficulties,
charged suddenly with saving their family estates
often the lives of
their husbands, sons and brothers. This
a radical shift in their tra
ditional role from supporter of a husband's estate management and
political clientage
active manager of both. In this crisis,
obvious
effective weapon was the social code in which elite women had
been steeped since childhood. The polite networking and letter-writing
of the ordinary social round were now turned to very practical use.3
principle targets of the first wave of lobbying by letter and in
person were the king and his ministers, who were petitioned with beau
tifully constructed memoranda like that of Margaret, Countess
Southesk, who reminded the court that after her husband fled to France,
"in consequence, the supplicant and her poor, innocent, infant son find
themselves obliged to the natural obligation of the father, that is seeing
after the family." Janet Bruce, writing to Montrose in his position as Sec
retary of State for Scotland, explained that "we women," prevented her
brother Thomas from surrendering
authorities, "afraid he would be
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imprisoned if he did and afraid of plunder (by the Jacobites) if he went
not back." Lady Nairne, arguably the greatest mistress of the art of peti
tioning, addressed herself to the Duke of Marlborough, still the nominal
Commander in Chief of the Army, in a rhetorical masterpiece:

Pity

compassion being inseparable from
magnanimous
brave, I'm convinced were it possible for me
represent to
your grace what a real object of it I
rendered by my lord's
misfortunes, you would vouchsafe me some part of your pity
then of your favor. But why do I mention so worthless a
creature as myself, when I can represent Your Grace
of the
most deserving objects on earth — I mean a truly gallant man?
No words can express the obligation this would lay on me, my
twelve children
five grandchildren, as soon as they could
speak (which many of them are not old enough to do yet, for I've
grandchildren elder than some of my own). All shall be taught
to bless Your Grace
noble family.
(Nairne 1716)

Throughout their correspondence, the Jacobite women carefully pre
sented themselves as falling into traditional roles: wives, mothers, or
"worthless creatures,"
all in need of chivalrous male protection.
This networking
letter writing was
used to recruit other
women to support the rebels
their families, and
extremely suc
cessful. Grizel Hume, Bailie of Jerviswood's wife, assured Lady Mar
garet Wedderburn of their help in saving her son, while Lady Nairne
cleverly appealed to Sophia, Countess of Buckenburg, one of the King's
Hanoverian courtiers, by sending not only a plea for her imprisoned
husband, but needlework done by one of Nairne's young daughters.
taking their
to influential court ladies, the Jacobite women gained
forceful advocates, including Henrietta Villiers Hamilton, Countess of
Orkney (a former mistress of King William III), who at one point even
managed to browbeat the flinty Lord Townshend into reading a pro
Jacobite petition to
cabinet council (Campbell).
Politeness
an effective technique with which to manipulate
confuse the military officers on
in Scotland. Margaret, Count
ess of Panmure, whose husband had escaped to France, kept up a cor
respondence with both Generals Carpenter and Cadogan when her
estates at Brechin
Panmure were garrisoned with troops. "The
harsh treatment I received from
soldiers
officers obliges me to
trouble you,"she wrote Cadogan; "I am persuaded they have no order
from you
quarter in this house
command in a rude manner"
(Panmure GD 14/270/5).
Countess
requested liberty for her ser
George Maule, who
arrested, because "he is the only one to do
business for me,
no station claims a greater share of generosity than
the military." These missives usually came accompanied by gifts,
including the deer, which was both a present
a clever
subtle
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reminder that the land was hers to hunt on
dispose of, even though
occupying army was camped on it at the
Cadogan and Carpenter, both ambitious officers of relatively hum
ble origins and no desire
insult the Countess or her powerful rela
tives, had no choice but to respond in
conventional manner, assur
ing the Countess that any supplies taken from the estates would be paid
for, that the soldiers would behave nicely
would be banished from
the house,
that Cadogan "would employ what little credit I have to
do you service and show the perfect veneration
respect" (Cadogan).
Carpenter found himself especially obligated
Panmure after the
Countess discovered that Mr. Dolubule, a French officer
long-time
friend to Carpenter,
imprisoned in Edinburgh; Panmure offered
him
use of her lodgings there in exchange for Dolubule's pressure on
Carpenter to assist her (Maule). The upshot of her action
that the
General was reduced to plaintively wishing, "I hope you will not
impute any unwillingness in me
serve you" (Carpenter).
Thus limited by their ability to communicate with these women
any but the most formal and respectful terms, Cadogan, like many of his
junior colleagues found himself trapped in a frustrating war of
Frances, Dowager Countess of Seaforth, capitalized on his predicament
in the struggle for control of her son's estate in the northern Highlands.
Frances assailed Cadogan with letters in which she characterized herself
as "long a widow . . . without any offense given
the king or govern
ment . . . the only woman in Britain so much harassed" after Cadogan
refused to let two known rebels accompany her to London in Cadogan's
own carriage, loaned for the occasion (Rose
Meanwhile, Frances
secretly armed Mackenzie tenants, who, on her instructions, attacked
government surveyors so regularly that they were forced
hire body
guards (Ross). Lord Lovat, much less enamored of gentle manners,
tried to explain to the Dowager Countess "in the polite-est language that
unless her son submitted, he
warriors would attack and wipe
every rebel Mackenzie off the face of the earth" (Rose 25).
laughed
in Lovat's face before turning tearfully
the Earl of Sutherland, who
gallantly offered intercede with
king. Thoroughly impressed with
ruthless resolve of the Dowager Countess, Sir Hew Dalrymple
reported to
brother in Paris that she "has seen better to
security
of that family . . .
[the earl has] so saved life
fortune, which he
owes entirely to his mother, who, though she be a very bigot papist,
would not expose her son's family for the interest of any king" (Graham
305).
The most famous of the Scottish Jacobite wives was Winifred
Maxwell, the Countess of Nithsdale, who, failing to convince George I
personally of her case, "took hold of the skirt of his coat, that he might
stay to hear me; but he endeavored to get away,
I held so fast that
he drew me upon my knees almost from the middle of the chamber to
the drawing-room door; at last
of the blue riibands that
with
him took me around the waist
drew the skirt of his coat out of my
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hands" (Taylor 49-52). She then decided to rescue her condemned hus
band from
Tower of London. Allowed access to himz along with
other women, Nithsdale bribed the guards and proceeded to confuse
them with a parade of female accomplices who entered
left the
Tower cell, changing clothes
thoroughly obscuring who was still
the room, before leading her husband
disguised in a woman's dress
cloak (Taylor
The pair escaped from London with the help of
the Venetian ambassador, winning the admiration of the exiled Jaco
bites,
even the grudging respect of George I, who admitted that
Lady Nithsdale had done her duty in saving her husband (Forrester).
This was only
of the most daring acts by Jacobite women. Sir
David Thriepland's wife, Catherine, gave birth
a son in a house gar
risoned with government soldiers,
proudly had him christened
"Stuart" (Melville 120). Alice Paterson, whose two sons were captured
as rebels, demanded from John Clerk, a baron of the Scottish exchequer,
the return of the plough-horse they were riding at the time, explaining
that although her sons might be rebels, the horse had no ideological dif
ferences with the government
had committed no crime (Paterson).
This new role as savior
administrator of the family estates may have
even prompted a new tone in the family's relationships, as when the
usually demure Sophia Erskine confidently mentioned her exile hus
band that "I make no doubt of getting a suitable allowment
what
with your
which have sometimes been uneasy me, I now reck
on one advantage!" (Erskine).
Scottish Jacobite women were probably most spectacularly suc
cessful in preventing the government's. Commission for Forfeited
Estates from confiscating their families' property. By a combination of
petitioning, legal obstruction,
refusal to vacate estates slated for for
feiture, they were able to create unending difficulties for
commis
sioners and their agents. The Dowager Countess of Seaforth, whose
method of having the surveyors set upon
murdered was more dras
tic than most,
nonetheless closely rivaled in her obstructionist
maneuvering by Margaret Panmure, who zealously followed her hus
band's charge to "prevent
she can the bad consequences of that bill
attainder) and to endeavor get a tack [a rental or lease agreement]
from the commissioners of my two houses
the enclosed grounds
thereby keep possession as long as she can." (Panmure 1718).
She did this by using the Scottish courts to get her own servants
named the legal factors on the estate, in defiance of
commissioners,
then proceeded
hide virtually every asset — cows, furniture, grain
important papers — in the homes
lands of sympathetic neigh
bors
relatives. Taking advantage of the authorities' squeamishness
about having her evicted, Margaret Panmure stubbornly remained in
residence after the estate had been sold to the
Buildings Company
(the joint-stock company set up to profit from the forfeitures by buying
up the properties
collecting the rents),
was still there when the
company collapsed into bankruptcy. The family
able
buy back
the properties in the late 1720's (Complaint 180).
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Similarly, other Scottish ladies convinced the courts and the com
missioners that the estates the government wanted to name forfeit were
actually the property of the women themselves, not their exiled or
attainted male relatives. Mary Dunbar Hamilton argued that her son
Basil could not forfeit the property of Baldoon he stood
inherit from
her while she was still alive (Hamilton), while Margaret Nairne made
the
that the entire property of her husband had come through his
marriage
her (and taking of her father's title, Lord Nairne),
thus
was not his to lose (Nairne, "Case"). Margaret Struan, in an even bold
er case, secured her Jacobite brother Alexander Struan's estate for her
self by insisting that she was a firm Whig, but had been abused by the
rest of her family for it, and had been forced by them to aid Alexander's
escape after
Battle of Sheriffmuir (Taylor 251)! Far from a demure
request for protection from
government, in the place of their miss
ing husbands, brothers
sons, these later tactics actively discounted
the men whose property they were meant to protect.
Despite what were considered outrageous acts of defiance and
obstruction,
women were ever prosecuted in Scotland for actions
related the 1715 rebellion. The closest case involved a commoner liv
ing in Edinburgh who was arrested on charges of treason after failing to
notice twenty-two men imprisoned in the Canongate next door tunnel
ing into the back wall of her fireplace
escaping through her kitchen;
however, she
released a few days later. For elite women, the deci
sion by the government early in the rebellion to protect the female rela
tives of rebels
shield them from responsibility for any part in the
rebellion provided them with an unassailable cover for engaging in a
whole range of subversive actions save their men and their property.
Hamstrung by
need
look generous, protect the king from being a
target because of his unfortunate family history,
please the network
of hovering relatives, the government found itself obstructed and
defeated at almost every turn by determined women who manipulated
their predicament with growing confidence
success, but always
signed themselves "your most humble
obliging servant."

Notes
1. For a seventeenth century example of a marriage that was carefully
constructed
conserve property
provide political influence, but
a great meeting of the hearts
minds of the spouses, see
McClain.
2. For an examination of this phenomena of Whig politeness, see
Mason, Klein.
3. No parallel work exists for Scotland, but Whyman outlines the
importance of the letter-writing and gift-exchanging culture of the aris
tocracy; Szechi 381-4.
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The horses go round the covered school, dust
motes hovering, riders rising to the trot. In
America we call it posting, not rising. Up down,
up down, up down: easing the horse's back and
the rider's spine by a moment's suspension in
the air. Posting a manuscript, sending it willynilly through
Posting to the trot was
what English postillions began to do in the eigh
teenth century, riding bareback
coach horses
famous for delivering passengers
postbags
at a "spanking" trot. After a time, the rhythm
enters one's bones, never
be forgotten, like
other early internalizations of rhythm. In "A
Poem Is Being Written," Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick
echoes Freud's "A Child Is Being Beaten," com
menting, "When I was a little child the two most
rhythmic things that happened to me were
spanking and poetry" (Sedgwick 114). Horses
teach their riders pace — the quickness or slow
ness of the rhythm, calculated for covering a
particular piece of topography. And they teach
their riders cadence, the dance-steps of the
movements of horse
rider over the ground.
Poetry in motion, or
poetry of motion.
Riding a horse is many things, but ever since
Pegasus gave a lift to a poet, riding has been a
metaphor for writing. In "Strike, for Bonnie, my
first horse," the Scottish writer Veronica ForrestThomson exercizes this old chestnut wittily:
Hail
wert!
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And, breaking into a canter, I set off on the long road south
Which was
take me
so many strange places,
That room in Cambridge, that room in Cambridge, that room in
Cambridge,
That room in Cambridge, this room in Cambridge.
(84)

And so English poetry has been produced for centuries, ink-stained
aspirants taking to the road to discover their fortunes, trotting boldly
out of the provinces, cantering along turnpikes
the great university
towns. As Forrest-Thomson adds at lines 30-32, "There was an I-havebeen-here-before kind of feeling about it. / That hateful cripple with the
twisted grin. But / Dauntless the slughorn to my ear I set."
To write well is
ride well and vice
produce well-crafted
verse, to travel distances in rhythm
harmony. According
this
conceit, the poet's craft is synonymous with the horseman's artistry. In
The Battel of the Books (1710), Jonathan Swift mounted Homer on "a furi
ous Horse, with Difficulty managed by the Rider himself, but which no
other Mortal durst approach" — a fair estimate of the visceral power
inimitability assigned
Homer by the eighteenth-century reading
public (Greenberg
Piper
Swift's satire reveals that the arts of
riding
writing required "management," but his choice of word
refers both
the "manege," the indoor school,
to
principles of
classical riding (what today we would call "dressage" which literally
means training or schooling). Swift has Virgil, too, take the field as a
consummate horseman, mounted
"a dapple grey Steed, the slowness
of whose Pace,
effect of the highest Mettle
Vigour" (Green
berg and Piper 389). Managing his horse's energetic impulsion without
overly containing it, Virgil has achieved a high degree of collection and
brilliance in his horse's movements. Dryden, by contrast, cuts an
embarrassing and unschooled figure, mounted upon "a sorrel Gelding
of a monstrous Size" — huge, we notice, but castrated — who, being
"old
lean, spent the Dregs of his Strength in a high Trot, which tho'
it made slow advances, yet caused a loud Clashing of his Armor, terri
ble
hear" (389). Dryden appears ridiculously like one of Oliver
Cromwell's rustic recruits to the New Model Army, riding not an artful
ly schooled cavalry charger, but an ungainly cart horse with uncomfort
able paces. Sensibly, he fears even to mount Virgil's steed: "(WJhen it
came the Trial, Dryden
afraid, and utterly unable to mount" (390).
Victory for the ancient poets over
moderns is achieved by means of
a dressage test.
In 1755 Bonnell Thornton described British women poets riding
Pegasus — sidesaddle, if you please. In the 1750s, as Harriet Guest has
shown, women as well as men could represent the glory of the nation:
"Writing poetry seems indistinguishable from dressage, or from dress
ing elegantly; it. is
appropriate feminine accomplishment" (87).
Katherine Philips, the Restoration's "Celebrated ORINDA," puts
an
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elegant show, though she "never ventured beyond a canter or an hand
gallop," making Pegasus "do his paces with so much ease
exactness,
that Waller owned he could never bring him under so much command
(Thornton 1:412). Aphra Behn, outrageously insisting on riding astride,
proves equally skillful in
equestrian
adding airs above the
ground: "She made the poor beast frisk,
caper,
curvet, and play
a thousand tricks; while she herself was quite unconcerned, though she
shewed her legs at every motion of
horse," embarrassing some of the
Muses (413).
most dramatic performance is achieved by Laetitia
Pilkington, who, "despising the weak efforts of her husband
prevent
her," "jumped boldly into the saddle,
whipping
cutting rode
away furiously helter skelter over hedge
and trampled upon
every body who came in her road (414).
"took particular delight in
driving the poor horse, who kicked
winced
the while, into the
most filthy places," yet when she paused in this mad career she con
vinced the audience "that she knew as well how
manage Pegasus as
any of the females, who had tried before her (414). Not content with dis
playing her dressage skills, Pilkington shows herself be a bold cross
country rider in the famous Irish free-style.
Around about 1750 the English, not to be outdone, began to dedicate
themselves to jumping at speed while out hunting with hounds, turning
the tops of their boots down
taking their stirrups up a notch or two
in order negotiate obstacles at a gallop. Previous practice had usual
ly involved going up
a fence and "craning" one's neck to see
it,
checking what lay
the other side. Then the horse would be turned
around
the jump taken slowly without much of a run up it. After
1750, the hunting scene changed dramatically, gradually becoming the
contest of thrusting horsemanship familiar from nineteenth-century
sporting paintings
prints. With the production of fast Thorough
bred horses
foxhounds,
newly laid quick-set hedges enclosing
large grass fields in formerly open country, the effects of the second (the
landlords') Agricultural Revolution were apparent.1
By shortening
their stirrups, Britons departed from Continental practice partly, but
crucially, in
name of national superiority
imperial sovereignty.
Some of that sense of superiority derived from the new Thoroughbred
horses, who were in fact the produce of imported bloodstock from the
East, a sign of British mercantile might. More ironic still is that the actu
al riding techniques involved can be traced
the Turkic horsemen of
the Eastern steppes who had made the cavalry of the Ottoman empire
so invincible. They were the first people
use stirrups
they rode
with short stirrup leathers, extending rather than collecting their hors
es. Riding short
to be known as riding in the "Turkey fashion,"
though there were undoubtedly native innovations of the Pilkington
cutting-a-dash variety.
Mad helter skelters
hedge
ditch as a substitute for proper
horsemanship were exactly the kind of thing which William Cavendish,
Duke of Newcastle, riding master
equestrian advisor
Charles II,
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wished to eradicate. Newcastle found his seventeenth-century country
men inelegant
bumpkinish, sorely in need of time in the manege:
I wonder how men are so Presumptions,
think they can Ride as
Horse-men, because they can Ride forward from Barnet
London,
which every body can do;
I have seen Women
Ride Astride
as well as they.
(Cavendish 11)

Another, because
hath Ridd a Hundred Miles in a Day, (which a
Post-Boy can do) thinks Himself a Horse-man; or, Because he can Run
a Match with his Groom, or Leap a Ditch, or a Hedg, in Hunting, and
Hold by the Main, he thinks he is a Horse-man; but his Hunts-Boy
doth as much. . . And I have seen many Wenches Ride Astride, and
Gallop,
Run their Horses, that could, I think, hardly Ride a Horse
Well in the Mannage
(Cavendish 46-47)

Already by the 1660s, it would seem, Britons desired nothing so much
as expedition, both the efficient use of time in a commercial sense and
the quest for adventure. The sports of the aristocracy and country gen
try partook no less than did commerce in this spirit of enterprise. The
result of the English preference for riding from Barnet
London as
expeditiously as possible was that, as John Adams commented in 1805,
"reciprocal contempt has subsisted between the manege riding and jock
ey riding ever since" (1: xvii).
This difference marks a significant split in the discourse of riding
the early modern period which still has effects today. Before 1800, The
Sportsman's Dictionary did not bother with a special entry on "Horse
manship" as such,
the entry "To Ride" referred only "learning the
manage" (The Sportsman's Dictionary 1735, 1778, 1792). In
1800 edi
tion, "Horsemanship" appears as an entry drawn from John Lawrence's
A Philosophical And Practical Treatise On Horses (1796):
decline of Riding-house forms in this country,
the universal
preference given to expedition, fully confirm the superior use and
propriety of a jockey-seat. . . . There are many persons unaccus
tomed
riding
horseback, who, when they occasionally mount,
are very justly anxious both for their personal safety,
their
appearance. It is for the benefit of these we write.

A growing urban culture was by the 1790s producing increasing num
bers of city dwellers with no immediate connection to horsemanship of
any kind, let alone the manege. Like William Cowper's comic citizen,
John Gilpin, they might, without proper tuition, be expected to be run
with by willful horses
made laughingstocks of town and
country (Cowper 346-51). In 1807, still under Lawrence's influence, a
revised entry "To Ride" is added:
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To RIDE is so familiar and appropriate a term for exercise on horse
back, that it is impossible
make it clearer by any periphrasis. . . .
What is commonly called riding the great horse, but more properly
menage,... has the same relation to riding, in its common accep
tation, that the military exercise
dancing have to the general use
of
limbs of a man in walking
running;
the traveller and
the sportsman, if they have only been trained in the riding school,
will have much to unlearn, or they will find their horses ill able to
carry them through a long journey, or a long chase.

(382)
By this moment in history, what I would call the English hunting seat
has been fully invented. It is patriotically charged —
enactment of
English, or rather, British freedoms. Free forward movement of the
horse with a minimum of interference from the rider: the liberties of the
freeborn subject in action. Adams's hymn
the English seat as it has
developed outside the manege, for road-riding, hunting, or racing, is
couched in a rhetoric powerfully evocative of British sovereignty based
in English liberty: "The rider participates the like ease or unrestrained
liberty . . . laying aside all unnecessary restraint when we can perform
to our satisfaction without it" (2:6; 2:8).
Like the men's, the women's story
also the story of riding ever
faster and ever shorter, but side-saddle. The side-saddle was
all
a gender machine, a machine for producing sexual difference between
women
men among the upper
middle classes. Like a number
of other such machines, the side-saddle did not survive two world wars,
the rise of the internal combustion engine, and the levelling influences
of
twentieth century, except as nostalgia.
"Dauntless the slughorn my ear I
as Forrest-Thomson wrote:
it was the notes of the hunting horn that she heard. Where would Eng
lish poetry be without the heart-poundingly creatural music of riding to
hounds? This would not have been news
William Butler Yeats.
Indeed the Irish have always had a special relation to courageous cross
country pursuits, as we have seen, setting a standard of puissant
over hedge,
wall, and bank that the English envied
attempted
to appropriate for themselves. A bit like Irish writing, actually, which
comprises most of the finest English writing of the last century. Yeats
fond of hound voices
the music of the hunting horn. They were
to him precious reminders of
older, more ceremonious world in
which beauty, ritual,
heart-pounding excitement could bring people
together in collective ecstasy at the achievements of their fellow crea
tures. "At Galway Races" (1910) captures something of this mass invest
ment in the animal world, which Yeats considered produced admirable
people, gentlemen and gentlewomen irrespective of class or accent:
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THERE where the course is,
Delight makes all of the one mind,
The riders upon the galloping horses,
The crowd that closes in behind:
We, too, had good attendance
Hearers
hearteners of the work;
Aye, horsemen for companions,
Before the merchant
the clerk
Breathed on the world with timid breath.
Sing on: somewhere at some new moon,
We'll learn that sleeping is not death,
Hearing the whole earth change its tune,
Its flesh being wild,
it again
Crying aloud as the racecourse is,
And we find hearteners among men
That ride upon horses.
(108)

Against this active creatural union rings the voice of the anti-hunting
fanatic in "Three Songs to the Same Tune":
'Drown all the dogs,' said the fierce young woman,
killed my goose and a cat.
Drown, drown in the water-butt,
Drown all the dogs,' said the fierce young woman.

(322)

Modernizers are nay-sayers and bullies, confusing care for goose and
cat with a vengeful command to kill the dogs, the unfortunate pack of
hounds who must have run riot in a farmyard.
On 22 September 2002 the Countryside Alliance organized a march
in London, protesting against New Labour's proposed ban on hunting
with dogs. The march, which attracted over 400,000 people, making it
one of the largest marches ever in London,
addressed other matters
of importance, such as the recent crises in British farming, especially last
year's foot
mouth epidemic,
the apparent deafness of a largely
urban-centered government rural needs and wishes. In deference to
the anti-hunting urban majority, the organizers of the march had leafleted protesters not to bring hunting horns or whistles. What this prohi
bition meant in practice was that vendors sold plastic whistles and
horns along the route, and that many people who possessed a hunting
horn brought it and blew it with passion. I have never before been on a
march that
simultaneously so self-assured
so carnivalesque.
Nor have I ever felt such spine-tingling excitement as that aroused when
the huntsman blows her horn.
hunting field was once the utimate testing ground of riding in
the free forward manner, balancing horses with minimal interference
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with their way of going, encouraging extension over collection. Conti
nental observers continue
regard the British passion for hunting as
typically aberrant. Colonel Alois Podhajsky, director of
Spanish
Riding School of Vienna, told pupils at Porlock Vale in England in 1950,
"You will never ride properly until you
up this foxhunting."2 That
moment of giving up may well be upon us. The future of hunting in
Britain today looks bleak.
hostile urban majority, outsiders to the
rural culture of hunting and field sports, have mistaken a ritual drama,
in fact a fox cult, for cruelty to foxes. As a consequence of hunting's
declining reputation in Britain, the philosophy of riding there, as in the
United States, has been shifting away from the free forward movement
style towards formerly rejected German, French,
Austrian models.
Maneges and
techniques of dressage have been
the rise interna
tionally. The new horsey talk is all about discipline and control and
modifying horses' ways of going rather than encouraging their natural
balance, pace, and cadence. And in both Europe
North America it
is becoming increasingly difficult find anywhere to ride across coun
try anyway.
What will have been lost if a hunting way of going and the free for
ward movement style of riding disappear? A certain apparatus
national identity inclined towards identification with
gentry will go.
But it is a minor link in the signifying chain of class in Britain, insignif
icant compared with the institutions of prep school
public school,
Oxford
Cambridge, gentlemen's clubs, inheritance practices, and
economic infrastructure. It is there in
record, certainly, but so too is
Yeats's cross-class collective vision. What will have been lost more
damagingly is the excitement of pure being that riding across country
brings,
that hunting enables in so far as "any
chooses to
put himself
horseback, let him be a lord or a tinker," as Anthony
lope observed, has "permission to ride where he will, over enclosed
fields, across growing crops, crushing down cherished fences,
treat
ing the land as though it were his own — as long as hounds are running"
(73).
The excitement of pure being remains necessary, though, for
writing and for poetry in particular. Sylvia Plath
moved to write
one of her least sinister, least melancholic, most beautiful poems when
she
riding regularly on Dartmoor, an upland area of wild open
country, a few miles from the farmhouse she shared with Ted Hughes at
North Tawton in Devon. When we read "Ariel" we should remember
not only Swift and Thornton with their equine tests of poetic value (and
valor), but also Yeats's collective ecstasy. For once at one with the drive
— of speed, of the horse beneath her — Plath is only imaginatively sui
cidal in her headlong gallop, the craggy granite tors receding in
dis
tance:

Stasis in darkness.
Then the substanceless blue
Pour of tor
distances.
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God's lioness,
How one we grow,
Pivot of heels
knees!—

furrow

Splits and passes, sister to
The brown
Of the neck I cannot catch ...
Something else

Hauls me through air —
Thighs, hair;
Flakes from my heels.
White
Godiva, I unpeel —
Dead hands, dead stringencies. . .
And I
Am the arrow,

The dew that flies
Suicidal, at one with the drive
Into the red
Eye, the cauldron of morning.
(36-37)

Too few are the opportunities for such experiences these days. It is,
however, still possible to ride across Dartmoor,
if dauntless or feck
less enough, to strip away the
stringencies as the wind whistles
through the
I highly recommend it.3

Notes
1. See Allen (21) and my Invention of the Countryside for elaboration.
2. Private communication with
author.
3. Mrs. Rosemary Hooley, proprietor of a riding stable
Dartmoor
since 1964, used
advertise "Adventurous
Interesting Rides"
across the moor. Today hardly any customers appear interested in the
"adventurous" part. You can find her at www.skaighstables.co.uk or
email info@skaighstables.co.uk.
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